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SUMMARY
Biomolecules present an almost endless challenge with regard to predicting their
properties, structure, and behavior. The present body of work focuses on using computa-
tional techniques to characterize and predict the energetics and other observables of peptides
unfolding under external forces. This work is composed of two primary aims: to develop
efficient computational approaches to address this problem and to apply these methods to
specific biochemical problems to learn new chemical biology. In combination, these two aims
have led to studies that provide insight into the unfolding pathways and characteristics of
several peptide motifs.
In fulfillment of the first aim, we have introduced two new methods to the field of compu-
tational unfolding simulations: Adaptive Steered Molecular Dynamics and Full-Relaxation
Adaptive Steered Molecular Dynamics. Futhermore, we have benchmarked these algorithms
with varying constraints including different peptide secondary structure motifs, solvation
models, force field versions, and molecular dynamics integrators.
The second aim of this work is directed toward utilizing those methods to approach
complex biochemical problems. We focus on applying our methods to mechanically unfold-
ing several different peptide secondary structure motifs such as helices and β-hairpins. We
calculate the energetics of unfolding the peptides, analyze the hydrogen bonding networks,
and calculate the interaction energies of several specific residue pairs. Throughout this
work, we have collaborated with Dr. Stephen Quirk, an experimental biochemist with the
Kimberly-Clark Corporation. As such, both computational and experimental data will be
presented and discussed for two of the projects.
Overall, this thesis demonstrates that we have provided one avenue for addressing the






Proteins are macromolecules that carry out a variety of functions in cells such as catalyzing
reactions, transporting molecules, and cellular signaling. Protein function and behavior has
been studied extensively; however, the mechanism of a protein folding into a native state
or unfolding from a native state to a random coil is not well understood [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
Even less is understood about protein misfolding that leads to neurodegenerative diseases
[6]. Protein folding is a very complex process and its characterization presents a challenge
to both experimentalists and theorists. There have been several experimental methods
developed to study protein folding. This includes numerous methods in crystallography,
spectroscopy and mechanical probes [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Theorists have developed several
computational methods, with emphasis on molecular dynamics (MD), to investigate the
folding, structure, and properties of proteins [13, 14, 4, 15, 16].
Studying the unfolding pathways of proteins has been shown to also uncover ways to
understand the mechanism of folding. Studies of the unfolding of a protein as a means to
understand how proteins fold [17]. For example, Anfinsen studied the reversible denatura-
tion of several proteins using urea and β-mercaptoethanol. He determined that the tertiary
structure of a protein is determined only by the amino acid sequence. He was the first to
suggest that folding is driven by the protein adopting a native structure that has the lowest
free energy.
Many of the roles performed by proteins depend on their mechanical properties, includ-
ing folding and unfolding. The response of proteins to external mechanical manipulation has
been studied experimentally by single-molecule pulling experiments using Atomic Force Mi-
croscopy (AFM) [7], laser optical tweezers [18], and biomembrane force probes [19]. These
types of measurements yield information about the extension of the protein as a function of
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the applied force. In general, using these experimental techniques, one obtains the overall
view of the protein stretching without any specific, detailed information on the unfolding
pathway.
Theoretical approaches have been able to shed some light on the underlying structure
and properties of unfolding proteins at the atomistic level. In particular, Steered Molecular
Dynamics (SMD), inspired by AFM experiments, has been used to understand the mechan-
ical properties of unfolding or stretching proteins. However, several challenges impede the
practicality of using SMD [20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. The immense sampling sizes required to
converge the energetics of unfolding present a substantial challenge that must be overcome.
Our group has developed an enhanced-sampling method, Adaptive Steered Molecular Dy-
namics (ASMD) to circumvent this problem. Additional improvements upon the original
ASMD method have resulted in the development of Full-Relaxation ASMD (FR-ASMD),
Partial-Relaxation ASMD (PR-ASMD), and Multiple-Branched ASMD (MB-ASMD).
1.2 Motivation
Understanding the mechanistic pathways involved in protein folding has long been a subject
of interest for both theorists and experimentalists. Knowledge of the unfolding or stretching
of peptides by mechanical perturbations provides insight into their energetics, dynamics, and
stabilities in various environments. Unfolded proteins that accumulate in the endoplasmic
reticulum of cells are known to induce a signal-transduction response, referred to as Unfolded
Protein Response (UPR) [25]. UPR has been linked to a number of aliments such as various
cancers, heart disease, neurodegenerative diseases, and immune disorders. Determining the
energetics of the unfolding pathways of numerous types of peptide motifs allow for the
potential development of methods to control misfolding events that are known to lead to such
degenerative diseases [26]. Additionally, understanding the energetics of protein unfolding
has potential, but far-reaching implications for the field of drug design and delivery.
1.3 Thesis Objectives
The aims of this thesis are to develop computational methods to efficiently simulate the
process of a peptide unfolding under external forces and to obtain the relative energetics
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of differing secondary structure motifs to uncover the driving mechanisms contributing to
the overall stability of the peptides. In order to investigate the mechanisms of protein
stability, several different peptides have been studied using different variations of SMD
developed in our group. By applying these methods we have gained a better understanding
of the dynamics of small single-motif peptides. This has been accomplished by investigating
the unfolding energetics and accompanying structural changes of α-helices, β-hairpins and
multi-motif peptides.
1.4 Thesis Structure
In Chapter 2, the computational methodology used throughout Chapters 3 through 5 are
presented. This includes a discussion of several non-equilibrium sampling methods with
a focus on SMD. The section also presents methods developed by the Hernandez group
including ASMD, FR-ASMD, PR-ASMD, and MB-ASMD. Additionally, the methods used
to calculate the weighted observables, such as hydrogen bonding patterns and residue pair
interaction energies are also presented.
Chapter 3 focuses on the energetic trends and structures obtained during the unfolding
pathways of helical peptide motifs. It is a compilation of published work [27] on the unfolding
of ALA10 under varying solvent conditions co-authored with Dale Merz Jr., Dr. Eliezer
Hershkovits, Dr. Stephen Quirk and Prof. Rigoberto Hernandez and work currently in
preparation on the unfolding behavior of helical peptides in three versions of the CHARMM
force field [28], using different families of potentials (i.e. AMBER and CHARMM) [29], and
the linear trends that emerge during the unfolding of alanine-rich peptides of varying lengths
[30].
Chapter 4 contains three different studies of the dynamics of several β-hairpins. The
studies in this chapter are adapted from published work and two manuscripts currently
in preparation. First, published work [31] comparing the unfolding energetics, hydrogen
bonding patterns and residue pair interaction energies between chignolin and trpzip1 co-
authored with Dr. Stephen Quirk and Prof. Rigoberto Hernandez will be presented. Next,
work in preparation focusing on a joint experimental and theoretical mutation study of
3
trpzip1 [32] is discussed. Lastly, another study in preparation focusing on the differences
in the energetics of unfolding β-hairpins depending on the family of potential used for the
molecular dynamics [29].
Investigations of the unfolding dynamics of multi-motif peptides are presented in Chap-
ter 5. This includes two joint experimental and theoretical studies currently in preparation.
The first study focuses on the energetics and formation higher-order structures of three
mutations of a polyproline helix [33]. The second study centers around a mutation study
aimed at modulating the stability and function of an antimicrobial peptide [34].
Chapter 6 elaborates the overall conclusions of this thesis and the significant findings of




One of the advantages of using MD methods is the ability to simulate systems with an
incredible number of possible conformations. Biomolecular systems inherently contain many
such possible conformations due to their flexible backbones and side chains. In order to
accurately and efficiently capture those conformations, numerous MD sampling methods
have been devised.
2.1 Non-equilibrium sampling methods
Free energy perturbation (FEP) is a statistical mechanics method developed by Zwanzig
for the simulation of nonpolar gases [35]. It is a method for calculating differences in free
energy from MD and Monte Carlo simulations. The change in free energy associated with
a transition from an initial to a final state is characterized by the Zwanzig equation [35]:










where T is the temperature, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and the brackets indicate that
the average is performed from a simulation of the system in state 1. As a simulation of the
initial state is performed, every instance a different configuration is accepted, the energy for
state 2 is calculated again. This algorithm may be applied to a number of different types
of systems. For example, states 1 and 2 could refer to different geometries of the system.
In any case, a profile of the free energy changes along one or more reaction coordinates is
obtained for the transition. This constructed free energy landscape is referred to as a PMF.
A limitation of FEP calculations is that the PMFs will converge only when the change
between the two states is relatively small. As such, the algorithm requires division of the
reaction coordinate into segments which are referred to a “windows” and can be computed
independently; hence, increasing the speed at which computations can be achieved. The
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FEP methods has been used in combination with MD and quantum mechanical approaches
to compute a several biological processes including ligand binding, solvent effects of reactions
and enzymatic reactions.
Building on the achievements of the FEP methodology, additional methods were devel-
oped in order to improve the sampling of systems with large energetic barriers, as can be
the case with chemical reactions or the transitions of a biomolecule between unstructured
and native states. Umbrella sampling, developed by Torrie and Valleau, was developed to
overcome such sampling limitations [36]. Modifications to the potential function, such as
a biasing force, allow the system of interest to surmount the large barrier. This method is
called “umbrella” sampling because the reaction coordinate is divided into windows which
overlap. The overlap of the windows can be modified in order to fit the constraints of any
given system. The bias applied to the potential energetically connects the separated regions
able to be sampled. Once a reaction coordinate has been determined, segmented, and the
bias has been applied to the potential, it is then necessary to sample within the window in
order to obtain a converged probability distribution function. The probability distribution
function is then unbiased and can be inverted to calculate the free energy profile.
One such method for obtaining the free energy profile is Weighted Histogram Analysis
Method (WHAM) [37]. WHAM was developed as an extension of the Multiple Histogram
Technique [38, 39]. It is a method for extracting the free energy profile from sampling
schemes that involve using multiple reweighing procedures. The guiding principal of WHAM
relies on having a discrete number of states. A histogram constructed from discrete bins
can be calculated, which yields the relative probability of observing the events. From these
probabilities, the weighted free energy profile along with other desired observables can be
calculated.
2.2 Steered Molecular Dynamics (SMD) and the Jarzynski Equality
(JE)
One successful theoretical method used to predict the free energy profile for a number of
different types of systems is SMD [40, 41, 23, 24]. This method was used to find the free
energy of: the unfolding a peptide [23], transitions between different states of a molecule
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[23, 24] and forcing a molecule through a channel [40], and to understand the dissociation
of a salt compound in a solvent [42]. SMD is designed around the following procedure: one





while the other end is pulled with constant force or velocity until the peptide is completely










to average the work distribution and obtain the PMF. The JE is a non-equilibrium work
theorem that relates equilibrium observables to non-equilibrium trajectories. SMD was
employed in the calculation of the PMF of the unfolding of decaalanine, a small α-helical
peptide [24]. This method was found to be comparable to umbrella sampling using WHAM
for analysis. However, SMD in conjunction with the JE provides a much simpler method
for calculating the PMF in comparison with WHAM [23].
Although SMD is a useful method, it can be very computationally expensive because
a large number of trajectories are required to converge the PMF for long distance pulling
paths. One of the main drawbacks of SMD is that the logarithm of an average of exponen-
tials, referred to as the “exponential average” of the work, is much lower than the average
of the work. Therefore, the trajectories with the greatest contribution in the Jarzynski av-
erage are rare events. Finding these rare events requires averaging over a very large sample
space.
There have been several attempts to reduce the number of trajectories required for
the correct estimation of the free energy. The use of backward as well as forward trajec-
tories have lead to improved convergence in the averaging of the work [47, 48], which is
further enhanced through the use of the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) [49, 50].
Multistage methods, such as Kofke’s multistage approach [51], multistep trajectory com-
bination (MSTC) [52, 53], our own ASMD method [54, 55, 56], along with and several
others [57, 58, 59] have also been developed in order to decrease divergence of the work
functions of trajectories. These methods share a similar strategy in that they are all based
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on segmenting the pulling path into several smaller stages and independently calculating
the Jarzynski average along these stages. The advantage of this segmentation lies in the
fact that a smaller stage leads to a smaller span of trajectories which can be more readily
fully sampled despite the possibility of rare low-work trajectories.
Näıve ASMD and FR-ASMD follow the second of these strategies. In both of these
methods, the major advantage involves the contraction of trajectories at the end of a stage
to structures closer to those representative of the equilibrium distribution of the peptide
constrained to the particular extension. In näıve ASMD, a single structure is chosen from
those in the numerically determined non-equilibrium ensemble according to which had the
associated work closest to the Jarzynski average [54, 55]. This is further explained in Sec. 2.3.
In FR-ASMD, all of the trajectories are relaxed for some additional integration under the
constrained extension [52, 55]. As this additional constrained non-equilibrium path requires
no work on the system, the Jarzynski average is unaffected through the relaxation stages
of FR-ASMD. A complete discussion of this “enhanced” ASMD along with other methods
can be found in Sec. 2.4.
2.3 Adaptive Steered Molecular Dynamics (ASMD)
The main method for obtaining the PMFs within this work is the ASMD method [54]. The
efficiency and accuracy of the algorithm have been benchmarked for vacuum [55], implicit
solvent [27] and explicit solvent [56] conditions for a small peptide (e.g., ALA10), and it has
effectively been used to reveal the energetics of a large peptide, Neuropeptide Y (NPY) [54].
For the work in Chapter 4, ASMD was used, for the first time, with β-hairpin motifs. In
light of new challenges with NPY, the complete unfolding pathways is obtained in Chapter 5
along with a mutation study of Enterocin 7B. In the ASMD method, the overall reaction
coordinate is divided into segments and the PMF is calculated over each segment within
an SMD-like stage using the JE [43, 44, 45, 46]. The reaction coordinate [60] is arbitrarily
defined as the z-axis, along which the peptide is oriented from end-to-end and stretched in
one direction.
The ns stages are partitioned across the steering coordinate which, in the present case,
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is the end-to-end distance ree of the protein. We denote the set of ns + 1 endpoints as
{ree,j} where j = 0 corresponds to the initial position. Thus far, these end points have been
taken to be equally spaced across the ree domain, but their positions could be placed at
varying separations along the domain without affecting the formal accuracy of the method.
Similarly the stretching coordinate is pulled at a constant velocity, vs, such that the auxiliary
particle position is ree(t) = ree,0 + vst. For a given position ree(t) in the set (ree,j , ree,j+1),
the average work can be obtained through the Jarzynski equality as















where ξ(i) is the ith trajectory in the non-equilibrium ensemble stretched from ree,j .
In between stages, the ensemble space covered by the final structures of the previous
stage is contracted according to criteria —whose specifics are determined by the type of
ASMD being performed— that add no work to the system. In näıve ASMD, the contraction
is imposed by determining the trajectory for which the work is closest to the PMF value.
The initial stretch of this structure, at the beginning of each stage, using a distribution
of (stochastic) thermal forces leads to an ensemble of states near a local equilibrium in
the vicinity of the initial starting configuration is obtained before a significant deviation
of the pull. (For example, at vs equal to 1 Å/ns and 1fs time steps, a 0.01 Ådeviation
requires 10,000 steps.) Such a local equilibrium ensemble is obtained at the beginning of
a standard SMD simulation where it is considered to be safe to assume that it is a global
equilibrium ensemble. Thus the main assumption in its use at subsequent stages is that
the local equilibrium ensemble is sufficient to capture the global equilibrium ensemble for
a fixed displacement [55, 56]. When this is not satisfied, we would then need to extend the
initial configurations to access the global equilibrium ensemble such as is possible through
FR-ASMD [27, 55] or MB-ASMD [61]. (As this work uses only näıve ASMD and not any
of the other recent variants employing alternate contraction criteria, such as FR-ASMD
[27, 55] or MB-ASMD [61], we refer to the method simply as ASMD throughout.) The
coordinates of the final point of this trajectory are used as the starting point for the next
stage. In that next stage, the velocities for each trajectory are distributed based on random
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number sequences.
After the PMF is calculated along the first segment, the final value in the work that most
closely matches the final value in the PMF in that stage determines which coordinates and
velocities are selected for all trajectories in the subsequent stage. A new ensemble of distinct
trajectories is generated in the latter because each trajectory is pulled in the presence of
a Langevin bath with different random number sequences. The use of the so-called JE-
criterion to contract the sampling space between stages results in faster convergence of the
PMF and reduces the overall number of trajectories that must be calculated in comparison
with SMD results [54].
The work performed on a peptide during these pulling simulations, when performed
infinitely slowly, is equal to the Helmholtz free energy difference. With Jarzynski averag-
ing, the velocity of pulling can be increased two to five orders of magnitude (to sample
speeds of 100, 10, and 1 Å/ns, for example), while still permitting one to obtain equilib-
rium free energy differences from finite-time measurements. The benefit of using ASMD
is consequently increased sampling efficiency in the sense that fewer trajectories and re-
duced computational resources are employed to obtain a more highly converged PMF than
comparable SMD sampling.
An example of a PMF obtained using ASMD can be seen in Fig. 1. This is the PMF
of the forced unfolding of chignolin, a 10-residue β-hairpin further presented in Chapter 4.
As the peptide is pulled within a stage, the work values spread farther apart. At the end
of each stage, all of the trajectories are contracted to a single point. The theoretical basis
of the ASMD method, including discussion of the convergence criteria, may be found in
our previous work [54, 55]. Operationally, we ensure that within a given stage the work
trajectories spread no more than 3 kBT while retaining constant stage lengths for simplicity.
We also vary sampling parameters to obtain overall convergence in the final pulling energy
to within 1 kBT (≈ 0.6 kcal/mol).
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(in black) and the PMF W (in red)
obtained using ASMD through the adaptive stages of Eq. 4. Although a cartoon could have
been used, the illustration shown here corresponds to the data obtained for chignolin with
100 tps at 0.1 Å/ns which is further discussed in Chapter 4.
2.4 Enhanced ASMD
Though näıve ASMD provides many advantages over SMD with regard to convergence
efficiency, there are several different ways to divide the reaction coordinate and different
ways to perform the contraction between each stage. These differences in the division of
the reaction coordinate and contractions leads to further efficiencies in the convergence of
the PMFs.
2.4.1 Full-Relaxation ASMD (FR-ASMD)
One of the improvements to the ASMD method for obtaining faster convergence of the PMF
is through the use of intermediate stages for minimization and equilibration. FR-ASMD
[27, 55] invokes different choices for the segmentation of the reaction coordinate and the
contraction in between each stage. It is similar to näıve ASMD in that it requires one
to break up the reaction coordinate into segments. During the corresponding stages, the
peptide is pulled from some initial distance to a final distance. However, between pulling
stages, a constrained equilibration stage is used to construct the initial configuration for the
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next pulling stage. During the constrained-relaxation stage, the end points of the peptide
are fixed to their initial positions. As no work is done on the peptide during the constrained
relaxation, the Jarzynski average is unaffected by this relaxation. In relaxing the structures
with large energy deviations from the minimum energy structures, however, strains that
could have skewed the subsequent distributions are removed. This contraction of the initial
sample space for a given pulling stage has a similar effect as the more extreme contraction
(to a single structure) implemented in näıve ASMD, but without incurring any error in the
free energy average. However, it comes at the price that one must integrate the system for
a time longer than the relaxation times of the slowest mode orthogonal to the fixed pulling
coordinate.
2.4.2 Partial-Relaxation ASMD (PR-ASMD)
Similar to FR-ASMD, PR-ASMD is another improvement to the ASMD method for obtain-
ing faster convergence of the PMF. PR-ASMD utilizes intermediate stages for redesigning
the solvation box dimensions, hence reducing the number of atoms in the simulations. The
reaction coordinate is divided into an predefined number of stages as in an ASMD exper-
iment. Between each “pulling” stage the final coordinates of the peptide that would have
been selected for continuation in the next stage in a typical ASMD simulation are striped
of solvent and resolvated in a smaller water box. Each simulation stage is performed in a
solvent box that redesigned to accommodate the entire length of the peptide surrounded by
a generous margin of solvent. A series of equilibrations ensure that the dynamics of the pep-
tide are not egregiously affected by the resolvation process. After the peptide is resolvated,
the system is equilibrated under an NPT ensemble with the peptide structure restrained.
Next, the system is again equilibrated using the NPT ensemble; however, only the Cα of the
termini are restrained. Lastly, an equilibration is performed using NVT conditions again
with the with the Cα of the termini restrained. In order to ensure a distribution of starting
structures, a predefined number of initial configurations of the system is randomly selected
from the last few nanoseconds of the equilibration. Those starting structures are used in
the next pulling stage. This process is repeated until the end of the reaction coordinate is
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reached. As no external pulling force is applied to the system during this time, no work is
being performed on the system during the equilibration stages. Hence, the overall unfolding
pathway of the peptide is not being unduly manipulated by the resolvation and subsequent
equilibration of the system.
2.4.3 Multiple-Branched ASMD (MB-ASMD)
One criticism of näıve ASMD is the possible lack of sampling along multiple attractive
basins, that may exist, along the unfolding coordinate of a peptides. This feature may
be exaggerated in the case of larger proteins which have unfolding free-energy landscapes
that can access multiple pathways. In order to address this potential shortcoming, MB-
ASMD was developed jointly by the Keyes and Hernandez groups [61]. In this approach,
the reaction coordinate is, again, divided into segments. Multiple basins along the free
energy profile are “selected” as potential unfolding pathways instead of selecting only one
dominant pathway as is standard in ASMD. In ASMD the selection criteria is based on
which trajectory has a final work value closest to the value of the JA at the end of a stage.
In MB-ASMD, each trajectory is assigned a probability based upon one of the following
criteria:
1. the probability of the trajectory having absolute work values near the JA
2. the exponential average of the negative work
No limit is imposed on how frequently a trajectory is selected as the initial coordinates
for the subsequent stage and is based only on the distribution of the work trajectories.
However, the more times a trajectory is selected, the fewer different configurations . It was
observed that ≈ 50% of the structures obtained at the end of a stage are not selected as
initial structures for the next stage. There are several coordinates that are selected only
one time and a few are selected multiple times.
This work was benchmarked using decaalanine under vacuum conditions in order to be
comparable to the benchmarking of SMD [24] and ASMD [55]. It was found that MB-
ASMD does provide efficient construction of the PMF in comparison to SMD and näıve
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ASMD. In particular, using the exponential average of the negative work selection scheme
yields convergence to the exact (i.e. reversible) PMF at using a pulling velocity that is
100 times faster than the known reversible pulling speed limit. Though it should be noted
that decaalanine is a simple model system, likely with few potential unfolding pathways.
Nevertheless, this work provides a useful starting point for a comparison. In future work,
MB-ASMD will be tested larger proteins that have more numerous potential unfolding
pathways.
2.5 Calculation of weighted observables
In addition to the PMFs, other observable quantities can be calculated and compared
in order to further probe the underlying causes of stability of a peptide. For example,
these observables can be hydrogen bonding patterns or interaction energies of specific pairs
of residues. Expectation values of observables along the unfolding (stretching) pathway
are obtained using the weights for the work associated with the non-equilibrium paths
[55, 60, 62]. In order to calculate the hydrogen bond patterns during the unfolding pathways,
let the sets S1 and S2 contain the indices for the positions of the selected atoms and/or
collective variables in ~ξ. The average number of hydrogen bonds between the two sets can























(k), ξ(l)) , (6)
where N̂h(ξ
(k), ξ(l)) is 1 if ξ(k) and ξ(l) are hydrogen bonded positions and 0 otherwise,
and the prime in the sum excludes the case that k = l. The two positions are identified
as hydrogen bonded when the donor and acceptor atoms are within 3.0 Å of each other
and when the angle formed between them is less than or equal to 40◦. Numerically, the
number of hydrogen bonds is obtained using the VMD Plugin, HBonds [63], and summed
through Eqs. 5 and 6 using an in-house python script. Let SP and SW denote the sets of
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oxygen atom positions in the peptide and water solvent, respectively. The average number
of intrapeptide hydrogen bonds is determined by 〈NH(SP, SP)〉t, and the average number
of hydrogen bonds between peptide and solvent is determined by 〈NH(SP, SW)〉t.
Similarly, the average interaction energy between residues indexed in sets S1 and S2,



























k,l is the interaction energy between the particular residues labeled by k and l, and the
prime in the sum excludes the case that k = l. The latter is obtained from the sum of the
pairwise additive energies in the chosen force field. For example, 〈Eint(STrp4, STrp9)〉t =
〈Eint(Trp4,Trp9)〉t is the average interaction energy between the single residue Trp4 and
the single residue Trp9. The VMD plugin NAMDEnergy [63] has been used to calculate
interaction energies between residue pairs for each peptide and summed through Eqs. 7 and
8 using an in-house python script.
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CHAPTER III
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UNFOLDING PATHWAYS OF
HELICAL PEPTIDES
3.1 Introduction
This chapter details four different studies preformed using helical peptides as the motif of
interest. The chapter is outlined as follows: The four helical model systems that have been
investigated are described in Sec. 3.2. A detailed description of the unfolding pathways
in ALA10 in various solvent conditions is presented in Sec. 3.3.1. Benchmark data on the
performance of ASMD, with two helical motifs, using different MD potentials is discussed
in Secs. 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. Next, simulation results of the elongation of several alanine-rich
α-helices will be discussed in Sec. 3.3.4. Finally, in Sec. 3.4, we conclude by summarizing the
overall trends and dynamics observed for helices undergoing induced mechanical unfolding.
3.1.1 Implicit versus explicit solvent models
The numerical determination of the free energy for unfolding large peptides remains a
major computational challenge. The requisite integration time is long because the ends of
the protein must be pulled to a very long distance at relatively slow pulling speeds. The
computational requirements are further exacerbated by the inclusion of an explicit solvent
box that has to be large enough to contain the unfolded and folded protein structures
with room to spare for solvent shells. As the end-to-end length of the protein grows, the
number of required water molecules also grows, leading to ever larger computer memory
requirements. These costs can be mitigated through the use of implicit solvent models, but
there has been much debate over how well they can mimic explicit solvent effects [64].
Skinner and coworkers, for example, found that the environment plays a critical role
in the structure formation of the putative helical segment in rat and human amylin, but
the question remains as to whether the solvent must be specified at all-atom resolution in
order to obtain such effects in every case [65, 66]. The early work of Paci and Karplus [67],
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assumed that an implicit solvent suffices in studying the structure and energetics for pulling
titin. However, subsequent work on small alkanes [68] and ALA10 [69] suggests that the
water model representing the solvent needs to be considered at least at a coarse-grained level
so as to obtain the correct energetics and structure along the pathway. In our recent work
[56], we found that the energetics and the hydrogen-bonding pathway along the stretching of
ALA10 —whose structures are illustrated in Fig. 2,— was quite different between vacuum
and explicit solvents. However, Gumbart and coworkers [70] recently found a PMF for
ALA10 in explicit water that differed from our previous result. As such, the determination
of the correct pathway presents a significant test of the ASMD approach as well as the use
of an implicit solvent model. Surprisingly, in the present work, we found that the overall
pathway, in which internal hydrogen-bonds are broken and supplanted by contact to the
solvent, is mostly recovered by the implicit solvent.
The use of implicit solvent models has gained popularity because they provide the pos-
sibility for reducing a large number of degrees of freedom (as it effectively coarse-grains the
solvent away) and thereby reduce the computational cost significantly. They have been seen
to yield relatively accurate predictions of protein native structure [71, 72] and even folding
pathways of short peptides [73, 74, 75]. Reference [76] provides a recent comparison of the
relative accuracy in the energetics of several implicit solvent models. Earlier numerical ex-
periments of a β-hairpin folding by Zhou and coworkers [77] found that the folding structure
depended heavily on the choice of the GBSA force field; only the Amber96/GBSA force field
gave the known native structure. They also found that the implicit solvent models tend
to elongate helices and reduce the stability of the β-hairpins relative to the native struc-
ture. Nilsson and coworkers [78] performed MD studies at four different temperatures in
ten different implicit solvent models implemented in CHARMM. They found that a variant
of the GBIS model —namely Generalized Born using molecular volume (GBMV II)— was
the best choice for capturing the solvation energetics in unfolding and folding simulations.
There now exists ample evidence [71, 79] that implicit models can be used to obtain ac-
curate near-equilibrium structures as long as a surface-dependent term is included in the
representation. The question explored in the present work is whether this is also sufficient
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to obtain the correct PMF and structural pathway through SMD-like calculations.
3.1.2 Benchmarking ASMD using different CHARMM potentials
The energetic interactions within biomolecules and their role in structure-function rela-
tionships can be partially understood through the determination of their associated work
functions —thermodynamics— along the characteristic path between the interacting com-
ponents. Computational methods for obtaining these work functions include, but are not
limited to, replica exchange molecular dynamics [80], FEP [35], and SMD [23, 24, 22]. We
have focused on SMD approaches in combination with the JE [44] because it offers the
possibility of general applicability as long as the sampling of non-equilibrium trajectories
converges.
The SMD method has been seen to accurately describe the free energy profile of a bio-
logical system transitioning between stable states along a predefined steering pathway (e.g.,
a predefined peptide unfolding reaction coordinate) [23, 24, 70, 22]. Unfortunately, as we
found in our previous NPY study [54], the convergence of the non-equilibrium trajecto-
ries can be slow and worsens as the overall extension along the non-equilibrium reaction
coordinate is increased. As the extension grows, many of the underlying non-equilibrium
trajectories wander increasingly far from the dominant unfolding pathways, requiring sig-
nificantly higher work, and hence contribute little to the average of the exponential work in
the Jarzynski Equality. This leads to the need for an extraordinarily large and increasing
number of non-equilibrium work trajectories that must be calculated in order to converge
the resulting potential of mean force (PMF). Our method, ASMD, rectifies these obstacles
by dividing the reaction coordinate into a series of smaller segments over which the work
distribution is narrower and hence requires many fewer non-equilibrium work trajectories to
converge. We have previously demonstrated the accuracy of this approach for the mechan-
ical unhinging of NPY [54], for the mechanical unfolding of the hydrophobic-homopolymer
ALA10 [27, 55, 56], and the unfolding of two small β-hairpin peptides [31].
The quality and reliability of these simulations is largely dependent upon the accuracy of
the underlying empirical force field (FF) of choice. There are many available choices for the
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all-atom, additive potential functions, such as the CHARMM [81, 82, 83], Amber [84, 85],
and OPLS-AA FFs [86, 87]. These empirical FFs are continuously being improved, resulting
in more accurate quantitative energy calculations ranging from structure information to
thermodynamic properties, while unfortunately creating questions as to which version is
most accurate for a particular observable. In particular, recent refinements to additive FFs
have focused on the reparameterization of the torsion angles and corresponding degrees of
freedom.
For example, ff99 was shown to over stabilize the α-helical secondary structure confor-
mation [88]. Through a reparameterization of the backbone φ and ψ torsions obtained by
fitting the energies of glycine and alanine tetrapeptides from high level ab initio quantum
mechanical calculations, Simmerling and coworkers were able to make improvements and de-
veloped ff99SB [89]. More recently, ff14SB included additional corrections to the backbone
and side-chain torsion potentials [90]. The reparameterization of the original OPLS-AA FF
involved generating a set of energies for all amino acids on the basis of geometry optimiza-
tions and single point LMP2/cc-pVTZ(-f) calculations [87]. Afterward the backbone φ and
ψ angle parameters were refit to this data. The CHARMM FF potential reparameterized
the internal parameters associated with the peptide backbone via the CMAP and dihedral
terms [91]. Through the above mentioned series of very subtle modifications to the FFs
potential energy functions and corresponding parameters, significant changes in the com-
puted biological behaviour with respect to the overall stabilization or destabilization of the
peptide system can occur. An additional challenge to the accuracy of FF based methods is
that forty-three percent of the proteins in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) are of unknown
function and therefore have little or no experimental data to compel and validate changes
to FFs [92]. Thus, the uncertainty in the choice of FF makes it difficult to perform a single
calculation of the potential of mean force without consideration of the other FFs.
The aim of this article is to clarify which version of the recent CHARMM family of FFs
is most appropriate for the use of ASMD, and to provide additional evidence for the efficacy
of the approach through the determination of the potential of mean force for a peptide not
previously addressed using ASMD.
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Specifically, we focus on a de novo designed amphiphilic 18-residue peptide, 1PEF (EQL-
LKALEFLLKELLEKL) that possesses a high degree of helicity and self-associates into hex-
amers in aqueous solvent [93]. It forms aggregates and is a possible model for mimicking the
peptide aggregation processes seen in many neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s
and Parkinson’s [26]. However, the time scales needed to characterize peptide aggregation
and self-assembly can be long, and thereby pose a challenge for atomic-scale molecular dy-
namic simulations [94]. Nevertheless, the structure and stability of the single 1PEF peptide
is germane to the larger complex. We address it using ASMD so as to provide a physically
realizable alternative to ALA10 that is structurally larger and contains significant helical
character.
In this work, we performed a rigorous evaluation of the ASMD methodology with sev-
eral established CHARMM FFs: CHARMM22 (c22) [81], CHARMM27 (c27) [82, 95] and
CHARMM36 (c36) [83, 91, 96]. Specifically, we compared and analyzed the energetics and
conformational sampling of two small α-helical peptides, ALA10 and 1PEF, along a pre-
defined reaction coordinate to improve the general understanding of the FF parameters
and benchmark the effects of our method on relevant conformational changes and the cor-
responding mechanical unfolding energetics. In particular, we confirmed that our ASMD
methodology correctly captures, through efficient sampling and averaging, the previously
reported π-helical structural artifacts observed for c22, the α-helical bias reported for c27,
and the corrections reparameterized in the CMAP term for c36.
In many currently available all-atom additive FFs, the all inclusive many-body effects
is generally missing, and these effects make a large contribution to the total energy in the
condensed phase [97]. For the helix-to-coil transition, this enhancement of the total energy
may be manifested from stronger hydrogen bond formations [96]. as a consequence of charge
transfer effects [98] or electronic polarization [99]. Through the use of a single family of
MD potentials, we will show how ASMD is sensitive to the underlying FF, but improves
systematically with the evolution of the FF parameterization; both with respect to the
mechanical-unfolding energetics and the pathway of each α-helical peptide system.
The first CHARMM FF of interest to this study is c22 which differed significantly from
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it’s predecessor EF2 [100]. The c22 FF was truly the first modern CHARMM FF, and was
parameterized to include an explicit TIP3P water model [101], nucleic acids [102], proteins
[81], and lipids. The c22 FF has been extensively used to study the mechanical unfolding of
peptides in explicitly represented water molecules. For example, Schulten and coworkers in
1999 examined the force-induced unfolding of the α-helical domain IGB and the β-sandwich
domain CAD2 [21]. Likewise, our original NPY [54] and ALA10[55, 56] ASMD simulations
were carried out with c22. However, despite its broad adoption, the c22 FF has been seen
to have some shortcoming, including its improper handling of protein conformations leading
to the incorrect prediction of π-helical structures [103].
To address these issues in c22, improvements in the backbone energetics were undertaken
in the form of a two-dimensional dihedral energy correction map (CMAP) that could be
applied to the φψ functions of c22 [82]. The CMAP grid correction was applied to all
residues in the c22 FF, except glycine and proline for which different CMAP corrections were
calculated. c27 has been used to study the dynamics of various biological systems, ranging
from structural-function studies of proteins [104, 105, 106], long scale MD simulations [107],
to SMD simulations [108].
Even though the CMAP correction to c22 resulted in better agreement with NMR
measurements, c27 has been shown by several groups to have a bias toward α-helical con-
formations [68, 109]. This bias is largely due to relatively small inaccuracies in the backbone
potential [68, 110, 111, 112]. To correct this issue, CMAP was reparameterized in the c36
FF by Mackerell and coworkers [113]. The grid correction map was adjusted to provide a
better fit to experimental NMR structure data for the peptides ALA5 and Ac-(AAQAA)3-
NH2 within common residues, and to the QM energy surfaces computed with a higher level
of theory for the glycine and proline residues. Additionally, the side-chain dihedral parame-
ters χ1 and χ2 for each amino acid were fitted to QM surfaces [91, 114]. Recently, Gumbart
et al. characterized the thermodynamics of decaalanine folding in water using both the c27
and c36 FFs. They determined that c36 agreed well with previously reported PMFs and
significantly improved agreement with helix-formation experiments [70].
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3.1.3 Comparing the performance of CHARMM36 and Amber16 using the
helical motif
One of the major challenges in the field of computational biomolecular simulations is the
development and benchmarking of different potential energy functions. Throughout the
years, several different families of potentials have been developed as introduced in Sec. 3.1.2.
The two potentials of interest here are the CHARMM and Amber potentials. As such,
numerous studies have been conducted on the differences between the performance of various
aspects of the potential functions. Studies by Scheraga and coworkers focused on comparing
the performance of the potentials using small peptides as the model system. Their first
study focused on the comparison of early versions of the CHARMM, Amber and ECEPP
potential energy functions using conformational predictions for the peptide (ASN-ALA-
ASN-PRO)9 [115]. In their follow-up study, they calculated and compared the φ and ψ
angle distribution maps of N-acetyl alanine N-methyl amide [116]. Their conclusions from
these studies indicated that there were several discrepancies in the performance of the three
potentials in terms of achieving the same structure after energy minimization, particularly
in cases in which the sample of initial starting configurations is limited. However, they
suggested that cases in which the starting ensemble of structures is sufficiently large can
converge upon the same configuration.
In a different study, DNA base pairs were used as model systems to test the ability of
empirical potentials (including AMBER 3.0, Amber4.1, CHARMM23) and quantum me-
chanical methods to capture instances of hydrogen bonding [117]. Using several different
metrics, they determine that the Amber4.1 potential performs the best because it was de-
veloped using 6-31G* restrained electrostatic potential fit charges. Stock and coworkers
[118] used trialanine as the model system in which to perform 20 ns MD simulations us-
ing a variety of potentials including Amber6 and c22. They calculated several observables
including: conformational states and free energies, entropic contributions, and conforma-
tional dynamics. They claimed that each force field performed poorly in terms of capturing
non-equilibrium dynamical processes.
Though these potentials are most commonly used for simulating biomolecules, they can
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also be used in the simulation of small organic molecules. Martin [119] completed a Monte
Carlo study to calculate liquid densities and vaporliquid coexistence curves of six organic
molecules and compared his results with known experimental values. He used the Amber96
and c22 (along with five other potential functions). In this study, CHARMM outperformed
Amber when comparing the 1% error tolerance calculated for liquid properties. In a com-
prehensive study by Caleman et al. [120], the generalized Amber FF, CHARMM general
FF, OPLS-AA and GROMACS were used to calculate the thermodynamics properties in-
cluding density, enthalpy of vaporization, surface tension, heat capacity (constant volume
and pressure), isothermal compressibility, volumetric expansion coefficient, and the static
dielectric constant of 146 small organic molecules. They conclude that the OPLS-AA FF
best captured the properties of the organic liquids, which comes at no surprise considering
OPLS-AA is parameterized for such systems. However, the authors note their surprise at
how well Amber and CHARMM do capture the properties of small molecules as those FF
were not originally parameterized for those types of systems.
Another important aspect of potential energy functions that can be compared is their
ability to compute electrostatic interactions. One recent study [121] uses this as a point
of comparison between Amber ff99SB, Amber ff03, Amber ff13α c22, c27, and OPLS 2005.
They calculated the formation and breakage of salt bridges between several pairs of residues
including: Arg-Asp, Lys-Asp, and His(+)-Asp using 1µ s simulations. They compare their
data to experimentally determined KA values. They conclude that the calculated KA values
are overestimated using each FF. They note that the Amber ff13α force field overestimate
the formation of salt bridges the least, while the OPLS 2005 FF overestimates salt bridge
formation the most. It should be noted that the used of different solvation models and
treatment of the point charges in each model should be taken into consideration for such
calculations. They conjecture that using polarizable FF, currently under development, will
provide significantly improved treatment of electrostatic interactions in MD simulations.
The ability of a FF to treat the unfolded states of a protein also proves a significant test
of the performance of a particular FF. A study was performed by Smith et al. [122] using
a 9-residue fragment of the Amyloid-β peptide as a model system and seven popular MD
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potentials including c27, Amber99, Amber99SB, Amber99SB-ILDN and Amber03. They
determined that metrics such as radius of gyration and solvent accessible surface area were
not significantly effected by choice of potential. This suggests that the range of configu-
rations sampled by each FF is approximately similar. However, they identified that some
FFs had a propensity to overestimate specific secondary structure motifs and intrapeptide
hydrogen bonds differ. For example, they present findings that c27 over-stabilizes helical
contacts while Amber99 shows overestimation of intrapeptide hydrogen bonds.
The purpose of the present study is to benchmark the performance of ASMD using c36
[113] and Amber16 [90]. These two FFs are the most recently published FF versions within
their respective “family”. This work will provide a direct comparison of two popular FFs
using two helical peptide motifs: 1PEF and 1LB0. These peptides are used as test systems
because they present a significant challenge to both the FF and to the ASMD. This work
will add to the existing literature on the comparison of the FFs and can serve as a useful
guide to choosing which FF to use in future ASMD studies.
3.1.4 Trends of alanine-rich peptides
Alanine based peptides have been used as model systems to study the helix-coil transition
of peptides both experimentally and theoretically. Polyalanine (polyA) repeat segments
have been implicated in a number of diseases. It has been previously recognized that polyA
segments are the third most common homopeptide repeat in eukaryotic cells behind polyQ
and polyN repeats. They are also very common in transcription factors, particularly in
repeat segments of 7 residues or more [123]. Larger segments of polyA have been linked to
nine human diseases [124, 125]. For example, polyA repeat segments have been linked to be
the leading cause of oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy (OPMD). Though the mechanism
of mutation has not been clarified, it is known that the polyA repeats result in misfolding,
aggregation, and adverse protein-protein interactions. Therefore, understanding the stabil-
ity of polyA segments of varying lengths would provide clarity on the overall mechanism by
which the segments form.
It has been shown through calorimetry experiments [126, 127] that the ∆Hformation
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was found to be approximately 1 kcal/mol for the helix-coil transition. Other calorimetry
experiments using poly-L-glutamic acid repeats produced the same results shown for the
∆Hformation to be approximately 1 kcal/mol [128]. These calorimetry experiments pro-
duced the same results independent of the chain length which shows that this transition is
independent of chain length and independent of the residue type.
Computational studies have also been carried out for the helix-coil transition. The
model peptides of choice for these studies are polyA homopolymers. Alanine has the highest
propensity to form an α-helix [129], which makes it a suitable for studying the helix-coil
transition. In addition to it’s usefulness as a helix forming residue, the side chain group of
alanine contains only a methyl group with four atoms, which reduces the computational cost
of the simulations. The limitations of these polyAs is that these polypeptides are insoluble
in water.
In vacuum, the stable form of polyAs is an α-helix up to a certain length of peptide
(≤ 40), at that point the peptide tends to form a hairpin like structure [130]. There has
been much debate over which is the stable conformation of polyAs in solvent, α-helix or
random coil. Increasing the length of polyAs in vacuum give rise to more stability of the
helix. It has been shown for 12-alanine residues the stable structure is a random coil [131].
Increasing the amount of alanine residues from 12 to 16 increases the stability of the peptide
[132]. This has also been shown experimentally as well, increasing the number of alanine
residues in a polypeptide increases the helical propensity meaning that the α-helix is the
stabilizing structure [133].
In this study we are investigating the additivity of helical peptides. We accomplish this
by calculating the PMFs and the hydrogen bonding profiles of the mechanical unfolding of
several α-helices with varying lengths of amino acid sequences. Our benchmark systems for
this study will be a series of polyAs, ranging from 6 to 50 residues in length. We compare
the PMFs, hydrogen bonding profiles, and secondary structure content obtained from the
model systems.
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3.2 Helical peptide model details
The helical peptides investigated in this Chapter are ALA10, 1PEF, 1LB0 and several polyA
peptides of varying lengths and sequences. In the following sections, a detailed description
of the design of the systems and simulation parameters used will be presented.
3.2.1 ALA10
The model peptide system ALA10 will be used in two different studies in this Chapter.
The results of this study comparing the PMFs of ALA10 in vacuum, implicit, and explicit
solvent, illustrated in Fig. 2, using SMD, ASMD, and FR-ASMD is detailed in Sec. 3.3.1 and
has been published [27]. Although this is not the first time that the PMF has been obtained
along the stretching coordinate for ALA10 in implicit solvent [134], there are two significant
advances in the present study: (i) We have obtained the PMF for the vacuum, implicit
solvent and explicit solvent cases using a consistent force field for the peptide thereby
allowing for a direct comparison of the effects of the varying solvent conditions on the
PMF; and (ii) We have obtained the hydrogen-bonding structure along the pathway in each
of the three solvent conditions. Below, we compare the free energy functions of unfolding
in explicit solvent simulations with the implicit solvent simulations and find qualitative
agreement. Near the native state, the free energy profile of the explicit model is slightly
more structured. The most significant effect on the PMF is a lowering of the free energy at
the unfolded state of circa 2 kcal/mol in the explicit solvent. An additional major finding
is that the hydrogen-bonding profiles are qualitatively similar along the pathway between
the implicit and explicit solvent simulations.
Throughout this work, we use ALA10 to refer to the linear peptide containing ten ala-
nines with the acetylated N-terminus and amidated C-terminus endcaps [23] and which
contains only 104 atoms. ALA10 lends itself to numerical simulation with low cost. It is
notable that there continues to be a debate in the literature over the solubility of these pep-
tides [135, 136, 137]. Short-time numerical equilibration confirms that ALA10 in vacuum
[23] and in explicit solvent relax to a helical form using the force fields in this work, and








Figure 2: An illustration of the three solvent regimes that are considered for the solvation
of ALA10 in this work: vacuum (top), implicit solvent (center), and explicit TIP3P water
solvent (bottom). In each frame, the ALA10 peptide is shown in a different configuration
along the pulling coordinate.
For each PMF (such as those shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7), the reaction coordinate is
broken into 10 equal segments, each with 2 Å in length. The overall reaction coordinate
corresponds to a total of 20 Å pulling distance, from the folded structure at 13 Å to the fully
extended structure at 33 Å. The distance is defined as that between the Cα of the 1st and
10th residues. The pulling force constant, k, is set to 7.2 kcal/mol which is consistent with
previous work [23, 24, 55, 56]. The end-to-end distance, measured between the carboxyl
nitrogens associated with the two terminal ends, is roughly 13.4 Å. In the propagation of
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ALA10 using NAMD, the cutoff, switch, and pair list distances are taken to be 12 Å, 10 Å,
and 13.5 Å respectively. In all cases, the time step is 2 fs, and temperature is maintained
using a Langevin damping coefficient of 5 ps−1.
Equilibration of ALA10 for 1 ns in vacuum gives rise to a bound helical structure which
is similar to that found by Schulten and coworkers [23] despite the present use of a more
recent force field. In explicit solvent, ALA10 is solvated in a 20 Å × 20 Å × 50 Å rectangular
cuboid with the long-axis arbitrarily labeled as z. The initial positions of ALA10 are taken
from the vacuum structure with the nitrogen atom of the N-terminus and the nitrogen
atom of the cap of the C-terminus placed on the z axis. The box is filled with 897 TIP3P
[138] water molecules (as implemented in the psfgen routine associated with NAMD [139])
for a total simulation size of 2795 atoms in accordance with the density of water under
these conditions. For the FR-ASMD simulations, 100 ps constrained relaxation stages are
used between each pulling stage. Each trajectory is propagated (separately but in parallel)
with the end-to-end distance (associated with the nitrogen positions) constrained to their
respective initial values. This ensures that no external work is being performed along this
(or any) coordinate. For the implicit solvent calculations, the equilibrated vacuum structure
was solvated using Generalized Born Implicit Solvent (GBIS) as implemented in NAMD.
The cutoff, switch, and pair list distances are also set to 18, 16, and 20, respectively. All
propagations are performed using a 2 fs time step and a Langevin damping coefficient
of 5 ps−1. The peptide is initially equilibrated before the beginning of the first stage of
simulations for 1 ns. As in the explicit solvent, the constrained relaxation stages in the
FR-ASMD simulations are propagated for 100 ps.
Results from another study focusing on the dynamical variation obtained using different
versions of the CHARMM FF are presented in Sec. 3.3.2. In this work, which is currently in
preparation [28], ALA10 is also compared to another helical peptide, 1PEF. In addition, the
simulation protocols for equilibration and ASMD mechanical unfolding of the homopolymer
ALA10 across the family of CHARMM potentials remained unchanged from the original
publications [27, 56, 55]. Further details on this system are discussed in Sec. 3.2.2.
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3.2.2 1PEF
The helical peptide 1PEF is the focus of two studies within this Chapter. First, the me-
chanical unfolding of 1PEF under different version of the CHARMM FF will be detailed in
Sec. 3.3.2. This peptide is also used in the other comparative study using c36 and Amber16
in Sec. 3.3.3 The initial coordinates of 1PEF were obtained from the PDB (PDB code:
1PEF) and the sequence of 1PEF is as follows: EQLLKALEFLLKELLEKL [93]. 1PEF
is an 18-amino acid α-helix that is composed of 334 atoms with an acetylated N-terminus
and an amidated C-terminus, and all hydrogens are explicitly defined. All MD simulations
were performed with NAMD [139] and the c22, c22 with CMAP (c27), and c36 family of
potentials. 1PEF was placed along the z-axis of a periodic box composed of approximately
12,600 TIP3P [138] water molecules with the dimensions of 50 Å x 60 Å x 120 Å. The
longest side of this square cuboid is chosen so as to ensure that sufficient solvation layers
separate the periodic boundary when the peptide is fully extended.
Although the results for ALA10 in vacuum, implicit solvent, and explicit solvent using
ASMD with the c22 potential were previously published [27, 56, 55], we have reproduced
them in the current work using updated scripts. In addition to the reproduced c22 data, the
new c27 and c36 ASMD ALA10 data results in a robust benchmark for the comparison of the
CHARMM family of potentials using our ASMD methodology. This benchmark provides
a standard for the hydrophobic, homopolymer helical structure-energetic relationship, and
characteristics in each FF. Additionally, the ASMD simulations of 1PEF provided new
insight into the complex role of short and long-range noncovalent interactions, which are
critical in the folding and unfolding of all macromolecular systems. The simulation protocols
for equilibration and ASMD mechanical unfolding of the homopolymer ALA10 across the
family of CHARMM potentials remained unchanged from the original publications [27, 56,
55]. The following sections detail the simulation protocols for the 1PEF peptide in explicitly
represented solvent.
In all equilibrium and ASMD mechanical unfolding simulations of 1PEF, the temper-
ature is regulated using the Langevin thermostat, the van der Waals interaction cutoff
distance was set at 12 Å, the smooth switching function beginning at 8 Å, and long-range
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electrostatic forces were computed using the particle-mesh Ewald summation method with
a grid size of < 1 Å. To prepare the peptide-water system for the ASMD simulations, a
minimization and equilibration protocol was followed.
The peptide-water system was initially energy-minimized to remove bad contacts by
carrying out a minimization, 10,000 steps of each steepest descent and conjugate gradient
method. The system was then slowly heated from 100 - 300 K during a 500 ps simula-
tion (NVT Ensemble) with the solute restrained using 10 kcal/molÅ2. The system then
underwent 1 ns of constant pressure equilibration at 300K (NPT ensemble) through the
Nose-Hoover Langevin piston method. A damping coefficient of 5 ps−1 with a decay period
of 100 fs and a damping time constant of 50 fs was used. The helical peptide’s backbone
was constrained during the NPT equilibration using a stiff harmonic potential, allowing the
water to reach a density of approximately 0.9987 g/cm3 while allowing the side-chains to
reach energetically favorable conformations within the TIP3P water. Next, the peptide-
water system underwent a constant volume equilibration (NVT ensemble) at 300K. A series
of 100 ps constraint relaxations were performed where the backbone was constrained with a
harmonic potential of 10.0 kcal/mol Å2, 5.0 kcal/mol Å2, and 1.0 kcal/mol Å2 consecutively.
After the final constraint of 1.0 kcal/mol Å2 was released, the peptide-water system was
allowed to freely equilibrate in the NVT ensemble for 500 ps.
In the production stage of the ASMD simulations, 1PEF is mechanically unfolded such
that the end-to-end (ree) distance between the α-carbon of the N-terminus (ACN) and the
α- carbon of the C-terminus (ACC) is gradually increased from 22 to 62 Å. The ACN is
kept fixed and the ACC is steered along the longest axis of the periodic square cuboid box,
defined to be the z-axis, while harmonically attached to a pseudo particle using a biased
Hamiltonian [56]. The harmonic force constant, k, is set to be 7.2 kcal/mol. The reaction
coordinate for the forced stretching of 1PEF is defined as the end-to-end distance between
the ACN and ACC (ree). This reaction coordinate was partitioned into 20 stages, such that
ree was perturbed 2 Å/stage. To obtain good statistics, multiple trajectories at each stage
have been generated over the equilibrated initial configuration by varying the forces in the
Langevin bath. These resulting trajectories are then analyzed numerically and visually with
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in-house scripts and by using the VMD package [63].
3.2.3 gp41659−671
The third helical peptide used for studies in this Chapter is gp41659−671. Results of the
differences and similarities of the energetics, hydrogen bonding patterns, and salt bridge
interactions over the course of the forced unfolding of the peptide in c36 and Amber16 are
presented in Sec. 3.3.3. The structure of gp41659−671 has been studied both experimentally
and computationally, although a debate over the stable secondary structure is still on go-
ing. The structure of gp41659−671 was determined by solution NMR (PDB: 1LCX/1LB0)
[140] and is shown in Fig. 3. Biron and coworkers analyzed the structure using various
experimental techniques (CD, NOESY, NMR, Sedimentation Equilibrium Measurements,
and Diffusion Coefficient Measurements) and concluded that the structure was a monomeric
310-helix. Another study that performed similar analysis on the peptide concluded that the
structure has a propensity for both helix and β-turn [141]. However, a crystal structure was
obtained of the 7-mer sequence, gp41662−668 ELDKWAS, bound to the antibody 2F5 [142].
The authors found that in the presence of the 2F5, the DKWA sequence forms a β-turn. This
finding may have indicated that the secondary structure depends on not only the solvent
environment, but on the interaction between the peptide and other biological molecules.
Similarly, Crain and coworkers investigated the structure of the peptide in the presence of
micelles and how the peptide responds to variations in pH [143]. Interestingly, they found
that the peptide only responded to changes in pH in the presence of micelles. When micelles
are not present, the peptide remains in an unfolded conformation. There have also been
other computational studies performed on the peptide as it’s structure presents a challenge
for testing computational methods. One quantum mechanical/molecular mechanics study
(QM/MM) of 1LB0 concluded it is a 310-helix, where the peptide is treated using high-level
QM methods and the solvent is treated using MM [144]. Several MD studies have been
performed, as well. In particular, a MD study utilizing umbrella sampling compares the
use of several versions of the Amber and CHARMM FFs [145]. They determined that the
peptide has a rugged free energy landscape with shallow minima, allowing it to adopt a
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variety of secondary structures. However, the authors were unable to conclude which FF
performed the best.
Figure 3: The equilibrated structure of gp41659−671 represented as a ribbon. The structure
is a mix of α-helix (magenta) and turn (cyan). The side chains have been omitted in this
illustration for clarity.
The energetics and structure of the mechanical unfolding of the gp41659−671 will be
determined using the ASMD method developed in our group and summarized in Chapter 2.
The structure of gp41659−671 was determined by solution NMR (PDB: 1LCX/1LB0) [140].
This 13-residue fragment is of particular interest because it contains the epitope (sequence
of the antigen that is recognized by the immune system) ELDKWA, which causes the
response of the monoclonal antibody 2F5 [141]. It exhibits a mix of secondary structure
motifs, including α-helix, 310-helix and turn character, and therefore, presents a significant
challenge by which to test the Amber16 and c36 FFs. In order to gain insight into the
stability of the secondary structure, the hydrogen bonding profile and specific residue pair
interaction strengths will be also monitored and analyzed. Although there have been many
computational studies of the peptide [144, 145] and in the presence of other biological
molecules [143, 146], there have not been studies that probed the unfolding pathway and
stability of the individual peptide sequence.
ASMD simulations will be performed in explicit water solvent with ionization to mimic
the natural solvation environment as closely as possible. The pulling velocity of 1 Å/ns will
be used to obtain PMFs using ASMD implemented in both AMBER 16 and c36. Additional




Three different series of peptides will be used in this study to determine the energetic trends
and hydrogen bonding profiles of expanding helices. Specifically, ALA homopolymers of
lengths 6, 10, 14, 22, 30, 38, and 50 residues will represent the simplest model systems as
shown in Fig 4. As there are 3.6 residues per one turn in an α-helix, increasing by the number
of residues by factors of 2 adds approximately a half turn. In general, increasing the number
of residues in an alanine-rich α-helix increases the stability of the protein. These results will
be compared to a water-soluble polypeptide of the general form Ac-Y(AEAAKA)kF-NH2,
where k is the number of repeat units from 2 to 8 [127, 147]. This protein increased in
α-helical content by increasing the number of (AEAAKA) repeats.
Figure 4: Polyalanines varying with increasing number of residues, 6, 10, 14, 22, 30, 38,
and 50, from top to bottom, respectively.
Each structure was built using the VMD plugin molefacture [63]. An acetylated N-
terminus and amidated C-terminus were used for the simulation. Each polyA simulation
was carried out in explicit solvent conditions. Each structure was placed into a square
cubiod solvent box containing TIP3P water molecules. To equilibrate these structures
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Table 1: Description of polyalanine systems and ASMD simulation parameters.
peptide system size (atoms) length of reaction coordinate (Å) number of stages
ala6 7329 12 5
ala10 9781 20 10
ala14 12035 28 10
ala22 16081 44 20
ala30 19146 60 25
ala38 24395 76 25
ala50 32225 100 50
the peptides underwent the same three-step equilibration protocol described previously
in Sec. 3.2.2. The prevailing structures obtained were α-helices except for ALA6 which
exhibited turn character. The c36 FF [113] and NAMD [139] software were used throughout
these simulations. The FF of choice is known be the most accurate of the CHARMM family
of potentials and overcomes known issues with previous versions of the FF that favored the
formation of α-helical secondary structure.
The length of the unfolded structure is estimated as the number of residues in the peptide
multiplied by 2. The ASMD method is used to calculate the PMFs and hydrogen bonding
patterns of the polyA peptides. A pulling distance of 2Å per a residue was chosen as the
total peptide bond if stretched linear is ≈ 3Å. Stretching the protein 2Å per a residue results
in an unfolded protein but not necessarily a completely linear, or over stretched, amino acid
sequence. The system parameters of each peptide and solvent box is detailed in Table 1.
Preliminary results of only the polyA family of peptides are presented in Sec. 3.3.4. This
work is currently in progress [30].
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Differences between implicit and explicit solvent models
3.3.1.1 Comparison of the energetics of ALA10
The energetics of the directed unfolding of ALA10 has been explored using two different
variants of SMD: ASMD and FR-ASMD. The simulations are performed at three different
pulling velocities, 100 Å/ns, 10 Å/ns, and 1 Å/ns, and in three different environments,
vacuum, implicit, and explicit solvent. For each of these pulling velocities and environments,
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the number of trajectories was varied from 100 to 800 trajectories per stage so as to achieve
convergence in the energetics.
The results presented here include the determination of the PMF using näıve ASMD
and FR-ASMD at varying pulling speeds in varying solvent conditions. Specifically, Fig. 5
provides the direct comparison between the converged PMF for ALA10 in vacuum, implicit
solvent, and explicit solvent. We used a pulling velocity of 1 Å/ns velocity for the vacuum
and explicit solvent simulations, which is 10 times slower than our previous work, so as
to confirm convergence with respect to the pulling velocity [55]. The convergence of the
potentials are illustrated in Figs. 6, and 7, for the explicit and implicit solvents, respectively.
The hydrogen-bond profiles along the ASMD pull are shown in Figs. 8, 9 and 10, for ALA10
in vacuum, implicit solvent, and explicit solvent. A histogram of the intrapeptide hydrogen
bonds as correlated with the actual or effective peptide-solvent hydrogen bonds in each of
these three cases is shown in Fig. 11. In the vacuum and implicit solvent cases, the peptide-
solvent hydrogen bonds are effective in the sense that the relaxation of an all-atom water
solvent around the fixed peptide is used to infer the hydrogen bonds to a solvent.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the PMF for ALA10 in implicit solvent (black curve) to the
vacuum (red curve) and explicit solvent (blue curve) results. These PMFs are generated
using ASMD at a pulling speed of 1 Å/ns.
A central result of this work is summarized in Fig. 5: the PMF for ALA10 in the presence
of an implicit solvent is seen to much more closely resemble that of the explicit solvent than
the vacuum. Therein, the PMF for the explicit case is considerably lower at the longest
extension of the peptide (33 Å), by approximately 12 kcal/mol, than the vacuum case, as
was previously reported [56]. Although not shown, the convergence and PMFs studied in the
vacuum case were seen to be in near perfect agreement with that reported in earlier work at
a velocity of 10 Å/ns [55]. The ∆G from native to unraveled protein in an explicit solvent,
as shown in Fig. 6, is 7 kcal/mol which is lower than that found at the faster pulling speeds
but the differences have narrowed toward convergence. These results can also be compared
to the most converged PMF reported by Tomberli and coworkers [134] using drift-oscillatory
steering which found a small lowering in the free energy difference relative to the vacuum
result at just below 20 kcal/mol. This suggest that the non-equilibrium ASMD simulations
are able to sample pathways with significantly lower energy penalties to the stretching of
ALA10.
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Figure 6: Convergence of the PMF along the ALA10 stretching mode in the presence
of an explicit solvent calculated using both the ASMD and FR-ASMD methods. The top
panel (a) includes the PMFs obtained at 100 Å/ns pulling velocity. The bottom panel (b)
includes the PMFs obtained using ASMD and FR-ASMD at 10 Å/ns pulling velocity. In
both panels, the red, royal blue, and green curves correspond to ASMD calculations using
800, 400, and 100 trajectories per stage (tps), respectively. A slower pulling ASMD PMF
obtained at 1 Å/ns but with only 100 tps is shown in purple in the bottom panel. An
even slower SMD simulation obtained a 0.1 Å/ns but with still fewer trajectories (10 tps)
is shown in yellow in the bottom panel. In both panels, the light blue curve is the result
of the FR-ASMD for 100 tps using 100 ps relaxation stages at the fastest velocity of the
ASMD simulations also shown in the corresponding panel.
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Figure 7: Convergence of the PMF along the ALA10 stretching mode in the presence of
an implicit solvent calculated using both the ASMD and FR-ASMD methods. All graphs
are labeled as in Fig. 6.
Recently, Gumbart and coworkers [70] found a different form for the PMF of ALA10 in
solvent using adaptive biasing forces and umbrella sampling with the weighted histogram
analysis method using the c27 and c36 force fields. In their one-dimensional vacuum PMFs,
they found an overall change in the PMF from folded to unfolded in solution to be on the
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order of 20 kcal/mol which is comparable to what we and others have found for the same
process in vacuum. We find here that the addition of solvent, whether implicit or explicit,
gives rise to significant stabilization of the pathway bringing the energy change down to
circa 5 kcal/mol as would be expected by the presence of stabilizing hydrogen bonds in the
open structure. Gumbart and coworkers also obtained 2-dimensional potentials of mean
force for the folding of ALA10 in explicit solvent.
They define their reaction coordinates as the end-to-end distance of the peptide (similar
to the work we describe here) and as the degree of α-helical content of the peptide. An
effective one-dimensional PMF with respect to end-to-end length resulted from the sum-
mation over the discrete orthogonal variable. There are significant differences between the
1D-PMF obtained by Gumbart and coworkers and the ones we report in this work. They
report a second minimum in the unfolded conformation of the peptide. The differences are
likely resulting from (i) sampling, (ii) the choice of reaction coordinate, and (iii) the imposed
constraints. In particular, the coordinate orthogonal to the reaction coordinate imposed by
Gumbart and coworkers is discrete, but global, and may thereby include structures that
are very far (conformationally) to the on-pathway (with respect to the stretching) struc-
tures that we are describing. Our non-equilibrium trajectory sampling procedure necessarily
suppresses structures that are very far from the pathway which would presumably not be
strong contributors in the course of a pulling experiment. These effects likely account for
the differences in the free energies that we find along the pathway in comparison with those
found in the 2D PMFs by Gumbart and coworkers.
For both implicit and explicit solvent, the decrease of the pulling velocity from 100 to
1 Å/ns leads to convergence of the PMF due to the ability of the peptide to explore more
conformational space given more simulation time. The much slower SMD simulation in
explicit solvent (0.1 Å/ns) also shown in Fig. 6 is obtained from only 10 trajectories. While
this is likely not enough to obtain full convergence, it does provide a rough benchmark
for a possible lower bound to the energetics. (It is notable that the PMF for ALA10 in
vacuum performed at this velocity was converged with only 1 trajectory using SMD [24]).
Nevertheless, in explicit solvent there is near agreement between the ASMD (at 1 Å/ns)
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and the SMD (at 0.1 Å/ns) suggesting that the former can also serve as a near benchmark
for the ASMD simulations. The convergence of the ASMD PMFs in comparison to the near
benchmark FR-ASMD result is shown in Fig. 7. The PMF at 10 Å/ns in implicit solvent
converges to that at 1 Å/ns more rapidly than in explicit solvent. Thus the lack of explicit
solvent fluctuation and relaxation modes in the implicit solvent leads to less spread in the
sample space of the non-equilibrium trajectories.
The use of FR-ASMD significantly lowers the PMF achieved by ASMD in both the
implicit and explicit solvent cases. FR-ASMD seems to do particularly well at the faster
velocity 100 Å/ns in the sense of leading to the most dramatic stabilization in the PMF.
(Refer to the light blue curves in Figs. 6 and 7 for the FR-ASMD results.) There are
several reasons why the FR-ASMD method decreases the PMF so dramatically. Perhaps
the most significant of which is the amount of simulation time that has been added back
to the simulation. In the case of the 100 Å/ns pulling simulations, the equilibration time
amount to approximately 1 ns, which is comparable to the amount of time required for
a corresponding SMD or ASMD simulation obtained at a pulling speed that is ten times
slower. It is notable that this discrepancy is not as severe at the slower pulling speeds,
when the equilibration time becomes a smaller relative component, but there the gain in
accuracy is not as dramatic. Secondly, the contraction to only a single structure from each
subsequent stage in ASMD may, in general, also be too stringent for the collapse of the work
distributions. Inclusion of the relaxation stages with no contraction to a single structure
allows the peptide time to reorient itself with the surrounding solvent molecules, mimicking
a slower pulling velocity.
A comparison of the relative computational costs of the ASMD methods is also instruc-
tive. All propagations in this work were performed on NAMD in single-core mode on 2.0
GHz AMD Opteron 6128 processors, and reported timings are relative to this resource. The
typical CPU time required to propagate a single trajectory (per stage) in explicit solvent
at 100 Å/ns and 10 Å/ns pulling is 9 minutes and 93 minutes, respectively. For implicit
solvent, the computational time is dramatically reduced to 1 minute and 10 minutes, re-
spectively. FR-ASMD simulations have the same time requirements as in the above cases
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for the pulling stages, but require 9 additional constrained relaxation stages (in the present
case of 10 pulling stages as used throughout the simulations reported here.) In explicit and
implicit solvent, each such constrained relaxations stage required an additional 182 and 24
minutes respectively. This is a substantial penalty, and suggests a need for a more efficient
approach for the contraction in ASMD. In summary, näıve ASMD is the most efficient of
these, but it requires a check on convergence which may limit its efficiency.
3.3.1.2 Hydrogen bonding profiles
The hydrogen bonding profiles, in conjunction with the PMFs, reveal interesting structural
characteristics of the unfolding of ALA10. As previously reported [55], the change in the
PMF between the end points for ALA10 in vacuum is higher than that found in solvent
partly because of differences in the hydrogen bonding structure. During the unfolding of
ALA10 in vacuum, the number of i → i + 4 (α-helix) contacts, where i refers to the index
of the residue, decreases steadily as shown in Fig. 8 after initially being insensitive to the
extension. The loss of i→ i+ 4 contacts appears to be coupled with the onset of i→ i+ 3
(310-helix) contacts just before an end-to-end distance of 18 Å. The number of i → i + 3
contacts reach a maximum at an extension of 23 Å, and are thereafter precipitously lost.
There is no formation of i → i + 5 (π-helix) contacts. The exchange of i → i + 4 contacts
with i → i + 3 contacts was seen earlier to lead a near constant total number of hydrogen
bonds for the first 15 Å in extension between the ends of the peptide.
This behavior is in stark contrast with the hydrogen-bonding profile observed in explicit
solvent shown in Fig. 10. In explicit solvent, there is no formation of the i→ i+3 contacts
while the i→ i+4 contacts are lost [56]. This is due to the presence of water molecules that
are able to hydrogen bond with the peptide as it is stretched. Unlike in the vacuum case,
there is slight formation of the i → i + 5 (π-helix) contacts. This finding is corroborated
by a similar conclusion about the role of hydrogen bonding in human amylin seen earlier
by Skinner and coworkers [66]. Namely, that hydrogen bonds from the solvent significantly
contribute to the stabilization of the unfolded helix in random coil.
As shown in Fig. 9, we find only small differences in the hydrogen-bonding trend between
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the implicit and explicit solvent cases in accord with the good agreement seen earlier between
their PMFs. In both cases, the trend is also unlike that seen in the vacuum, but this is to
be expected as the solvent provides sufficient solvation to limit the dramatic formation of
i→ i+ 3 contacts seen in the vacuum case. The main difference, albeit small, between the
implicit and explicit solvent hydrogen-bonding profiles appears to be due to the fact that
the initial equilibrium structures are quite different. Namely, ALA10 in implicit solvent
appears to have significant π-helical structure as observed from the presence of a larger
number of i → i+ 5 contacts comparable to the number of i → i+ 4 contacts. The loss of
π-helical structure with increased end-to-end distance initially results in α-helical structure
rather than no structure at all.



















Figure 8: Hydrogen bond profile for ALA10 in vacuum calculated using ASMD at simu-
lation conditions, 1 Å/ns with 100 tps, differing with those of our earlier work [55]. The
red, blue and green solid lines corresponds to the average number of i → i + 3 (310-helix),
i → i + 4 (α-helix), and i → i + 5 (α-helix) contacts, respectively. They are overlaid
onto scatter plots showing the range of values visited by the specific trajectories, thereby
indicating the error in the averages.
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Figure 9: Hydrogen bond profile of ALA10 in implicit solvent using ASMD at 10 Å/ns
with 800 tps. All curves are shown as in Fig. 8.



















Figure 10: Hydrogen bond profile for ALA10 using ASMD at 10 Å/ns with 100 tps
recalculated here for the explicit solvent case [56]. All curves are shown as in Fig. 8 and 9.
The role of hydrogen bonds between the peptide and water can be monitored readily in
an explicit solvent by enumerating the contacts along the pathway. Fig. 11 (top) displays
a histogram of the peptide-peptide and peptide-solvent hydrogen bonds (for one thousand
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structures) along the most favored pathway (as determined by the JE-criterion) as the
peptide is stretched. Unfortunately, such a procedure is not readily available in an implicit
solvent (and certainly not in vacuum), making it difficult to confirm the hypothesis that the
hydrogen-bonding to solvent is somehow being characterized appropriately by the implicit
solvent as suggested by the analysis above.
Instead, we obtain the effective number of peptide-solvent hydrogen bonds that would
be created if the solvent were to be equilibrated around the fixed peptide structures. The
histograms for the peptide-peptide and effective peptide-solvent hydrogen bonds along the
most favored pathway (as determined by the JE-criterion) as the peptide is stretched in the
implicit solvent and vacuum are shown in Figs. 11 (middle) and 11(bottom), respectively.
The similarity between the histograms for explicit (top) and implicit solvent (middle) in
Fig. 11 is startling. In all three cases, the number of intrapeptide hydrogen bonds decreases
steadily as peptide-solvent hydrogen bonds increase. However, the relative abundance is
strongly shifted toward the case when many peptide-solvent hydrogen bonds are favored
only in the cases of the implicit and explicit solvation. In the vacuum, the largest abundance
of hydrogen bonds occurs in the regime when they are primarily intramolecular. That is, the
opening of the peptide is not followed by structures that would be readily solvated through
hydrogen-bond contacts. This should not be surprising for the vacuum case because the
structures are formed in absence of water. However, the fact that the implicit solvent
induces structures that readily admit hydrogen bonds in near proportion as those seen in
the explicit solvent case further suggests that the former does indeed include hydrogen-
bonding (implicitly) at a level of detail that might not have been anticipated.
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Figure 11: Two-dimensional histogram of peptide-peptide and peptide-solvent hydrogen
bonds for ALA10 structures in explicit, implicit, and vacuum along an ASMD pulling path.
The color scale on the right from black to blue indicates the density of the points for that
region of the map.
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Thus, the overall pathway seen in the implicit solvent appears to involve the loss of
internal helical structure that is predominantly replaced by solvent contacts in agreement
with that observed in the case of explicit solvent. This method of solvating and equilibrating
the implicit and vacuum structures is simply used as a tool to understand how the structures
respond to solvation.
3.3.2 Benchmarking the energetics across different CHARMM potentials
3.3.2.1 Structural Analysis
Each of the CHARMM force fields—c22, c27 and c36—in this study give rise to very different
weightings in the structures of the corresponding equilibrium ensemble. These differences
can be characterized by comparison of the representative structures of the ensembles and
the minimum energy structures found in the ASMD-generated PMFs. These structures also
differ from the corresponding structures in the PDB because the latter are generally obtained
under different conditions, and there may also be systematic error due to the differences
in the force fields. Nevertheless, in order to ensure consistency and reproducibility, protein
structures from the literature serve to initiate all of the structural determinations in the
numerical experiments described here.
Equilibrated Structures: ALA10 and 1PEF The two α-helical peptides used in this
study, ALA10 and 1PEF, were minimized and equilibrated as outlined in Sec. 3.2.2. The
initial structure for the α-helical peptide ALA10 is specified by the set of coordinates of the
104-atom model employed in earlier SMD studies by Park and Schulten [23, 24]. The initial
structure for 1PEF is taken from X-ray-diffraction (XRD) data readily available in the PDB
[93]. As discussed in Sec. 3.2.2, once the system has reached and maintained equilibrium,
we choose the last structure in the trajectory as the representative equilibrated structure
of the corresponding ensemble. (We confirmed that initialization of our procedure using
other structures selected from the equilibrated trajectory led to negligible differences in the
observables discussed here.) The end-to-end distances reeequil of the equilibrium structures
for ALA10 and 1PEF as modeled by the three CHARMM forces fields under investigation
in this study are reported in Table 2. The structures were then contracted and pulled
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Table 2: The end-to-end distances (reeequil) of the equilibrated α-helices ALA10 and 1PEF
for each CHARMM potential are compared to those (reemin) of the minimum energy struc-
tures obtained using our ASMD methodology across the family of CHARMM potentials.
The previously reported values of reemin for ALA10 obtained using SMD or ASMD are also
listed with the corresponding reference number in parent. Note that the PMFs for ALA10
modeled using c22 exhibited no minimum in the observed region and this is indicated by
the dash.
CHARMM FF reeequil reemin (ASMD) reemin(Ref. #)
ALA10 c22 12.6 Å – – ([27])
c27 14.1 Å 14.3 Å 14.3 Å([56])
c36 12.7 Å 14.4 Å 14.3 Å([70])
1PEF c22 25.8 Å 24.3 Å
c27 24.4 Å 25.5 Å
c36 25.9 Å 25.8 Å
according to the ASMD protocol with the resulting minimum in the PMF found at reemin
as also listed in Table 2. In the case of ALA10, these latter values compare well to those
previously obtained using either SMD or ASMD.
Comparisons between the resulting equilibrated peptide conformations for ALA10 and
1PEF using the three selected CHARMM FFs are shown in Fig. 12. The equilibrated
peptide conformation for each FF is cross-compared with the others of that peptide —
i.e., the 1PEF c22 equilibrated structure (red) was aligned with the equilibrated c27 initial
ASMD structure (green)— to obtain their relative RMSD. The computation of the RMSD
values includes side chains because the comparison between the three force fields necessarily
hinges on the differences in how each treats the side-chain torsions. The resulting deviations
in the RMSDs vary more widely with FF for the ALA10 peptide than for 1PEF. The RMSD
difference between the c22 and c27 structures of ALA10 was the smallest observed at 1.33 Å,
whereas the difference between the c27 and c36 structures was the largest at 2.88 Å.
The trends in the RSMD values for ALA10 shown in Fig. 12 appear to echo the known
incremental changes across the three force fields. Recall that the primary differences between
the c22, c27 and c36 FFs are the inclusion of the CMAP grid correction to c22 accounting
for the π-helical artifact of the c22 FF, and a reparameterization in c36 to address α-
helical bias in c27. In contrast to the large differences in the RMSD values seen for the
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model system ALA10, the peptide 1PEF resulted in RMSD values across the family of
FFs that are approximately equivalent; 2.45 Å, 2.35 Å, and 2.72 Å respectively. This is
somewhat surprising because 1PEF is helical and hence should be affected by the changes
in the terms of each force field. However, 1PEF is a complex protein with numerous intra-
peptide interactions that affect the α-helical peptide stability beyond the simple geometric
terms related only to the helical turns. This suggests that the structure of 1PEF may
be primarily stabilized by interactions unrelated to those from CMAP. This could include
interactions between charged side chains through formation of salt bridges, and solvent-
mediated interactions, such as hydrogen bonding (Sec. 3.3.2.4), result. The resolution of
this additional puzzle is being investigated in on-going work.
c22-c27 c27-c36 c36-c22 c22-c27 c27-c36 c36-c22






















Figure 12: Structures and RMSDs between the initial equilibrated explicit solvent struc-
tures of ALA10 and 1PEF obtained from the c22 (red), c27 (green) and c36 (blue) FFs.
Minimum Energy Structures: 1PEF According to the published XRD structure [93],
1PEF has significant helical character and contains critical intramolecular contacts, while
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exhibiting some helical deformations. Utilizing the PMF generated for each ASMD simu-
lation (in particular, the 100 tps at 1 Å/ns in each CHARMM FF) such as those shown in
Fig. 14, the minimum energy structure was determined. For each non-equilibrium trajec-
tory, there exists a minimum energy structure which can be assigned according to the one
whose extension matches that at which the PMF has a minimum. An average minimum
energy structure (X) was obtained by averaging 100 minimum energy structures using cus-
tom scripts and VMD. The XRD 1PEF structure is illustrated as a purple ribbon in Fig. 13.
It is compared through backbone alignment to the average minimum energy c22 structure
(Xc22, red ribbon), the average minimum energy c27 structure (Xc27, green ribbon), and
the average minimum energy c36 structure (Xc36, blue ribbon). These 1PEF backbone
alignments form the basis for the metrics listed in Table 3. A similar comparison for ALA10
is not shown because all the ASMD simulations for this peptide have been initiated with
the same structure as that initially used by Park and Schulten [23, 24]. It has been inserted
into an explicit water box as outlined in the Methods. The ALA10 minimum energy struc-
tures do differ across the selected CHARMM FFs as indicated by the differing values of the
corresponding ree distance listed in Table 2.
The end-to-end distance (ree), the RMSD when compared to the XRD structure, and
the average φ and ψ angles along the backbone of 1PEF for the experimental and com-
puted peptide structures are listed in Table 3. The character of the possible backbone
(not side-chain) intrapeptide hydrogen bond contacts for the experimental minimum en-
ergy structures of 1PEF are provided in Table 4. The ψ and φ angles in the XRD structure
of 1PEF in residues 2 through 15 consistent with α-helical character as indicated by the
average values of those angles, φ̄(2, 15) and ψ̄(2, 15) in Table 3, and more precisely by each
pair of angles (not shown.) Also typical of α-helices is the observation that 12 of the 14 main
chain intramolecular hydrogen bonds, between residues 1 and 16, are i → i + 4 contacts,
as indicated in Table 4. 1PEF exhibits a distortion away from ideal α-helical structure in
residues 16 through 18. One pair of φi and ψi angles at i = 16 has a slightly distorted
stereochemistry, while the second pair at i = 17 is more consistent with the typical range
of angles observed for 310- helical conformations. Similarly, the relative poses of the final
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residues 16 to 18 give rise to i → i+ 3 hydrogen bond contacts, thus exhibiting 310-helical
character. Helical peptides exhibiting structures in which α-helical character dominates in
the middle of the stable helix while 310-helix character dominates near the C-terminus, as
in 1PEF, have been observed by several groups [148, 149, 150, 151].
The secondary structural elements of the experimental 1PEF peptide are generally cap-
tured by each CHARMM FF in the average minimum energy structure, however there
are some discrepancies. The Xc27 and Xc36 structures contain only α-helical backbone
intrapeptide hydrogen bonds, as indicated in Table 4. This finding is further supported
by the results in Sec. 3.3.2.3 on the secondary structure evolution during the mechanical
unfolding event, and those in Sec. 3.3.2.4 on the hydrogen bonds explicitly accounted for
along the forced unfolding pathway. However, the Xc36 structure only differs by a RSMD
of 0.58 Å from the experimental structure, and the ψ16 and ψ17 torsional angles are closer
to the XRD structure. On the other hand, the average 1PEF structure from the c22
ASMD simulations (Xc22) exhibits some unusual structural features. The ree distance is
approximately 2.5 Å shorter than the experimental structure, in addition to the ψ16 and
ψ17 torsional angles being overestimated (Table 1). Furthermore, the Xc22 structure has
an RMSD difference from the XRD structure by over 2 Å. The decrease in ree distance
of the Xc22 1PEF peptide is a consequence of two factors: (i) a single 310-helical contact
(i → i + 3.) occurring between Ala6 and Phe9, which causes the helix to bend, and (ii) a
π-helical contact (i→ i+5) between residues Glu13 and Leu18 which increases the pitch or
width of the helix (Table 4). The formation of the π-helical contact in the minimum energy
structure of 1PEF in the c22 FF is expected, and is further supported by our hydrogen
bonding data (see Fig. 17 in Sec. 3.3.2.4) and our secondary structure analysis (see Fig. 16
in Sec. 3.3.2.3).
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Table 3: Comparison between the XRD 1PEF structure and the average minimum energy
structures (XFF ) shown in Fig. 13 calculated for each ASMD simulation with vs = 1 Å/ns
and 100tps. Values displayed include: the end-to-end distance reemin (in Å) of the averaged
minimum energy structure, the RMSD (in Å) between the experimentally determined 1PEF
coordinates and minimum energy structures, and the φ and ψ backbone torsional angles.
The specific angles for residues 2 through 15 are nearly the same and hence only the averages,
θ̄(i, j) ≡ (j − i+ 1)−1
∑k
k=i θk, and corresponding RMSDs are shown for θ being φ and ψ,
i = 2 and j = 15.
reemin RMSD φ̄(2, 15) ψ̄(2, 15) φ16 ψ16 φ17 ψ17
Exptl.[93] 26.9 Å - -62±3◦ -42±4◦ -87◦ -4◦ -63◦ -16◦
Xc22 24.3 Å 2.02 Å -64±9
◦ -43±6◦ -71◦ -57◦ -84◦ -53◦
Xc27 25.5 Å 0.86 Å -63±1
◦ -41±3◦ -65◦ -45◦ -84◦ -26◦
Xc36 25.8 Å 0.58 Å -63±3









Figure 13: Comparison between the XRD 1PEF peptide (purple) and the average mini-
mum energy structures—Xc22 (red), Xc27 (green) and Xc36 (blue)—obtained using ASMD
simulations with vs = 1 Å/ns and 100tps.
3.3.2.2 Energetics
The energetics along the forced unfolding pathway of ALA10 and 1PEF in an explicit (water)
solvent has also been obtained using ASMD at two pulling velocities vs, 10 and 1 Å/ns,
with 100 trajectories per stage (tps). The ASMD simulations for ALA10 are performed in
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Table 4: All intrapeptide hydrogen bond contacts for the experimental structure of 1PEF,
and the minimum energy structures of 1PEF in each CHARMM FF. π-helical contacts are
i→ i+ 5, α-helical contacts are i→ i+ 4, and 310-helical contacts are i→ i+ 3.
Donor Acceptor Exptl.[93] Xc22 Xc27 Xc36
LEU18 GLU13 - π - -
LEU18 LEU15 310 - - -
LEU18 LEU14 - - α α
LYS17 LEU14 310 - - -
LYS17 GLU13 - α α α
GLU16 GLU13 310 - - -
GLU16 LYS12 α α α α
LEU15 LEU11 α α α α
LEU14 LEU10 α α α α
GLU13 PHE9 α - α α
LYS12 GLU8 α - α α
LEU11 LEU7 α α α α
LEU10 ALA6 α α α α
PHE9 LYS5 α α α α
PHE9 ALA6 - 310 - -
GLU8 LEU4 α α α α
LEU7 LEU3 α α α α
ALA6 GLN2 α α α α
LYS5 GLU1 α - α α
Numbers of Contacts: 12: α 10: α 14: α 14: α
3: 310 1: 310
1: π
10 equally-spaced incremental stages covering a change in the overall pulling coordinate
of 20 Å. The ALA10 peptide is pulled from the initially compressed α-helical structure
with an ree distance of 13 Å to a fully extended structure with a final ree distance of
33 Å. Twenty equally-spaced incremental stages are employed for the ASMD simulations
of 1PEF covering a change in the overall pulling coordinate of 40 Å. The 1PEF peptide
is pulled from the initially compressed α-helical structure with ree distance of 22 Å to a
fully extended structure with a final ree distance of 62 Å. The PMFs obtained by ASMD
are shown in Fig. 14. Several pulling velocities have been employed because earlier work on
SMD [152, 23, 22, 24] and ASMD [55, 56] indicated that it can affect the overall energetics
and pathways. The slowest pulling velocity employed here (vs = 1 Å/ns) was seen to be
sufficient for confirming convergence in our previous work on the ALA10 peptide[55, 56, 27]
and two β-turn peptides.[31] It appears to be sufficient here as the insets in Fig. 14 displaying
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100 c22 100 tps
c27 100 tps
c36 100 tps





















Figure 14: The comparison of the explicit PMFs obtained using the CHARMM family
of potentials for the forced stretching of ALA10 (left) and 1PEF (right) using ASMD, as
specified in the legend. The PMFs are displayed for two stretching velocities, 10 Å/ns (top
panels) and 1 Å/ns (bottom panels), and are obtained by averaging over 100 trajectories
per stage (tps). The inset in the bottom panel displays the behavior of the PMFs obtained
at a slower 1 Å/ns velocity near the respective peptide’s energy minimum structure.
The structures of ALA10 and 1PEF at the start of the ASMD pulling simulations are not
the minimum energy structures as can be seen from the PMFs in Fig. 14 for both pulling
velocities. The initial structures for ALA10 and 1PEF are therefore seemingly arbitrary in
the sense that they do not correspond to a set point such as the minimum of the PMF.
This is a consequence of the fact that the peptides are intentionally made more compact,
following the original procedure of Park and Schulten [23, 24], so as to allow SMD (and
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ASMD) to find the minimum through the pulling procedure. Meanwhile, the extension
reemin (ASMD) of the peptide at which the ASMD PMF is a minimum is not quite equal
to the typical extension reeequil at which the peptide is freely equilibrated as can be seen in
Table 2. The discrepancies likely arise from the relative numerical error in the two methods.
It is also possible that the SMD or ASMD procedure could limit the sampling of structures
in such a way as to bias the non-equilibrium average. To mitigate and expose these effects,
we have used slow pulling speeds while displaying comparisons to the results obtained from
faster pulling speeds. The fact that convergence is possible has already been seen in the
case of ALA10 [23, 24, 55].
For both steered unfolding velocity simulations of ALA10 (left panels), c22 (illustrated
as the red curve) does not have a free energy minimum, whereas c27 (green curve) and
c36 (blue curve) both have a clear energy minimum. In particular, for the slow velocity
steering simulation of ALA10 (bottom left panel), the global minimum of the potential
energy curve has a corresponding well depth of 2.03 kcal/mol, with an ree of 14.3 Å and
1.30 kcal/mol, with an ree of 14.4 Å respectively. The minimum energy structures of ALA10
are a well defined α-helix. Even though the c22 PMF does not display a minimum energy
structure, the structural features are mostly α-helical with a small percentage of π-helical
characteristics. The presence of π-helical contacts are not an unexpected trend for the c22
FF [103]. The c27 and c36 minimum energy conformations of ALA10 have approximately
the same ree value, 14.3 Å and 14.4 Å respectively, and very similar free energy values.
However, the c27 ALA10 conformation is lower in energy by 0.73 kcal/mol. Both of these
minimum energy structures posses only α-helical contacts, with the c27 structure having 2
more α-helical contacts than the c36 structure. The over stabilization of the α-helix ALA10
in the c27 FF, through an increase in the i→ i+ 4 hydrogen bond contact count, explains
the lowering in energy of the c27 ALA10 structure.
However, unlike ALA10 in the slow velocity steered simulations, the c22 simulation
exhibits a minimum energy structure for 1PEF with an ree of 24.30 Å with a well depth of
3.2 kcal/mol. When comparing the c22 minimum energy structure to the structures from
the c27 and c36 simulations, the c22 minimum energy structure is shifted to shorter ree. As
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previously discussed in Sec. 3.3.2.1, the c22 minimum energy structure is over 2.5 Å shorter
from end-to-end than the experimental XRD structure, and approximately 1.5 Å shorter
from end-to-end than the c27 and c26 minimum energy structures. The shift to shorter
ree in c22 is resultant from a terminal π-helical contact, defined as i → i + 5, making the
helix shorter and fatter, in addition to a centrally located 310- helix contact causing the c22
1PEF structure to bend. The c27 and c36 1PEF minimum energy structure follow the same
trend as the model system ALA10. The two structures have very similar ree values (25.50
Å and 25.80 Å respectively), and differ in free energy by 0.60 kcal/mol (with well depths
of 4.1 kcal/mol and 3.5 kcal/mol respectively). Both of these minimum energy structures
posses α-helical contacts, but unlike the model system, the c27 and c36 1PEF minimum
energy structures have the same amount and type of hydrogen bonds, 14 α-helical i→ i+4
contacts. There is an over stabilization of the c27 1PEF α-helix, but it is not a result of an
increase in the number of i → i + 4 hydrogen bond contact counts. This 1PEF c27 result
more clearly illustrates the reported α-helical bias of the FF, and suggests that short range
interactions do not fully account for their stability as remarked earlier.
There is a drop in the overall magnitude of the PMFs for both the ALA10 and 1PEF
peptide systems as the vs is decreased from 10 Å/ns to 1 Å/ns. The drop in the overall PMF
for ALA10 was approximately 10 kcal/mol regardless of which of the FFs was used in the
ASMD simulations. The corresponding drop for 1PEF is approximately 20 kcal/mol. This
is consistent with the fact that the latter has a helix that is twice and that the stabilization
energy is approximately additive. Across the CHARMM family of potentials for the slow vs
extension of ALA10, the thermodynamically accessible states remain fairly structured in the
sense that there is an initial fast rise from the energy minimum conformation, and then a
subsequent flattening of the PMF up to ≈ 23 Å ree, where the peptide becomes completely
unstructured. The homopolymer ALA10 is primarily stabilized through backbone hydrogen
bond contacts, as there are no charged residues for longer ranged electrostatic interactions,
such as through salt bridge formation. The secondary structure analysis shown in Fig. 15
and the hydrogen bond analysis in Fig. 17 clearly supports this conclusion. Moreover,
ALA10 (leftmost column) has little to no remaining secondary structural characteristics
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after approximately the first 10 Å of extension. On the other hand, the lack of a flattening
of the PMFs for 1PEF suggest that it remains highly structured through along the induced
unfolding pathway by way of retention of secondary structural elements. The 1PEF PMFs
across each CHARMM potential have a fairly consistent positive slope for both vs. A
positive and consistent slope across all FFs, for both vs, demonstrates a positive correlation
between the energetics and ree, which directly correlates to the observed secondary structure
along 1PEF’s induced unfolding pathway.
3.3.2.3 Secondary Structure Evolution
In the following, we have compared the secondary structure alterations as a function of
peptide extension from our ASMD simulations of ALA10 and 1PEF. The STRIDE algorithm
from VMD in conjunction with customs scripts was used to generate Figs. 15 and 16, in
which the ALA10 results and the 1PEF results are displayed. In particular, the ASMD
explicit 1 Å/ns trajectory with 100 tps that was nearest to the computed JA was chosen
for this analysis. The c22 FF results are shown in the top panels, the c27 FF results are
the middle panels, and the c36 FF results are in the bottom panels. The evolution of
the change in secondary structure as a function of mechanical unfolding is displayed as:
α-helical (purple), π-helical (red), 310-helical (blue), turn (teal), and random coil (black in
leftmost columns, and white in rightmost columns), as specified on the axis of the figure.
In particular, the leftmost columns of Figs. 15 and 16 display the percent composition
of secondary structure of each peptide as a function of ree. The rightmost columns of
Figs. 15 and 16 present the secondary structural make-up of each amino acid residue of
the respective peptides as a function of ree.
The model peptide ALA10 displays a clear helix-to-coil transition for the c27 and c36
mechanical unfolding simulations. For the ALA10 c27 ASMD simulation, the α-helix is the
primary secondary conformation, at least 40 % composition, up to approximately 23 Å of
extension. After which the secondary structure transforms primarily into a mix of turn
and coil for 5 Å, and then becomes a complete random coil. A similar unfolding pathway
is observed for the c36 FF, with the primary difference in pathway being the duration of
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the α-helix secondary structure during extension. For the c36 FF ASMD simulation, the
α-helix unravels much faster, giving way to the random coil. Both the c27 and c36 ASMD
unfolding pathways give rise to a very small degree of 310-helical characteristics with i
→ i + 3 hydrogen bond contacts, predominately occurring centrally within the model
helical peptide. The presence of these 310-helical contacts during the helix-to-coil transition
supports a proposed mechanism for helix denaturation which involves passing through a
310-helix like conformation [153, 154, 151]. The mechanical unfolding of ALA10 in the c22
FF however exhibits a distinctively different pathway. The initial helical conformation is
not entirely α-helical, as it was in the c27 and c36 ASMD simulations. The initial structure
of ALA10 in the c22 FF has a significant proportion of π-helical characteristics, which have
i→ i + 5 contacts. The π-helical non-native contacts occur toward the C-termini, and then
rapidly become frayed to a disordered structure at ≈ ree of 19 Å . Unlike the mechanical
unfolding pathway of ALA10 in the c27 and c36 FFs, the ASMD simulation in the c22 FF
does not exhibit any significant degree of 310-helical characteristics, but rather the turn
structural motif. In the c22 FF, the presence of the π-helix and turn predominate until
the peptide is completely unstructured. For the ASMD experiments of our model peptide
ALA10, there is a mixed preference for the mode of mechanical unfolding. Meaning for the
c27 and c36 FFs simulations there is mechanical unwinding progressing from the C-terminus
to the N-terminus. There is a slight difference in the mechanical unfolding pathway of 1PEF
in the c27 and in the c36 FF. In the c27 FF the mechanical unfolding occur lastly towards the
C-termini in residues 12-18, whereas in the c27 FF the final mechanical unfolding of the α-
helix occurs slightly more centrally, affecting residues 8-14. For the c22 ASMD mechanical
unfolding, the ALA10 appears to occur from both the N- and C-termini simultaneously,
leaving the central area of the peptide structured briefly.
Across all FFs, 1PEF maintains primarily α-helical secondary structural components up
to an ree of 52 Å. Because of the strong propensity of 1PEF to retain α-helical contacts, the
induced unfolding pathway of 1PEF remains highly structured. This retention of α-helical
secondary structure and the similarity of mechanical unfolding pathway across all FFs is
illustrated with the positive and consistent slope across both vs, demonstrates a positive
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correlation between the energetics and ree, which directly correlates to the observed sec-
ondary structure along 1PEF’s induced unfolding pathway (see Sec. 3.3.2.2). Furthermore,
as in the ALA10 mechanical unfolding pathway, 1PEF’s initial α-helical conformation pro-
gressively frays to a more disordered structure, with the loss of internal secondary structure.
For the ASMD simulations in the c27 and c36 FFs, the loss of secondary structure is gener-
ally proceeding from the N-terminus toward the C-terminus, which is the opposite for what
was observed in the ASMD simulations of the model peptide ALA10. Although a variety
of mechanisms are involved in the breaking of helical hydrogen bonds, the formation of
transient turn structures and structures with mixed α- and turn, or α- and 310 structure is
a common motif observed along the 1PEF mechanical unfolding pathway. Primarily for the
c22 and c27 forced unfolding simulations, the formation of the 310-helical contacts occurs
more centrally within the 1PEF peptide, starting at an ree of 42 Å and ending at an ree
of roughly 50 Å. The c36 1PEF mechanical unfolding pathway exhibits similar 310-helical
contacts starting at an ree of 42 Å and ending at an ree of roughly 50 Å. But additionally,
and uniquely to this FF, 310-helical contacts are found in the initial starting structure of
1PEF, located near the N-termini. Likewise to ALA10, the c22 initial 1PEF structure is not
entirely α-helical, and exhibits π-helical contacts. Albeit 1PEF’s π-helical contacts consist
of a smaller percent composition of the peptide, and persist for a much shorter duration in
the unfolding pathway when compared to ALA10. Furthermore, the mechanical unfolding
of 1PEF in the c22 FF proceeds with a loss of secondary structure from the C-terminus
towards the N-terminus. This behavior is opposite what is observed during the mechanical
unfolding of 1PEF in the c27 and c36 FFs.
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Figure 15: Secondary structure content and propensity was assessed with the STRIDE
algorithm in VMD for the model helical peptide ALA10 as a function of extension, ree.
The trajectory for the protein in explicit solvent obtained at 1 Å/ns with ASMD that was
nearest to the computed Jarzynski average was chosen for analysis in c22 (top panels) in
c27 (middle panels), and in c36 (bottom panels). The evolution of the secondary structure
character as a function of mechanical unfolding is displayed as: α-helical (purple), π-helical
(red), 310- helical (blue), turn (teal), and random coil (black). The left (right) column of
figures displays the percent composition of secondary structure (the secondary structural
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Figure 16: Secondary structure content and propensity for 1PEF is shown as in Fig. 15.
3.3.2.4 Hydrogen Bonding
The converged PMF shown in Fig. 14, and the secondary structural analysis shown in
Figures 15 and 16 reveal important structural properties of the helix-to-coil transition of
ALA10 and 1PEF in water across the family of CHARMM potentials. To more clearly
examine the helical preferences and other structural properties of the peptides along the
PMFs, a hydrogen bond analysis of the non-equilibrium ASMD ensembles was preformed.
The instantaneous number of intrapeptide hydrogen bonds, N̂h(S1, S2), was obtained using
the weighting scheme described in Chapter 2. For Fig. 17, N(=100) is the number of
trajectories for trajectory i at the extension ζt of the peptide backbone.
The hydrogen bonding profiles across each FF seen in Fig. 17, although weighted in
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accordance with the work values, still have significant fluctuations. The hydrogen bond
profiles for the mechanical unfolding of ALA10 are on the left hand side, and the hydrogen
bond profiles for the mechanical unfolding of 1PEF are on the right hand side of Fig. 17.
The top panels are for the mechanical unfolding using the c22 FF, the central panels are
the profiles from the c27 FF, and the last panels are for the ASMD simulations in the
c36 FF. The sum of hydrogen bonds for a given structure along the pulling coordinate was
partitioned into sums of those hydrogen bonds linking residues separated by a given number
of residues along the peptide backbone. In Fig. 17, the i → i + 4 hydrogen bonds (the
blue curves) correspond to those bonds an α-helix. Additionally, the i → i + 3 hydrogen
bond contacts (the red curves) and i → i + 5 hydrogen bond contacts (the green curves)
correspond to those bonds observed in an 310-helix and π-helix respectively.
For ALA10, the average number of hydrogen bonds seen in the initial compact form of
the peptide varies across the FFs. In the c22 ASMD simulations (top panel, left hand side
of Fig. 17), the initial compact conformation has a mixture of four i → i + 4 contacts and
one to two i → i + 5 hydrogen bonds. As was previously discussed and shown in Fig. 15,
the π-helical contacts observed in the c22 FF are centrally located within the compact
conformation, and are present until an ree of 19 Å. Additionally, the hydrogen bond analysis
of ALA10 in the c22 FF shows a reorganization and reformation of α-helical contacts very
suddenly during the initial mechanical stretching to an ree of 15 Å. This reformation of the
i → i + 4 contacts increases the α-helical character of the ALA10 peptide, from having
initially only four contacts to a maximum of six contacts. After this initial reformation
of i → i + 4 contacts, the α-helical character of the peptide in c22 drops dramatically
at an ree of 19 Å. This dramatic drop in α-helical character corresponds directly to the
formation of 310- and π-helical contacts. After this sudden drop in α-helical character,
there is little to no restructuring of the intrapeptide hydrogen bond contacts. The loss of
these weak hydrogen bonds, and the lack of secondary structure during the second half of
the overall PMF, gives rise to a small free energy increase. For ALA10 in c27, (middle left
hand side panel) there exists approximately six i → i + 4 contacts in the starting-compact
helical structure. The previously reported α-helical bias of the c27 FF becomes more clear
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with the hydrogen bond analysis, in combination with the secondary structural analysis in
Sec. 3.3.2.3. These six α-helical contacts are fairly stable and therefore present, on average,
to approximately an ree of 19 Å, after which there is a cross-over to predominately i → i +
3 character, see Fig. 17. After the model peptide has reached an ree of 19 Å the secondary
structure is dominated by 310 and turn motifs, but some α-helical character remains until
an extension of 23 Å. The c27 FF clearly has the most α-helical character observed for the
model system across the family of CHARMM potentials. The PMF for the model peptide in
the c27 FF (green curve in Fig. 14) has the minimum energy conformation with the lowest
energy and demonstrates a free energy landscape with the highest energy plateau. This
plateau in the free energy surface represents the extension past 19 Å that has the most
α-helical character of any of the FFs, with the greatest energy bias. Lastly, the hydrogen
bond profile for ALA10 in the c36 FF closely resembles that of the hydrogen bond profile
from the c27 FF, with one major exception; the total number of α-helical contacts along
the pulling coordinate are fewer. ALA10 in the c36 FF has five i → i + 4 contacts in the
compact structure, and this number declines rapidly upon the peptide unravelling. On the
other hand, ALA10 in the c36 FF become characterized by equal number of α-helical and
310-helical contacts at a cross-over point on the pulling coordinate with an ree of about
19 Å. This cross-over point matches the cross-over of secondary structure observed in the
c27 simulations. At this cross-over point there are an equal number of α-helical and 310-
helical hydrogen bonds present in the ensemble. All α-helical contacts, across all FFs for
the mechanical unfolding of ALA10 are ruptured at around 23 Å. The ASMD hydrogen
bond profiles of ALA10 are further substantiated with the secondary structural analysis
in Sec. 3.3.2.3. There are no π-helical contacts observed during the peptide extension in
the c27 or c36 FF as there was in the c22 FF. The α-helical contacts are mostly replaced
by 310 contacts within the first 10 Å of peptide backbone extension in c27 and in c36 at
which the cross-over point is reached. This would explain how the energy in the PMF, see
Fig. 14, remains nearly constant and flat up to about 23 Å ree, where the peptide becomes
completely unstructured.
According to the XRD structural information of 1PEF, twelve of the fourteen main chain
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intra-molecular hydrogen bonds are α-helical in character and the last two main chain intra-
molecular hydrogen bonds have 310-character. The initial conformation of 1PEF for each
ASMD simulation is a compact helix with unspecified helical contacts with an ree of 22 Å.
Similarly to ALA10, 1PEF displays π-helical contacts in the c22 ASMD pulling experiments,
resulting with a shorter and fatter helix. These π-helical contacts shift the minimum energy
ree to the right, making the energy minimum occur at 24.06 Å ( with a well depth of 3.2
kcal/mol, refer to Fig. 14). Furthermore, just like ALA10 in the c22 FF, there are very little
to no 310-helical contacts in the compressed or minimum energy structure. The mechanical
unfolding pathway experienced by 1PEF in the c27 and c36 FF are very similar to one
another, just as the two pathways were similar to one another in the two FFs for ALA10.
There is a clear shift of the hydrogen bonds from α-helical to 310-helical for the c27 and
c36 FF ASMD simulations of 1PEF, occurring near 45 Å of extension. Additionally, there
is a slight reorganization of hydrogen bonds in the c27 and c36 FF for the mechanical
unfolding of 1PEF. The restructuring of these hydrogen bond contacts increase the number
of α-helical contacts within the peptide at the minimum energy structure observed along
the PMF. The minimum energy structure of 1PEF in the c27 FF occurs with an ree of
25.93 Å at a well depth of 4.1 kcal/mol. In c36, the minimum energy conformation occurs
with an ree of 25.80 Å at a well depth of 3.5 kcal/mol. The c27 ASMD simulation shows the
over stabilization of the α-helical peptide with a constant 12 - 14 α-helical contacts formed,
and no 310 contacts. Likewise in the c36 FF, during the mechanical unfolding of 1PEF,
there is a reorganization of the α-helical hydrogen bonds increasing the overall number
within 1PEF. But the duration of the maximum number of hydrogen bonds is shorter than
in the c27 FF. As further reflected in Fig. 16, the secondary structure of 1PEF remains
α-helical until ≈ 42 - 44 Å ree for both the c27 and c36 FF. However, the unravelling in
the c36 FF occurs more towards the C-termini in residues 12-18, whereas in the c27 FF the
final unravelling of the α-helix occurs slightly more centrally, residues 8-14. For 1PEF, the
α-helical contacts are replaced by 310 contacts within the last 10 Å of peptide backbone
extension in c27 and in c36 at which the cross-over point is reached. However, unlike ALA10,
the α-helical bonds are not completely replaced by 310-helical contacts in the c27 or c36 FF.
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This would explain how the energy in the PMF, see Fig. 14, remains constantly increasing
and flat up to about 52 Å ree, where the peptide becomes completely unstructured. For our
model system, all secondary structure (excluding turn motifs) is lost after approximately
15 Å of steering the peptide backbone. Whereas for 1PEF, all secondary structure, again
excluding turn motifs, is lost after approximately 30 Å of steering the peptide backbone.
This provides an explanation for the cross-over point occurring roughly at about twice as far
along the pulling coordinate; 19 Å for ALA10 and approximately 45 Å for 1PEF. The c36
results are about the same as the c27 results; the free energy results in the c27 FF are higher
than the results from the c36 FF. The similarities of the mechanical unfolding pathways
between our model system ALA10 and the biological relevant system 1PEF demonstrate
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Figure 17: The average number of α-, 310-, and π-helical contacts as a function of the end-
to-end distance ree are shown for the mechanical unfolding of ALA10 (left) and 1PEF (right)
in explicit solvent using the c22 (top), c27 (middle), and c36 (bottom) FFs as obtained by
ASMD with vs = 1 Å/ns with 100 tps. Red curves represents The i → i + 3 (310-helix),
i → i + 4 (α-helix) and i → i + 5 (π-helix) contacts are shown in red, blue and green,
respectively.
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3.3.3 Comparing the performance of CHARMM36 and Amber16 using the
helical motif
3.3.3.1 Energetics














Figure 18: Energetic comparison of gp41659−671 in both c36 and Amber16. The PMFs
are obtained using ASMD with 100 tps at a pulling velocity of 1 Å/ns.
The PMFs of two peptides are used as comparative systems to test the performance of the
c36 and Amber16 FFs. The energetics of the forced unfolding of gp41659−671 and 1PEF are
shown in Figs. 18 and 19, respectively. The energetics were obtained using ASMD with 100
trajectories per stage using 1 Å/ns. The PMFs have several similarities and few differences
between the two FFs. In the gp41659−671 results, shown in Fig. 18, both PMFs have the
same minimum at a ree of 19.7 Å. Slight differences emerge in the PMFs in the region
between 22 and 32 Å. In this region the c36 PMF (black curve) maintains a slightly higher
energy, though it is with thermal fluctuation of the Amber16 result (green curve). At a
ree of 36 Å, the Amber16 result become slightly more stabilizing yet still within thermal
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fluctuation of the c36 result. The gp41659−671 PMFs are both approximately equivalent in
total unfolding energy.

















Figure 19: Energetic comparison of 1PEF in both c36 and Amber16. The PMFs are
obtained using ASMD with 100 tps at a pulling velocity of 1 Å/ns.
Similar observations can be made about the 1PEF PMFs shown in Fig. 19. The PMFs
have similar minima regions between 22 and 26 Å. Again, the c36 PMF (cyan curve) shows
a slight increase in stabilization in the region between 27 and 55 Å. Within that region, the
maximum difference between the PMFs is ≈ 6 kcal/mol at a ree of 47 Å. This difference is
significant as it is larger than the thermal fluctuation. Overall, the magnitude and curvature
of the PMFs are consistent with one another. These results suggest that the use of different
potentials does not significantly effect the calculation of the forced unfolding energetics of
helical peptides.
3.3.3.2 Residue pair interaction energies
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1PEF 1PEF has an amino acid sequence that contains charged residues. Therefore, in
addition to hydrogen bonding, long range electrostatic interactions can occur and increase
the stabilization of the α-helix. These salt bridges can be formed by either ionizable residue
side-chains, or between charged groups, or polar groups in amino acid side chains. The
sequence and possible ionic pairs for 1PEF are shown in Fig. 20. (where ACE represents the
acetylated N-terminus and CT2 the amidated C-terminus), 1PEF was a de novo designed
peptide, and has a high apolar-polar amino acid ratio (10:8) [93]. The amphiphilic nature of
the helix surface results in one surface being hydrophobic and the other being hydrophilic.
The hydrophilic surface of 1PEF is clearly illustrated in Fig. 20, in which the charged
residues are highlighted: blue for cationic residues and red for anionic residues. 1PEF was
purposefully designed in hopes to enhance the potential for interhelical interactions within
the self-assembly of helical bundles or aggregates of 1PEF. Specifically, within the design
of the α-helix, 1PEF has 8 apolar amino acids in two neighboring rows of four on one
surface of the peptide: Leu3-Leu4, Ala6-Leu7, Leu10-Leu11, and Leu14-Leu15. This row
of hydrophobic residues on one face of the peptide assisted in creating a peptide that has
a high degree of helicity and self-associates into hexamers. Therefore, the oligomerization
is in part due to hydrophobic packing of “ridges-into-grooves” [93]. More interestingly,
1PEF can oligomerize in both hydrophobic and hydrophilic environments, which raises the
question as to how this more balanced amphililicity character affects the self-assembly. The
polar interface of 1PEF (Fig. 20) was found to be involved in a network of complex water-
mediated hydrogen bonds and salt bridges. The polar residues must play a key role in the
stability of the secondary structure of 1PEF through salt bridges. In particular, three salt
bridges are observed experimentally: Lys5-Glu8, Lys12-Glu13, and Lys12-Glu16 [93]. For
these ionic pairs, the basic residue is closer to the amino terminus with respect to the acidic
amino acid. Additionally, it was predicted by Marqusee and Baldwin [155] that for a single,
non-interacting α-helical peptide, salt bridges would form with the acidic residue toward
the amino terminus with respect to the basic amino acid. It is predicted that this pattern
of ionic pairing is more stable, because the dipoles of the salt bridges have a more favorable
interaction with the helix dipole; the positive pole of the helix is near the N-terminus and
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the negative pole is near the C-termini [155]. In 1PEF such salt bridges would form between
the following pairs: Glu1-Lys5, Glu8-Lys12, and Glu13-Lys17. The arrows in Fig. 20 are a
cartoon representation of the possible salt bridge interactions.
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Figure 20: The primary amino acid sequence and the cartoon secondary structural repre-
sentation (a purple ribbon) of 1PEF is shown. The positive amino acid lysine (K) is colored
blue, and the negative amino acid glutamic acid (E) is colored red. The arrows illustrate
the ion pairs investigated; i.e., Lys5-Glu8 which is an i → i + 3 contact. The i → i + 1 ion
pair arrows are omitted for clarity (Lys12-Glu13 and Glu16-Lys17).
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Figure 21: The residue pair interaction energies for 1PEF obtained using c36. The curves
are obtained from ASMD simulations using 100 tps at 1 Å/ns using explicit water sol-
vent. The residue pairs of interest are Glu1-Lys5 (black curve), Lys5-Glu8 (green curve),
Glu8-Lys12 (magenta curve), Lys12-Glu16 (cyan curve) and Glu13-Lys17 (yellow curve) as
denoted in the legend.
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Figure 22: The residue pair interaction energies for 1PEF obtained using Amber16. The
curves are obtained from ASMD simulations using 100 tps at 1 Å/ns using explicit water
solvent. The residue pairs of interest are Glu1-Lys5 (black curve), Lys5-Glu8 (green curve),
Glu8-Lys12 (magenta curve), Lys12-Glu16 (cyan curve) and Glu13-Lys17 (yellow curve) as
denoted in the legend.
The hydrophilic face of 1PEF is comprised primarily of EK or KE type salt bridges.
Both the location and the spacing of charged substituents along a helical peptides backbone
will greatly influence the peptide’s helical content and the overall stability of the peptide.
Appropriately spaced salt bridges can increase the stability of an α-helix by anchoring the
secondary conformation into place across individual helical turns [155, 94]. Therefore, we
have evaluated the effective interaction energies between different pairs of residues along ree
as shown in Figs. 20 and 22. The interaction energies are weighted averages obtained using
the methods described in Chapter 2. For 1PEF, several residue pairs were identified and
monitored over the course of the unfolding: four i→ i + 4 contacts (Glu1-Lys5, Glu8-Lys12,
Lys12-Glu16, and Glu13-Lys17) and one i → i + 3 contact (Lys5-Glu8).
In the comparison of the two FFs, the interaction energies of the salt bridges in Am-
ber16 are continually stabilized throughout the entire pull. Moving sequentially along the
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backbone of 1PEF the first ionic pair is Glu1-Lys5, an i → i + 4 interaction (black curves
in Figs. 21 and 22). This interaction is located near the positive pole of the helix, which was
predicted to increase the stability of the helix [155]. However, this particular salt bridge
plays a insignificant role in stabilizing the peptide along the mechanical pathway of unfold-
ing in c36. However, in Amber16 this interaction begins at ≈ -40 kcal/mol and is further
stabilizing at a ree of 35 Å but by the end of the pull is decreased to -20 kcal/mol. The next
pair of interest is the i→ i + 3 interaction Lys5-Glu8 (green curves in Figs. 21 and 22). The
Lys5-Glu8 ionic pair is experimentally observed to be a stabilizing interaction [93]. Likewise
through the ASMD simulations, the Lys5-Glu8 pair shows a stronger, favorable interaction
particularly in c36. 1PEF mechanically unfolds from the N-terminus to the C-terminus,
and as a result, the Lys5-Glu8 salt bridge contact appears through an ree of ≈ 35 Å. A
majority of the 310 helical contacts exist after an extension of 35 Å ree and are mostly
found in the central part of the peptide, and not in the N-terminus. The Glu8 residue is
able to rotate from this i → i + 3 contact, to an i → i +4 contact (Glu8-Lys12, magenta
curve in Fig. 21). The ionic pair Glu8-Lys12 was predicted to have stabilizing effects for
the single, non interacting 1PEF peptide [155]. In c36, Glu8-Lys12 appears to have little to
no energetic contribution to the unfolding pathway, and thus the Glu8 residue is primarily
involved in the i → i + 3 Lys5-Glu8 contact in c36. This is not the case in Amber16.
The Glu8-Lys12 interaction is stabilized for the entirety of the pull. The Lys5-Glu8 begins
as stabilizing but drops off within the first stage of the pull as shown in green in Fig. 22.
The Glu8-Lys12 interaction then has the ability to become the most stabilizing of the two
competing interactions.
For the last ionic pairs observed in 1PEF, the Lys12-Glu16 pair has been investigated
experimentally [93]. The Lys12-Glu16 pair is an i → i + 4 contact (cyan curve in Figs. 21
and 22). For this experimentally observed salt bridge pair, the Lys12 residue can rotate
similar to the Glu8 residue in the previous pairs. The Lys12-Glu16 pair has favorable
interaction in the c36 FF. This pair shows considerable stability and longevity between an
ree of ≈ 22-45 Å. Again, this interaction is captured differently by the Amber16 FF. In
Fig. 22, the Lys12-Glu16 interaction is initially the least stabilized of all of the interactions
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at -30 kcal/mol. By the end of the reaction coordinate, the interaction has been destabilized
to -20 kcal/mol. The last salt bridge pair of interest occurs closest to the C-termini, Glu13-
Lys17 (yellow curve in Figs. 21 and 22.) In similar fashion to the last ionic pair discussed
(Lys12-Glu16), this pair shows favorable interaction energies in the c36 FF. The i → i + 4
pair, Glu13-Lys17, is the only predicted ionic pair [155] to show any substantial stabilizing
effects. In c36 the Glu13-Lys17 pair maintains stability but has significant fluctuations. In
c36, they have highly favorable energetic fluctuations until ≈ ree = 45 Å. The mechanical
unfolding of 1PEF in c36 exhibits the most α-, 310-, and turn characteristics out of the
three FFs closet to the C-termini.






















Figure 23: Comparison of the residue pair interaction energies of two salt bridge interac-
tions within gp41659−671. The curves are obtained from ASMD simulations using 100 tps
at 1 Å/ns using explicit water solvent. The residue pairs of interest are Glu1-Lys7 in c36
(black curve), Glu4-Lys7 in c36 (green curve), Glu1-Lys7 in Amber16 (magenta curve) and
Glu4-Lys7 in Amber16 (cyan curve) as denoted in the legend.
gp41659−671 Similar to 1PEF, gp41659−671 contains residues that have the dynamic possi-
bility of forming salt bridges. The residue pair interaction energies for two salt bridge pairs
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within gp41659−671 are shown in Fig. 23. The two salt bridges of interest are Glu1-Lys7 and
Glu4-Lys7. These pairs of salt bridges share the Glu1 residue and are therefore competing.
This makes them excellent choices with which to analyze and compare the performance of
the two FFs. In c36, the Glu1-Lys7 (black curve) is only stabilizing in the beginning of the
unfolding from 19 to 21 Å. The interaction is effectively nonexistent for the remainder of the
pull as the residues are no longer within the range of interaction. However, this is not the
trend observed in Amber16. The Glu1-Lys7 interaction in Amber (magenta curve) shows
substantially more stabilization over the entire course of the unfolding reaction coordinate.
The interaction begins as the most stabilizing of the two pairs investigated. The interaction
is damped over the course of the reaction coordinate, but only by ≈ 20 kcal/mol and by
the end of the unfolding, is still maintaining significant interaction. The reverse trend is
observed for the Glu4-Lys7 interaction between the FFs. In c36, this interaction (green
curve) becomes very stabilized over the pull. Initially, the interaction is not stabilizing;
however, it quickly become the most stabilizing interaction over the first 4 Å of the pull.
The interaction undergoes significant fluctuation over the entire unfolding, but maintains
contact until the last 4 Å at which the interaction is less stabilizing than the Amber16result.
This is in contrast to the interaction in Amber16 (cyan curve) which only shows slight sta-
bilization through the unfolding. The interaction begins at ≈ -20 kcal/mol and remains
consistent at this energy for the duration of the simulations.
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3.3.3.3 Hydrogen bonds
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Figure 24: Comparison of the intrapeptide hydrogen bonds formed within 1PEF. The top
panel corresponds to the i → i + 3 bonds, middle panel to the i → i + 4 bonds and the
bottom panel to the i → i + 5 bonds. All of the hydrogen bond results are the weighted
averages of 100 tps at 1 Å/ns. The c36 results are shown in cyan and the Amber16 are
shown in black in each panel.
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The intrapeptide hydrogen bonds formed and broken within 1PEF during the mechanical
unfolding are shown in Fig. 24. In Fig. 24a, the i → i + 3 bonds are shown. These bonds
correspond to a 310-helix. In the c36 result (cyan curve), there is very little 310-helix
formation. This is in contrast to the Amber16 result (black curve) which shows an initial
decrease in the number of contacts but in the region from 25 to 35 Åshows a significant
increase from 2 to 8 contacts. The number of contacts begins decreasing to 0 at a ree of
40 Å. The FFs are considerably more consistent in Fig. 24b which depicts the i → i + 4
α-helical bonds formed and broken within 1PEF. Both the c36 and Amber16 patterns show
an initial increase in the number of bonds formed until a ree of ≈ 26 Å. At that point,
the number of contacts decreases from ≈ 11 to 0. However, in general, the c36 result does
capture more i → i + 4 bonds than the Amber16 result. Finally, in Fig. 24c, the FFs are
consistent in the number of i → i + 5 (π-helical) bonds formed and broken. Both FFs
effectively capture no π-helical contacts over the unfolding reaction coordinate.
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Figure 25: Comparison of the intrapeptide hydrogen bonds formed within gp41659−671.
The top panel corresponds to the i→ i+3 bonds, middle panel to the i→ i+4 bonds and
the bottom panel to the i→ i+5 bonds. All of the hydrogen bond results are the weighted
averages of 100 tps at 1 Å/ns obtained using explicit water solvent. The c36 results are
shown in green and the Amber16 are shown in black in each panel.
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Variation in the type and number of intrapeptide hydrogen bonds captured during the
forced unfolding of gp41659−671 can be seen in Fig. 25. The i → i + 3 hydrogen bonds are
shown in Fig. 25a. The overall trend of an initially lower number of 310 contacts with a
steady increase between a ree of 24 to 38 Å and then an decreasing region between 24 to
36 Å is preserved between the Amber16 and c36 FFs. However, there are slight differences
between the average number of hydrogen bonds captured by the individual FFs. The
Amber16 result (black curve) captures more i → i + 3 contacts than the c36 result (green
curve). Initially, the Amber16 FF begins with 3 contacts and eventually maximizes with 4
contacts before decreasing to 0 contacts by the end of the reaction coordinate at 36 Å. In
contrast, the c36 begins with identifying only 1 contact and increasing to 3 contacts before
a steady decline to 0. In Fig. 25b, the trend of Amber16 capturing more hydrogen bonds
than c36 is reversed. These are the i → i + 4 contacts which correspond to an α-helix. In
the c36 result, the hydrogen bond count initially begins at 4 then immediately increases to
6 at a ree of 22 Å. From that point on, the number of intrapeptide α-helix bonds decreases
to 0 by a ree of 32 ÅThis is consistent with the overall trend captured by the Amber16 FF;
however, the number of bonds captured are fewer than in c36. It should be noted that this
is consistent with the intrapeptide hydrogen bonds of 1PEF shown in Fig. 24a and Fig. 24b.
Lastly, in Fig. 25c, the i → i + 5 hydrogen bonds are shown. Similar to the results with
1PEF, neither Amber16 nor c36 capture a significant number of these contacts, which would
indicate formation of a π-helix. From this analysis it is clear that the peptide, regardless
of FF used for the dynamics, presents as a mixed helix containing both 310- and α-helical
contacts.
3.3.4 Linearity of elongating alanine-rich peptides
3.3.4.1 Energetics
Preliminary results of the unfolding energetics of a series of polyA peptides have been
calculated and compared. The PMFs of all of polyAs of length 6, 10, 14, 22, 30, 38 and
50. The results can be seen in Fig. 26. All of the PMFs of the peptides, with the exception
of ALA6 (red curve), exhibit a trend of increasing linearity. The PMF of ALA6 does not
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follow this trend as the mechanical unfolding results in a PMF that is unexpectedly high as
the final value of the PMF is ≈ 33 kcal/mol. ALA6 also contains a second minima located
at a ree of 6 Å. One reason for these differences is that the peptide is not helical, as the
other peptides in the series are; it contains significant turn character within the structure.
This is corroborated by the results of the hydrogen bonding profile of ALA6 presented in
Sec. 3.3.4.2. Turn character is a precursor to β-hairpin formation. This is consistent with
our other studies of the mechanical unfolding of β-hairpin peptides presented in detail in
Chapter 4. Our studies suggest that the linear unfolding of β-hairpin peptides results in a
PMF that is much greater than the unfolding energetics of helical peptides.
The other polyAs in the series have energetics of unfolding that increase with increasing
peptide length as expected. The next peptide in the series, ALA10 (blue curve), has a
final value of the unfolding PMF of 17 kcal/mol. This is consistent with our previous
studies using ALA10, shown in Figs. 6 and 14, despite the difference in the endcaps of the
peptide. ALA14 (green curve) has a final PMF value of 30 kcal/mol. The increase in length
of 4 residues between ALA10 and ALA14 corresponds to an increase in helical length by
one “turn”. Therefore, the energetic increase of one turn is approximately equivalent to
a difference of 13 kcal/mol. The next peptide in the series, ALA22 (black curve) is larger
than its predecessor by 2 turns. It’s final value of the PMF is ≈ 52 kcal/mol. This trend
also holds for the increase in PMF between ALA22 and ALA30 (magenta), which is also an
increase in length by 2 turns. The next peptide in the series, ALA38 (yellow curve), does
not follow this increase rule. The difference between the final PMF values of ALA30 and
ALA38 are negligible. However, the trend emerges again in the difference between ALA38
and ALA50 (cyan curve), which corresponds to an increase of 3 turns. The difference is ≈
40 kcal/mol.
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Figure 26: Comparison of the energetics of several polyalanine peptides. The PMFs have
been obtained using explicit water solvent at 100 tps at 1 Å/ns in the c36 FF.
3.3.4.2 Hydrogen bond profiles
The hydrogen bonding patterns of seven alanine-rich peptides are shown in Fig. 27. All
of the curves are the weighted averages of 100 trajectories per stage using the weighted
averaging scheme described in Chapter 2. In this figure, the curves have not been shifted by
the initial value of ree (as the PMFs in Fig. 26) for clarity. In Fig. 27a, the i→ i+3 hydrogen
bonds which correspond to formation of a 310-helix, are are shown for each peptide. No
peptide shows substantial formation of 310-helical contacts. However, an interesting trend
does arise: the longevity of the i→ i+3 contacts increases with increasing helix length. For
example, ALA6 (red curve) initially contains 1 i → i + 3 hydrogen bond, but the contact
is immediately broken during the first stage of the forced unfolding. ALA10 (blue curve)
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shows slight formation of 1.5 i → i + 3 hydrogen bonds, but the bonds are broken within
the first couple of stages. The ALA14 (green curve) forms 1 310-helical contact which is
only transiently stable. The ALA22 (black curve) forms and breaks a 310-helical contact
during the unfolding. The single 310-helical contact formed within ALA30 (magenta curve),
ALA38 (yellow curve) and ALA50 (cyan curve) is maintained for a significant portion of
the unfolding pathway. In the ALA50 curve, the contact is maintained from a ree of ≈
72 to 148 Å, constituting a majority of the pull. In Fig. 27b, the i → i + 4 hydrogen
bonds which correspond to formation of a α-helix, are are shown for each peptide. All of
the peptides, with the exception of ALA6, are predominantly α-helices and the number of
α-helical contacts increases linearly with the increasing length of the peptides. ALA10 is
the smallest of the peptides that contain i → i + 4 hydrogen bonds as it initially begins
with ≈ 5 hydrogen bonds. ALA50 is the largest peptide; and therefore, contains the initially
the highest number of i → i + 4 bonds. In Fig. 27c, the i → i + 5 hydrogen bonds which
correspond to formation of a π-helix, are are shown for each peptide. As expected there is
virtually no π-helical formation within any of the peptide over the course of the reaction
coordinate. These findings are also consistent with our previous ASMD benchmarks using

























Figure 27: Comparison of the intrapeptide hydrogen bond patterns of seven alanine-rich
peptides. Panel (a) shows the i → i + 3 bonds, panel (b) shows the i → i + 4 bonds, and
panel (c) shows the i → i + 5 bonds. Each curve is the weighted average obtained using
explicit water solvent and 100 tps at 1 Å/ns. The color scheme of the curves is consistent
with Fig. 26.
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Figure 28: Comparison of the protein-water hydrogen bond patterns of seven alanine-rich
peptides. Each curve is the weighted average obtained using explicit water solvent at 100
tps at 1 Å/ns.
The hydrogen bonds formed between the seven alanine-rich peptides and the explicit
water solvent are presented in Fig. 28. As in Fig. 27, all of the curves are the weighted
averages of 100 trajectories per stage using the averaging scheme described in Chapter 2
and the curves have not been shifted by their initial value of ree (as the PMFs in Fig. 26) for
clarity. Each peptide exhibits a similar trend in the increase of the number of peptide-water
bonds formed over the course of the unfolding. Similar to the finding that the number of
i→ i+4 hydrogen bonds increases linearly with the length of alanine-rich peptide as shown
in Fig. 27b, the number of peptide-water hydrogen bonds increases linearly with the length
of the alanine-rich peptides.
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3.4 Conclusions
3.4.1 Helical unfolding pathways in implicit solvent
This work provides a comparison of the potentials of mean force and hydrogen-bonding
profiles of the forced unfolding of ALA10 using primarily two different methods, ASMD
and FR-ASMD, at different pulling velocities and in three different environments. Using a
variety of velocities and environments, albeit on a simple single-motif peptide, benchmarks
for energetics and structure in small molecule pulling simulations have been obtained.
Perhaps surprisingly, there is qualitative agreement between the potentials of mean force
and the overall hydrogen-bonding pathway for ALA10 stretching in implicit and explicit
solvent. However, the equilibrium structure of ALA10 in implicit and explicit solvent differ
only slightly with the implicit solvent giving rise to a mix of π-helical and α-helical structure
while the explicit solvent gives rise to primarily α-helical structure. This suggests that the
implicit solvent model slightly over-emphasizes contact between the solvent and peptide.
Meanwhile, the fact that the pathways in the presence of an implicit or explicit solvent differs
dramatically from that in vacuum illustrates the importance of the use of solvent models
(either explicit or implicit) so as to capture the actual dynamics of the stretching. A detailed
view of the effective peptide-water hydrogen-bonding (by way of solvating explicit water to
the fixed protein structures) in an implicit solvent has also shown strong agreement to the
actual peptide-water hydrogen-bonding in an explicit solvent. This observation provides
further evidence that hydrogen-bonding is effectively encoded in the implicit model. Thus,
the implicit models are capturing the stabilization of the structure with respect to hydrogen
bonds in a manner that is analogous to the explicit water. As such, the PMFs obtained
from the implicit and explicit water models were qualitatively and quantitatively similar.
Finally, ASMD has been seen to produce a converged PMF of ALA10 with fewer trajec-
tories at comparably faster velocities than traditional SMD, and does best in the vacuum
case. The use of FR-ASMD, which includes intermediate stages for relaxation without using
any type of trajectory selection, does improve the PMF substantially in comparison with
näıve ASMD at equivalent pulling velocities in the implicit and explicit solvent cases. This
suggests a need for improved trajectory selection schemes in ASMD to address the increased
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complexity of the ensemble space in the presence of solvent. Improved contraction schemes
that avoid the expense of the propagation of trajectories while not being limited to the lim-
itations of a single representative of the non-equilibrium ensemble are therefore of strong
interest [61].
3.4.2 Benchmarking of helical motifs using CHARMM force fields
Molecular simulation promises atomic-detail of key processes in chemistry and biology, but
only if the underlying energy potentials and methodology have demonstrated accuracy.
Similarly, evaluation of computational molecular mechanisms to explain helical stability
of peptides is difficult to postulate due to lack of corresponding experimental data at the
atomic level. How helical peptide structure, peptide amphililicity (or lack there of), and
specific amino acid sequence influence the formation and stability of secondary structures
is still not completely clear. The results presented herein provide an interesting comparison
of two very different α-helical peptides, 1PEF and our model system ALA10, across the
CHARMM family of molecular dynamic potentials utilizing our ASMD methodology. Our
results show the transition between α-helical and random coil states for these linear peptides
follow similar pathways of mechanical unfolding across the family of potentials; despite their
sequence differences, one is a homopolymer and one is amphiphilic.
For longer peptides, such as 1PEF, the free energy landscape can be very complex
with large barriers between different minima. This can be problematic for methodologies
that use a single constant temperature molecular dynamics simulation trajectory based on
Boltzmann sampling of conformations. These simulations frequently get trapped in one
of the local minima and lead to a biased sampling of configurations. Furthermore, the
time scale accessible to most computer simulations is often significantly shorter that the
biological system’s natural time scale. The method of SMD applies an external force to
manipulate the peptide in order to probe stability of the peptide along a predefined pulling
coordinate, in addition to accelerate the unfolding process that would be too slow to model
otherwise and still requires large computational resources to simulate full trajectories for
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meaningful statistically analysis. However, performing the mechanical unfolding simula-
tions in an adaptive manner (ASMD) requires fewer non-equilibrium trajectories. As a
result, our ASMD non-equilibrium all-atom trajectories shed light on the relative contribu-
tions of context dependent helix-stabilizing characteristics along the mechanical unfolding
pathway. Our ASMD methodology is robust enough to capture expected behavior across
the CHARMM family of FFs; such as the presence of π-helical artifacts in the c22 FF, and
the bias of the c27 FF toward α-helical secondary structures. Furthermore, we show that
even though 1PEF is an 18-mer, and is comprised of about twice as many amino acids as
our model system ALA10, convergence can be reached using 100 tps with a pulling velocity
of 1 Å/ns. These thermodynamic results, in combination with the detailed structural and
electrostatic analysis as a function of ree, shows that while 1PEF has a well defined forced
pathway of unfolding, it remarkably resembles the unfolding pathway of the homopolymer
ALA10. The thermodynamic results of ALA10 and 1PEF suggest a concerted unfolding of
the hydrogen bond contacts, and transient intermediate structures that have mostly 310-
helical characteristics and hydrogen bonds [153]. This unfolding behavior helps stabilize
secondary structures relative to the random coil, and plays a key role in helix stability.
3.4.3 Comparing the performance of CHARMM36 and Amber16 using helical
peptides
The PMFs, residue pair interaction energies, and hydrogen bonding patterns of two helical
peptides, 1PEF and gp41659−671 have been calculated and compared for two different FFs:
c36 and Amber16. This works provides a clear and consistent comparison of the performance
of two of the most popular potentials used for biomolecular simulations. Our findings
suggest that the use of the different potentials does not significantly effect the unfolding
energetics and general secondary structure obtained for the peptides. The magnitude and
curvature of the PMFs are consistent between the two FFs. 1PEF presents as dominantly
an α-helix in both Amber16 and c36 while the structure of gp41659−671 is captured as a
mix of α- and 310-helix. However, there are some unexpected and substantial differences
in the additional observables that are calculated. The residue pair interaction energies
calculated for both 1PEF and gp41659−671 show differing treatment of the interactions.
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This is surprising given the similarities observed in the PMFs. As such, this may suggest
that the are only slightly effecting the overall unfolding pathway of the helical peptide
motif. Though it should be noted that this does not discount the utility of salt bridging
interactions in any native function or contributing to the solubility of the peptides. This
work is further discussed in Chapter 4, using trpzip1 as a benchmark β-hairpin peptide.
3.4.4 Linearity of elongating alanine-rich peptides
In this work, we have elucidated the unfolding pathways of several alanine-rich peptides
in explicit water solvent. The PMFs, intrapeptide and peptide-water hydrogen bonding
patterns were calculated using ASMD and compared for each peptide. The forced unfolded
pathways yielded PMFs consisting of similar curvature for each peptide. The PMFs also
show that the addition of a helical turn results in an additive property wherein the PMF is
increased. Similarly, the intrapeptide hydrogen bonding patterns showed that each peptide
is composed of predominantly α-helical contacts and the peptides lose each type of hydrogen
bonding at the same rate. The hydrogen bonding patterns, both intrapeptide and peptide-
water, increase linearly with a increase in the number of helical residues. Thus far, these
results suggest that the helix-to-coil transition is only dependent on the breaking of the
backbone hydrogen bonds and independent of specific side chain interactions and chain
length. Overall, this work provides a unique comparison between alanine-rich peptides.
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CHAPTER IV
ENERGETICS OF UNFOLDING β-HAIRPIN PEPTIDES
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Trpzip1 versus Chignolin
The energetics of unfolding small peptides has become a very useful figure of merit in de-
veloping and benchmarking new methods for studying the dynamics of biomolecules [156].
Specifically, the response of peptides or proteins to mechanical folding has been seen to
provide insight into their energetics, dynamics, and stability in various complex environ-
ments [156]. Small peptides, in particular, are attractive for computational studies because
the system sizes are quite manageable on even the most modest of resources while still
providing ample insight into the behavior of larger proteins [157]. For example, the helix
to random coil transition in polypeptide chains involves a significant change in secondary
structure but the simple model introduced by Zimm and Bragg revealed that the i→ i+ 4
contacts were sufficient to drive the transition as early as 1959 [158]. The determination of
the structure and dynamics of more general protein motifs with specificity remains a signif-
icant challenge. One such target is the C-terminal fragment of the B1 domain of protein G.
After fluorescence spectroscopy experiments by Eaton and coworkers [159] established that
it exhibits two-state folding kinetics on the microsecond timescale, the β-hairpin became
a model motif that is both experimentally accessible and a good target for computational
advances [160].
There are two main theories concerning the driving force behind β-sheet folding: hy-
drophobic collapse and turn-initiated folding [152, 159, 161, 162, 163, 164]. Dinner et al.
[162] investigated the structure and stability of a 16-residue β-hairpin using multicanonical
Monte Carlo simulations. They obtained the free energy of folding the peptide along the do-
main of the number of native peptide bonds. They concluded that the hairpin “zips up” via
hydrophobic collapse of tyrosine and phenylalanine residues. However, experimental results
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from Eaton and coworkers [159] and computational support from Kolinski, Ilkowski, and
Skolnick [161] on the model β-hairpin of the C-terminal fragment of the B1 domain of pro-
tein G, indicate a tendency for β-hairpins to fold via turn-initiated folding with only a small
influence from hydrophobic collapse. Similarly, Kim and Keiderling [165] used long-time
molecular dynamics simulations and principal component analysis to obtain the unfolding
pathway of trpzip2 by monitoring the hydrogen bonds over the course of the simulation.
They determined that the overall folding mechanism is dominated by the hydrophobic side-
chain interactions of the four Trp residues, which support hydrogen bonding contacts. In
this work, we further investigate the stability and structure of the β-hairpin motif by ob-
taining the energetics, hydrogen bond profiles, and specific residue pair interactions of two
β-sheet peptides, tryptophan zipper 1 (trpzip1) [166] and chignolin [167], along a pulling
pathway using Adaptive Steered Molecular Dynamics (ASMD) [54, 55]. This method is
based on the forced unfolding of a peptide through Steered Molecular Dynamics devel-
oped by Schulten and coworkers [23] but performed in stages so as to obtain more efficient
convergence.
A recurring challenge to the choice of small peptide models (that reduce the complexity
of corresponding larger proteins) is the solubility criterion as they are not experimentally
accessible if they are not soluble. Fortunately, there have been several experimental designs
that have produced soluble and stable monomeric peptides under 20 residues in length
[166, 167, 168, 169]. Of all the possible peptide motifs, β-sheets have been seen to be the
most appropriate for designing stable peptides that fold independently. There has been
much success using tryptophans as stabilizing residues in the design process. Andersen and
coworkers designed very stable miniproteins known as “trp cages” [169]. The tryptophan
zipper, used in the present work, is another example of a tryptophan-rich miniprotein [166].
Despite being an artificially designed protein, it was recently shown that trpzip3, the 16-
residue relative of trpzip1, can inhibit amyloid aggregation of two different amyloid systems:
transthyretin and Aβ [170]. The Trp-Trp pairs within trpzip2 and trpzip4 have also been
seen to stabilize the structure during mechanical unfolding using detailed single-molecule
optical tweezers experiments [171].
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Due to the high stability and activation energy of unfolding, it is not practical to use
standard MD techniques to simulate the unfolding of most peptides. Advanced numerical
techniques such as umbrella sampling [36], replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD)
[80, 172], accelerated MD [173, 174], steered molecular dynamics (SMD) [20], SMD with
a hybrid differential relaxation algorithm [175], and diffusion maps [176, 177] have been
developed to increase the observation of rare events, such as unfolding. These approaches
have also been used to identify the presence of important contacts along the pathway as
we do in the current work. Examples of such use include: The free energy profile of
the backbone dihedrals in chignolin, alanine dipeptide and a Trp-cage was calculated and
compared using several different reweighing methods (exponential average, Maclaurin series,
and cumulant expansion) for dihedral-boost and dual-boost accelerated MD simulations
[174]. Settani et al. [178] used SMD to determine the effects of ligand binding and to
correlate peaks in the force profile to specific residue stabilization. A recent REMD folding
study [179] of several β-sheet motifs, including WT and mutants of trpzips 1-3 and B1
domain of protein G, ranked the peptides in terms of stability and suggested that it results
from the degree of turn formation. Folding studies of trpzips 1-3 using a combination of
aggregated MD simulations and laser T-jump spectroscopy [180] suggest a folding pathway
in which the inner Trp pairs, namely Trp4-Trp9, and inner hydrogen bonds form first.
Settani and Fersht [181] determined that the rate-limiting step for the unfolding of trpzip1
is the disruption of the hydrophobic core created by the tryptophans using high temperature
(373K to 470K) MD simulations of the unfolding of trpzip1 for a total of 6 microseconds.
Wales and coworkers [182] compare the rigidity of trpzip1 and chignolin using a local rigid
body framework for coarse graining the peptides. In the current work, we aim to obtain the
energetics and structural features along the pathway as a protein is stretched apart. The
literature precedents cited above suggest that SMD is an appropriate method to use[23, 24,
20, 22] as it offers a direct route for obtaining the energetic and mechanical response of the
protein to external driving forces. Specifically, we find that comparison between trpzip1
and chignolin as they are pulled apart using variants of SMD provides a more nuanced
perspective on the roles of the individual pair contacts in providing stability along the
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pathway, and the differences between the unfolding pathways as a result of an exquisite
dependence on the primary structure.
4.1.2 Trpzip1 mutations
The stability of an isolated biomolecule is dictated by numerous factors including amino
acid sequence, specific side chain interactions, hydrogen bonding effects, hydrophobic pack-
ing, backbone strain, and solvent environment. It is the interplay of these factors which
is important; but, it is often difficult to obtain a quantitative understanding of the com-
bination of those effects. Computational studies, particularly molecular dynamics (MD),
lend a different perspective to this challenging problem because noncovalent intermolecular
interactions can be readily observed and analyzed on the single-molecule scale.
The β-hairpin motif has often been used as a model biomolecular system for both com-
putational and experimental biophysical studies that probe those effects [183]. They are
suitable model systems because they are usually small, adopt a specific native fold, and are
stable. An isolated peptide motif, such as the β-hairpin, provides a system in which the
local environment, such as solvent, can be specifically controlled because the system sizes
remain small enough to model computationally but large enough to be of general interest
to the community. A family of small, stable β-hairpin peptides, referred to as tryptophan
zippers (trpzips) were designed by Starovasnik and coworkers [166]. The smallest of those
peptides, trpzip1 (PDB: 1LE0), is the basis for this study. The design rationale behind
the trpzips was to design the smallest hairpin structure that was stabilized without the
addition of disulfide linkages. There have been several studies involving the various factors
controlling the behavior and stability of the trpzips [184]. In addition, trpzip3 has been seen
to possess anti-aggregation properties when introduced to two different amyloid-β systems
[170]. The first peptide in this family, trpzip1, will be the focus of this work.
Some of the strongest noncovalent intermolecular interactions within peptides are elec-
trostatic in nature. Salt bridges are electrostatic interactions between oppositely charged
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residues. In the β-hairpin motif, cross-strand salt bridges have been seen to provide sta-
bilization of the folding pathway and the native structure [185, 186]. However, this stabi-
lization is very sensitive to the system of study and is context and environment dependent.
For example, in a study involving several different β-hairpins of various lengths, Chen and
coworkers [187] conclude that Glu-Lys pairs are more favorable than Asp-Lys pairs due
to side chain length matching. They found that the lengthening by one carbon atom (as
in Glu) adds significant electron donating character to carboxylate group by decreasing
the withdrawing character of the backbone; creating an enhanced electrostatic interaction.
However, a study by Kiehna and Waters [188] determined that the salt bridge contribu-
tion was negligible when compared to Phe-Phe interactions. Hydrogen bonds have been
previously known as important interactions within peptides [189]. It is well known that
hydrogen bonds contribute to the stability of both parallel and anti-parallel β-sheet struc-
tures [190]. Hydrogen bonds also contribute to intermolecular interactions between β-sheets
such as aggregation behavior and higher-level protein structure formation [190]. Zhao and
Wu performed several theoretical studies on the cooperativity of hydrogen bond formation
in both helices [191] and β-hairpins [192]. They determined that for β-hairpins, hydrogen
bonds do not have cooperative enthalpic contributions. Residues that are generally classi-
fied as hydrophobic, such as tryptophan, are known to form stabilized “pockets”, which are
a driving force behind protein folding. In a mutation study by Sauer and coworkers [193], a
buried salt bridge triad within the Arc repressor protein, known to play a critical role in of
Arc repressor function, were mutated to hydrophobic residues. Interestingly, the hydropho-
bic mutant exhibited enhanced stabilization, implying that the the charged residues were
not essential for a stable conformation. Maynard, et al. [194] performed thermodynamic
analysis by using a combination of NMR and Circular Dichroism methods on the folding
of a designed 16-residue analogue of the met repressor protein dimer. They concluded that
β-hairpin folding is driven by hydrophobic effects, not hydrogen bonding as had been previ-
ously suggested. This is in contrast to a trpzip mutation study by Keiderling and coworkers
[184], in which they conclude turn stability and hydrophobic packing are the main forces
controlling the stability of β-hairpins.
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Sequence specific interactions are a significant driving force in peptide stability. Ionizable
residues in hydrophobic environments have previously been shown to play a significant role
in the dynamics of peptides particularly with respect to the solvation around titratable
residue pairs [195]. Previous work [196] on a series of mutants of the B1 fragment of
protein G suggest the necessity of “properly placed Coulombic interactions”, particularly
near the termini. Favorable turn sequences have long been a topic of debate in the β-hairpin
community [194]. There is also evidence [197, 198] suggesting that peptide backbone strain
plays a role in a number of biological process such as binding, unfolding, and transport.
A molecular dynamics mutation study of the balance between backbone hydrogen bonds,
side chain interactions, and stability of the turn region of the 16-residue hairpin fragment of
protein G concluded that the side chain interactions are the most sensitive to perturbations
in the system, while the hydrophobic core was very stable, and the hydrogen bonds were least
stable [199]. On the other hand, it has been shown previously [200] that mutations effect
the rate of protein aggregation through a combination of changes to hydrophobicity, charge,
and secondary structure propensity. They observed that mutations can either increase
or decrease aggregation rates. Unlike previous arguments, the authors suggest that the
difference in aggregation rates does not result from specific side chain interactions, but
because the mutations effect the overall “physicochemical properties of the system”. Thorpe
and coworkers [198] used a constraint-based model to investigate the formation of nonnative
contacts within the mechanical unfolding of several mutated proteins of varying sizes and
secondary structures. However, they were unable to discern whether mutations had a
substantial effect on their observables. It is surprising how the predominate intermolecular
force varies depending on the system being studied.
In this work, we combine experimental and computational techniques to determine and
compare the stability of the trpzip1 and six mutations. The mutations have been designed
to investigate the role of specific residues in the stability of the secondary structure and
energetics and are illustrated in Fig. 30. We use circular dichroism (CD) spectra and
thermal unfolding to experimentally determine the structure and stability of the peptides.
Computationally, we determine the single-molecule energetics, hydrogen bonding pattern,
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and side-chain interactions for the mechanical unfolding of the trpzip1 and six systematic
point mutations.
4.1.3 Comparing the performance of CHARMM36 and Amber16 using the
β-hairpin motif
The goal of molecular simulations is to be able to accurately treat the dynamics of any type
of system. As such, it is important to benchmark the performance of new potentials and
methodologies across a variety of test cases. In this work, the performance of the Amber16
and c36 FFs will be compared using the ASMD methodology with trpzip1. This work is
a complementary comparison to the helical motifs presented in Chapter 3. The β-hairpin
motif has long been a popular motif with which to compare helical peptides. In a study by
Mackerell and coworkers [201] they compared the performance of Amber ff99SB, c27 and
c36, for the simulation of unfolded fragments of the NTL9 peptide using residues 122 and
617 using replica exchange MD simulations. Their data suggests that the FFs generally
agree in the simulation of the unfolded states and correctly capture the transient formation
of β-hairpin structure. However, they also detail how the FFs differ in their treatment of
the “native-likeness” of the unfolded/semi-folded structures. Another study by Karttunen
and coworkers [109] used a 16-residue fragment of the Nrf2 peptide known to form β-
hairpins using 10 different MD potentials: Amber ff99SB-ILDN, Amber ff99SB*-ILDN,
Amber ff99SB, Amber ff99SB*, Amber ff03, Amber ff03*, GROMOS96 43a1p, GROMOS96
53a6, c27, and OPLS-AA FFs.
4.2 β-hairpin model details
The β-hairpin peptides investigated in this Chapter are trpzip1, chignolin, and six mutations
of trpzip1. In the following sections, a detailed description of the design of the systems and
simulation parameters used will be presented.
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4.2.1 Trpzip1 and chignolin
Figure 29: Structures of trpzip1 (top) and chignolin (bottom) are shown in the ribbon
representation. The peptides are decorated with atoms from selected residues: The four
tryptophans of trpzip1 are highlighted in blue. The single tryptophan of chignolin is high-
lighted in blue and the tyrosine is highlighted in orange. The initial folded structures of
trpzip1 and chignolin are shown at left (a and c, respectively), while the unweighted av-
eraged structures at the end of the ASMD stretches are shown on the right (b and d,
respectively). The stretching distances of the peptides are noted above the curved arrows.
The trpzip1 peptide (PDB: 1LE0) [166] belongs to a family of designed peptides known as
tryptophan zippers. By construction, they contain multiple tryptophan residues that have
favorable aromatic stacking interactions between the strands leading to β-sheet structure of
12 residues with the sequence SWTWEGNKWTWK. They are also monomeric and highly
soluble in water. They form extremely-stable well-defined tertiary structures despite not
having disulfide bridges, metals or non-standard amino acids.
The chignolin peptide (PDB: 1UAO) [167] consists of 10 residues with the sequence GY-
DPETGTWG. Like trpzip1, chignolin is a small, stable β-hairpin. Chignolin was designed
to have a secondary structure similar to residues 42-52 of the B1 fragment of protein G,
which has been a target of several investigations [152, 159, 161, 202, 203].
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Although chignolin and trpzip1 share similar secondary structures, they have very differ-
ent known melting temperatures, 39 ◦C and 51 ◦C, respectively. The melting temperature
difference is indicative of significant differences in stability leading to detectable differences
in their response to mechanical unfolding. which we find here to also be the case along the
mechanical unfolding pathway.
All MD simulations performed here are propagated using NAMD [139] with the c27 FF
[81, 82, 95]. It should be noted that c27 has been shown to over stabilize helical secondary
structure. In a study on a three-stranded β-sheet, the WW domain [204], MD simulations
using c27 were unable to obtain the correct native folded structure. Although c36 [113, 205]
is now available, it was not employed in order to maintain consistency in the comparisons
to prior work by other groups on the chosen proteins and peptides. However, as a test, we
performed an ASMD simulation of trpzip1 in explicit solvent using c36 with 100 trajectories
per stage at a pulling velocity of 1 Å/ns. This PMF was then compared to the PMF obtained
using c27. There was no appreciable difference in the energetics obtained between c27 and
c36 (results shown in Supporting Information).
For explicit solvent simulations, Nw TIP3P water molecules are employed in a square
cuboid with two equal sides of length Lxy, and a longer side along the z-axis of length Lz.
The PDB file of trpzip1 [166] contains an ensemble of twenty NMR structures. These twenty
NMR structures were individually equilibrated in vacuum for 1 ns using NVT conditions
and fixed end-to-end length. The latter constraint, both in vacuum and explicit conditions,
is imposed by constraining the relative positions of the Cα atoms of the first and twelfth
residues. The tenth structure of the trpzip1 PDB file was chosen for this work as it was the
best at maintaining the β-sheet motif during equilibration with the chosen force field. This
result was verified using the NAMD plug-in Timeline for analyzing secondary structure and
determining root mean squared deviations (RMSDs). For the explicit solvent simulations,
the initial solvated peptide configuration is obtained by insertion of the vacuum structure in
an equilibrated water box with the water molecules overlapping with the peptide removed,
and subsequent equilibration for 1 ns with fixed end-to-end peptide length but all other
motions unconstrained. For trpzip1, Nw=1421, Lxy=40 Å, and Lz=60 Å. The stability of
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the β-sheet motif in the solvated structures was confirmed by secondary structure analysis
after equilibration. The peptide is subsequently stretched along the long (z) axis during
the simulation. All simulations are carried out at a temperature of 300 K. The stretching
coordinate is defined as the distance between the Cα of the first and twelfth residues. At the
start of each simulation, the distance between the stationary and pulled atom is constrained
to 4 Å. This constraint ensures that the peptide accesses the minimum of the PMF (which
lies at approximately 4.7 Å) during the stretching simulation. Chignolin is prepared under
similar conditions to trpzip1. The explicit solvent parameters are Nw=1253, Lxy=30 Å, and
Lz=40 Å. The stretching coordinate is defined as the distance between the Cα of the first
and tenth residues. The initial distance constraint between the stationary and pulled atom
is fixed to 4 Å. This construction ensures that the minimum of the PMF curve will lie to
the right of the initial point as displayed in Fig. 1. Given this point, the PMFs can then be
shifted to reset the zero of energy to the minimum. The remaining figures —Figs. 31-34—
are shifted accordingly.
The PMF of trpzip1 is evaluated at three different stretching velocities, vs, in vacuum
(100, 10, and 1 Å/ns) and four different vs in explicit solvent (100, 10, 1, and 0.1 Å/ns). The
trpzip1 peptide is stretched for 40 Å, resulting in a domain of the end-to-end distance from 4
Å to 44 Å. There were several sets of varying sampling sizes, from 10 to 800 trajectories per
stage, evaluated for the vacuum and explicit cases. The PMF of chignolin in explicit solvent
is obtained at three different vs (10, 1 and 0.1 Å/ns) using the same range of sampling sizes.
Chignolin is stretched 20 Å, resulting in a domain of the ree from 4 Å to 24 Å. The ASMD
simulations use twenty and ten evenly partitioned stages along the stretching coordinate—
viz. the end-to-end distance, ree, —in the simulations for trpzip1 and chignolin, respectively.























Figure 30: An illustration of the seven peptides studied in this work. At the center is
the WT trpzip1. The six peptides around the WT are the mutations and are labeled over
the arrow. On the WT peptide, the residue side chains in black, green, and red are the
tryptophans (at positions 2, 4, 9, and 11), lysine-8, and glutamic acid-5, respectively. In the
mutant peptides surrounding the WT peptide, the mutated residue side chains are shown
in blue. All structures shown are the equilibrated structures.
The initial primary sequence of the wild type (WT) trpzip1 is: SWTWEGNKWTWK. For
the simulations, six point mutants were built using the VMD plugin Mutator [63]: E5L, K8L,
W2S, W4S, W9S, and W11S. The mutants are denoted using the original residue, residue
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number, and new residue. The equilibrated WT trpzip1 structure was used as the base for
the mutations. The specific mutations were chosen in order to probe the hydrophobic core
and the Glu-Lys salt bridge. Leucine was chosen as the replacement residue for the salt
bridge residues because of its propensity as a β-sheet forming amino acid [206, 207, 208].
The mutations did not cause any significant structural changes in the backbone of the
secondary structure, such that each mutant forms and maintains a stable β-hairpin. This
was observed through use of the VMD plugin Timeline for secondary structure analysis of
the equilibration of each peptide.
All molecular dynamics simulations of the peptides discussed in Sec. 4.3.2.1 were per-
formed using NAMD [139] with the c27 FF [81, 82, 95]. Several point mutations of the WT
trpzip1 were performed. After each mutation, the peptides were equilibrated in vacuum
for one nanosecond. Each peptide was solvated using approximately Nw ≈5700 TIP3P
water molecules in a square cuboid solvent box with two equal sides of length Lxy ≈47 Å,
and a longer side along the z-axis of length Lz ≈82 Å. The systems were then ionized for
neutrality using Na or Cl ions as implemented in the NAMD protocol for ionization. In
E5L, three Cl ions are added, in K8L there is one Cl ion, and in the Trp to Ser mutants
there are 2 Cl ions.
After ensuring neutrality, the systems are equilibrated for 1 nanosecond in explicit sol-
vent using NVT conditions. In each equilibration procedure, the Cα of the first and twelfth
residues are held fixed on the z-axis. After equilibration, the peptides were analyzed us-
ing the NAMD plug-in Timeline for secondary structure stability and calculation of the
root mean squared deviations . Secondary structure analysis of the solvated structure was
carried out to ensure the stability of the β-sheet motif after equilibration.
During the ASMD simulations, the peptides are stretched along the z-axis. The reaction
coordinate is defined as the distance between the Cα of the first and twelfth residues. The
Cα of the first residue is held fixed, while the harmonic steering potential is applied to the
twelfth residue. At the start of the first stage of each simulation, the distance between the
stationary and pulled atom is constrained to 4 Å. This constraint ensures that the peptide
does reach a minimum at ≈ 4.7 Å during the pulling simulation. All equilibrations and
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simulations are carried out at a temperature of 300 K.
For each peptide, the PMF is obtained using a pulling velocity of 1 Å /ns and a sampling
size of 100 trajectories per stage, over the entire ASMD simulation of 20 evenly partitioned
stages. The peptides are stretched for 40 Å for a total reaction coordinate, ree, of 4 to 44
Å.
The Root Mean Square Deviations (RMSDs) are compared for each mutation at four
different values of ree, 12, 16, 24, and 28 Å. These distances were selected based on the
PMF curves obtained in Fig. 40. Snapshots of the structures of each mutant at those
distances were obtained from an average structure from the individual trajectories. Next,
the structures were aligned using the RMSD Calculator Plugin available in the VMD package
[63]. The structures were aligned using only the backbone of all of the residues (i.e. 1
through 12). The RMSDs were calculated one at a time using the WT structure and one
mutant structure. The RMSD values are reported underneath the corresponding structure
illustrated in Fig. 41.
4.2.2.2 Experimental methods
All experiments were carried out by Dr. Stephen Quirk.
Peptides were synthesized using standard solid phase synthetic techniques by New Eng-
land Peptide, Inc. Each peptide contained a standard NH2 N-terminal structure and an ami-
dated C-terminal end. Molecular weight and purity were confirmed by mass spectroscopy
and reversed phase HPLC. Typical peptide purity was >95%.
Peptides were dissolved to a final concentration of 20 µM in 15 mM NaPO4 (pH 7.0)
for far UV (190 to 250 nm) measurements and at 200 µM in the same buffer for near
UV (250 to 320 nm) measurements. Spectra were obtained as a function of temperature
on an Applied Photophysics Chirascan spectrophotometer utilizing a 1 mm pathlength
quartz cuvette. Melting curves were obtained in both UV regions at 1◦C intervals after a 5
minute incubation at the new temperature with an averaging time of 5 seconds. Thermal
denaturation was fully reversible as evidenced by recovering ≈ 98% of the CD signal upon
cooling and by the observation that reverse and forward melting curves were superimposable.
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where m is the raw CD reading in millidegrees, l is the cell path length in millimeters, n is
the number of amino acids in the peptide, and C is the micromolar concentration.
CD signal at 228 nm (far UV) or 295 nm (near UV) were fit to a 2-state equilibrium





where Fu is the fraction folded, θf , θu, and θi are the CD signal of the native, unfolded,
and ith temperature state respectively. Finally, the data presented represent the average of
three independent experiments, all of which were superimposable to within 0.25◦C of Tm.
Thermodynamic parameters were extracted from the Fu versus T data by first calculating








The Gibbs free energy values were calculated as follows:






and ∆Sm was determined as the slope of the ∆G versus T plot and is the entropy at the
transition temperature (Tm). At Tm, ∆G = 0 therefore ∆Hm= Tm∆Sm. All ∆Hm and









Finally, ∆(∆G) values were calculated thermodynamically for the mutants via the relation
of Becktel and Schellman:[209]







where ∆Sm and ∆Hm values are for the wild-type peptide. Finally all thermodynamic
values were compared to a global fit of all CD data between 200 and 250 nm (Far UV)
or between 260 and 315 nm (Near UV) using software provided by Applied Photophysics
with the Chirascan CD unit. One peptide in the study, E5L, does not follow a two state
unfolding mechanism. For that peptide, the data are fit to an unfolding model with a single
intermediate: N ↔ I ↔ D.
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Trpzip versus chignolin
4.3.1.1 Energetics
As shown by Bryant, Pande, and Rokhsar [152], the choice of pulling velocity affects the
overall energetics and pathway that can be obtained from mechanical unfolding simulations.
Therefore in this work, for each peptide, convergence is shown for a range of pulling velocities
and sampling sizes. The convergence of the PMF for trpzip1 in vacuum with respect to
vs and number of trajectories is shown in Fig. 31. There is a drop in the magnitude of
the PMF from 100 to 10 Å/ns, but the values change little with a subsequent drop to 1
Å/ns, suggesting convergence at circa 10 Å/ns. The PMF at 10 Å/ns converges to that as
seen in the bottom panel of Fig. 31b. The increases in sampling size for the 100 and 10
Å/ns stretching velocities leads to little or no change in the PMFs, hence demonstrating
convergence. The convergence behavior seen here is similar to that for our earlier simulations
on ALA10 in vacuum [56].
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Figure 31: PMFs of trpzip1 calculated in vacuum using three different stretching velocities
vs. Panel (a) and (b) correspond to 100 Å/ns and 10 Å/ns, respectively, except for the
additional PMF in panel (b) shown in black corresponding to 1 Å/ns. In both panels, red,
blue, and green curves correspond to 800, 400, and 100 trajectories per stage (tps).
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Figure 32: PMFs of trpzip1 calculated in explicit solvent at four different values of vs. In
both the top and bottom panels, the results are represented using the same color scheme
and velocities as shown in Fig. 31, with the new additions in panel (b) for 10 tps at 1 Å/ns
(purple) and 100 tps at .1 Å/ns (cyan). The inset in panel (b) reveals the PMF between 4
and 20 Å.
In explicit solvent, the trpzip1 PMF was calculated for vs of 100, 10, 1, and 0.1 Å/ns at
several sampling sizes as shown in Fig. 32. Although the most converged data is obtained
at 0.1 Å/ns with a sampling size of 100 trajectories per stage, as shown in the cyan curve,
we are able to obtain convergence of the PMF at a vs of circa 1 Å/ns as also illustrated in
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the bottom panel of Fig. 32. The PMF for the trpzip1 peptide in explicit solvent compared
to that for vacuum has decreased by approximately 100 kcal/mol by the end of the stretch.
At a vs of 0.1 Å/ns, the increase in sampling from 10 to 100 trajectories per stage slightly
improves convergence of the PMF as shown in the inset of Fig. 32.
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Figure 33: PMFs of chignolin calculated using ASMD in explicit solvent at three different
values of vs. The PMFs in red, blue, and green correspond to 800, 400, and 100 trajectories
per stage (tps) obtained at vs =10 Å/ns. The black curve shows the PMF of 100 tps at 1
Å/ns. The magenta and cyan curves show two separate runs of 10 tps and 100 tps at 0.1
Å/ns.
The PMF of chignolin was calculated in explicit solvent at 3 different vs: 10, 1, and 0.1
Å/ns as shown in Fig. 33. Although trpzip1 is only longer than chignolin by two residues,
the full stretch of trpzip1 requires 40 Å, while chignolin requires 20 Å in order to obtain
coils without significant secondary contacts. This is also reflected in the energetics in so far
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as the bulk of the work required to stretch trpzip1 takes place in the first 10 Å, whereas
chignolin needed only 5 Å. Thus the energetic behavior suggests that chignolin is a less
stable peptide than trpzip1 despite having similar structure and characteristics.
As shown in Fig. 31, the PMF of the forced unfolding of trpzip1 converges very rapidly in
vacuum. As the velocity decreases from 100 to 10 Å/ns, the final value of the PMF decreases
by roughly 60 kcal/mol. When the velocity in decreased by another factor of 10 to 1 Å/ns,
there is no decrease in the PMF, as shown in the black curve in Fig. 31b. The PMF is
approximately 100 kcal lower in explicit solvent and the PMF becomes smoother due to
interaction with the solvent. In Fig. 34, trpzip1 at 0.1 Å/ns with 100 trajectories per stage
(the green curve) exhibits a slight minimum at approximately 8.5 Å. This is also confirmed
by a short plateau of the hydrogen bonding at 3 hydrogen bonds as shown in Fig. 35b in
the 8 to 12 Å range. This may suggest the presence of a stable intermediate, though one
was not directly observed. Previous work uncovering the unfolding/folding pathways in
similar peptides such as the 16-residue C-terminal fragment (41-56) of protein G-B1 [210]
and trpzip2 [211] suggest the existence of intermediates stabilized by hydrogen bonds and
the hydrophobic core. This is also in agreement with findings by Wang and coworkers [212],
in which trpzip2 was found to fold (using REMD) by a mechanism of hydrogen bonding
and hydrophobic core collapse.
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Figure 34: PMFs of chignolin (red and blue) and trpzip1 (black and green) calculated in
explicit solvent at 0.1 Å/ns. Curves in black and red correspond to 10 tps, and curves in
green and blue correspond to 100 tps.
Also shown in Fig. 34, trpzip1 has a shifted minimum at the beginning of the simulations
compared to chignolin. The trpzip1 PMF minimum occurs at a ree of 5.45 Å , while
the minimum PMF value obtained for chignolin occurs at a ree of 4.93 Å. The PMF of
trpzip1 remains lower in energy than chignolin until it reaches a stretching distance ree of
approximately 12-16 Å. After that distance, the chignolin PMF becomes the lower of the
two PMFs. The primary significance of these features, as noted above, are that the most
of the work required to stretch chignolin occurs over a shorter pull and that more work is
required to fully open trpzip1.
The PMFs obtained by ASMD for both β-sheet peptides, trpzip1 and chignolin, in
comparison with the earlier stretching energetics [55, 56] of the α-helical ALA10, suggest
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that the β-sheet is more stable in vacuum but not necessarily in explicit solvent. Specifically,
ALA10 in vacuum [55] requires approximately 20 kcal/mol to remove the majority of its
structure across 20 Å whereas trpzip1 requires approximately 200 kcal/mol. Trpzip1 is
therefore approximately 10 times more stable than ALA10 in vacuum. However, ALA10 in
solvent [56] requires approximately 10 kcal/mol to remove the majority of its structure across
20 Å which is very similar to the PMF obtained for chignolin in explicit solvent. Trpzip1
does display more stabilization than either chignolin or ALA10 in explicit solvent. Trpzip1
requires approximately 50 kcal/mol to completely unstructure the peptide. The stability of
the β-hairpin thus appears to be very sensitive to differences in sequence and specific residue
interactions within the peptide. This reinforces previous findings [159] that β-sheets can
display increased stabilization over α-helices. While the two β-hairpins investigated here
are of similar length, they have dramatically different energetics.
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4.3.1.2 Hydrogen bonds






































Figure 35: The weighted average number of intrapeptide hydrogen bonds for trpzip1 in
two different environments, vacuum (a) and explicit solvent(b) are shown. The weighted
average number of hydrogen bonds formed between trpzip1 and the explicit solvent is shown
in panel (c). For each panel, the average is performed over 100 tps at vs = 1 Å/ns.
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Figure 36: The weighted average number of intrapeptide hydrogen bonds formed in chig-
nolin in explicit solvent in shown in panel (a). The weighted average number of hydrogen
bonds formed between chignolin and the explicit solvent in shown in panel (b). For each
panel, the average is performed over 100 tps at vs = 1 Å/ns.
The hydrogen bonds maintained during the stretching of trpzip1 in vacuum is one possible
reason why the PMF is considerably larger than in explicit solvent. By the end of the
unfolding, the peptide maintains approximately four hydrogen bonds as shown in Fig. 35a.
In explicit solvent, the number of intrapeptide hydrogen bonds decreases steadily to zero by
the end of the stretch as can be seen in Fig. 35b. The number of hydrogen bond contacts
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the peptide forms with solvent can also be readily seen over the course of the simulation.
As shown in Fig. 35c, the peptide increases the number of bonds to surrounding water
molecules to 36. The bonds formed between the peptide and the water over the course of
pulling facilitate the unfolding of trpzip1 in solvent. The persistence of the peptide-peptide
hydrogen bonds maintaining secondary structure of the β-hairpin that was observed in
vacuum is not observed here. Instead, in explicit solvent, the loss of structure in response
to forced unfolding is facilitated by the hydrogen bonds formed between the peptide and
water. This stabilization of the peptide by the solvent during the stretch creates a possible
unfolding pathway accessible to trpzip1 that is much lower in energy than what is available
in vacuum conditions.
A similar hydrogen bonding trend in explicit solvent can be observed for chignolin. The
number of intrapeptide hydrogen bonds decreases from an average of 4 to 0 in explicit
solvent, as shown in Fig. 36a, while the number of hydrogen bonds formed between the
peptide and surrounding water molecules increases from an average of 27 to 35, as can
be seen in Fig. 36b. Zhao and Cheng [213] used SMD to study the unfolding of the 10-
residue chignolin mutant CLN025 [168] (sequence: YYDPETGTWY). This protein has two
sets of stacked aromatic residues: Tyr1-Tyr10 and Tyr2-Trp9. Although, unable to obtain a
potential of mean force for the unfolding of CLN025, they were able to analyze the hydrogen
bonding and hydrophobic interaction between the aromatic pairs. In similar agreement with
the present results, they found that CLN025 has approximately 6 intrapeptide hydrogen
bonds in the folded structure that decrease to 0 bonds by the end of the pulling.
The hydrogen bonding profiles, although weighted in accordance with the work values,
still have significant fluctuations. For the trpzip1 vacuum simulations, there are three
specific regions of the hydrogen bond profile that are of interest at end-to-end distances
of 20, 28, and 33 Å. In these regions, the fluctuations of the bonds are significant. Those
regions also correspond to specific interactions seen in the residue pair interaction energies in
Sec. 4.3.1.3 at those particular distances. In comparison with the hydrogen bonding profiles
of the small helical peptides obtained previously [55, 56], the β-sheet motif is considerably
more stable, particularly in vacuum conditions. In our earlier helical peptide studies, there
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are different types of hydrogen bonds (α-, 310- and π-helix) that are capable of forming along
the unfolding pathway that add stabilization during the unfolding. In the case of β-sheet
peptides, no such bonds form. However, hydrogen bonding networks, both intrapeptide
and solvent-peptide, have been shown [152, 202, 203] to provide significant stabilization
of a similar hairpin motif. Notably the hydrogen bonding contacts in the trpzip2 peptide
—similar in structure and stability to trpzip1— were found [214] to play a substantial role
in supporting and facilitating the hydrophobic core collapse during folding. The present
results exhibit stabilization during the analogous mechanical unfolding of both trpzip1 and
chignolin and are therefore in agreement with previous findings for hairpins of similar size
and structure.
4.3.1.3 Residue pair interactions
As was previously shown [187, 196], the interactions of amino acid side chains play a sig-
nificant role in stabilizing β-hairpins. In order to further probe the stability of the two
peptides in this study, we now evaluate the effective interaction energy between different of
pairs of residues along ree. The interaction energies are obtained using weighted averages
according to Eq. 7.
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Figure 37: Comparison of several residue pair interaction energies within the trpzip1
in vacuum (a) and in explicit solvent(b). The energies for each curve are obtained by a
weighted average of 100 tps at vs = 1 Å/ns. The cartoon shows the approximate locations
of the selected residue pairs.
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Figure 38: Comparison of several residue pair interaction energies within chignolin in
explicit solvent. The energies for each curve are obtained by a weighted average of 100
tps at vs = 0.1 Å/ns. The cartoon shows the approximate locations of the selected residue
pairs.
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Figure 39: Unweighted average structures of trpzip1 in explicit water are shown to illus-
trate the loss of the stabilizing interaction between Glu5 (blue) and Lys8 (red). In the top
and bottom structures, the Glu5-Lys8 is interacting at an end-to-end distance of ree ≈ 34.7
Åand 36.2 Å, respectively.
For trpzip1, several residue pairs were identified and monitored over the course of the
unfolding: Glu5-Lys8, Trp2-Trp11, Trp4-Trp9, Lys8-Thr10, Thr10-Lys12, and Glu5-Asn7.
These were chosen either because they are involved in a contact in the folded structure,
are involved in a salt bridge or aromatic stacking, or are potentially affecting a known
contact. There are three residue pairs which exhibit very pronounced stabilization: Glu5-
Asn7, Thr10-Lys12, and Glu5-Lys8. Among these pairs, the most stabilizing interaction is
the Glu5-Lys8. It forms a salt bridge near the turn region of the peptide as shown in red
on the right of Fig. 37. The stabilization of the Glu5-Lys8 residue pair in vacuum, shown
in Fig. 37a, is very pronounced and maintained for the entire stretch of the peptide. In
explicit solvent, this stabilization is observed for a significant portion of the stretch, but
tapers off towards the end of the stretch at ree ≈ 36 Å as seen in Fig. 37b. When the salt
bridge breaks, the resulting residues are stabilized through contacts with water that are
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unavailable to the peptide in vacuum. Example structures before and after this transition
are shown in Fig. 39. In the top structure with an end-to-end distance of ree ≈ 34.7 Å,
Glu5 (blue) and Lys8 (red) are clearly oriented toward each other because of a favorable
interaction. In the bottom structure, with an end-to-end distance (ree ≈ 36.2 Å) extended
nearly 2.0 Å further, the potential salt bridge between those residues is no longer formed.
As such, it should not be surprising that the Glu5-Lys8 contact is comparatively more stable
in vacuum than in solvent across the entire pull. This is in agreement with observations
by Searle and coworkers [185] who induced two Lys-Glu interactions through mutations of
a model 16-residue β-hairpin. They concluded that the double mutants were much more
stable than the single mutants and that the salt bridge interactions lingered for up to 75% of
the simulations. This is also in agreement with previous folding simulations [215] carried out
using Markov state models and kinetic networks in which the importance of the Glu5-Lys8
residue pair was noted as a important stabilizing contact.
Similarly, several residue pairs were monitored within chignolin: Asp3-Gly7, Asp3-Thr6,
Glu5-Gly7, Glu5-Thr8, Gly1-Asp3, Pro4-Thr6, Thr8-Gly10, Gly7-Trp9, Tyr2-Glu5, and
Tyr2-Trp9. Although aromatic stacking plays a role in several of the contacts in both trpzip1
and chignolin —such as the Trp2-Trp11 and Trp4-Trp9 pairs in trpzip1, and Tyr2-Trp9 pair
in chignolin— the overall energetics of the residue pairs in chignolin are significantly smaller
than those obtained for trpzip1. Asp3, Pro4, Gly7 were chosen for this study because they
had been previously been implicated in turn initiation and stabilization. Tyr2 and Trp9
were chosen because they are involved in aromatic stacking interactions [216]. Lovas and
coworkers performed MD simulations and used quantum chemical calculations in a variety
of solvents and temperatures to determine the interaction energies of several residue pair
interactions of CLN025 [217]. As noted previously, in Sec. 4.3.1.2, CLN025 is a mutant of
chignolin. In MD simulations, Lovas and coworkers [217] observed that CLN025 maintains
a stable β-hairpin conformation over a wide range of conditions: in water solvent at 278,
300, 333, and 363 K and in TFE, MeOH, and DMSO at 300 K, From their quantum
mechanical calculations in water at 300 K, they obtained -4.66 kcal/mol in stabilization for
the aromatic-aromatic interaction of Tyr2-Trp9. This is consistent with the values obtained
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here (approximately -5 kcal/mol) for the initial interaction energy of Tyr2-Trp9 as shown in
Fig. 38. For more than 16 Å, the most stabilizing residue pairs within chignolin are Asp3-
Thr6, Asp3-Gly7, Tyr2-Trp9, and Asp3-Thr8. Of those, the most stabilizing interaction is
the Asp3-Thr6 pair. It shows stability for over half of the stretch with an initial energy of
approximately -25 kcal/mol. The interaction becomes negligible at an end-to-end distance
of ree ≈ 18 Å. At that point, the Glu5-Gly7 interaction becomes that most stabilizing and
maintains contact for the remainder of the pull.
4.3.2 Trpzip mutations
4.3.2.1 Energetics























Figure 40: PMFs for each peptide in explicit solvent. The WT PMF is shown in black.
The mutant PMFs are shown for comparison. Each PMF is obtained at a velocity of 1 Å/ns
with a sampling size of 100 trajectories per stage.
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Table 5: The ∆G values at structurally significant distances of ree (denoted across the
top) for each peptide (on left side) based on the PMF curves from Fig. 40.
ree (Å) 4 12 20 28 36 44
WT 2.55 6.12 15.73 19.02 23.50 73.43
W2S 2.81 3.29 12.17 15.57 20.54 67.94
W4S 2.37 1.93 6.84 9.93 18.70 62.94
W9S 2.91 4.86 10.28 10.85 13.60 64.27
W11S 4.09 1.09 8.60 13.68 20.13 62.84
E5L 2.71 2.44 10.07 14.52 20.84 66.56
K8L 1.23 4.65 14.71 20.52 28.61 74.06
The work required to unfold the peptide varies along the unfolding pathway. This variation
is expressed as the PMF for a specified reaction coordinate, namely the end-to-end distance
ree. The energetics of the mechanical unfolding of the WT trpzip1 and six mutants in
explicit solvent are shown in Fig. 40. The PMFs were obtained using the ASMD method
with 100 trajectories per stage, at a pull velocity of 1 Å/ns. We have shown previously [31],
using a pulling velocity of 1 Å/ns converges and is reliable for determining the overall trend
in energetics between peptides. In Fig. 40, the PMF of the WT peptide is shown in black.
The mutations, shown in several colors described in the legend of Fig. 40, substantially
affect the magnitude and overall curvature of the PMFs indicating a difference in stability
due to mutation. The mutations exhibit both stabilizing and destabilizing trends in the
energetics. In particular, the K8L mutant (magenta curve), is the only mutation which
results in a PMF that closely resembles the PMF of the WT peptide. For the first 20 Å of
the pull, the WT peptide is the most stable until K8L surpasses the WT to become the
most stable. This indicates that K8L maintains stability similar to that of the WT or even
exceeding that of the WT. One comparison that can be made is between the salt bridge
mutants K8L and E5L. In comparison to K8L, E5L is substantially destabilizing. It was
originally hypothesized that both of those mutations would result in decreased stability
considering that the mutations directly effect the salt bridge formation between residues
Glu5 and Lys8.
In addition to those trends, other general observations about the energetics of the muta-
tions can be made from Fig. 40. All peptides, except W11S (blue), have a similar minimum
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at ≈ 5 Å. The W11S mutant has a very broad, not well-defined minimum. In the WT
peptide, at ≈ 24 Å, the PMF peaks and begins to plateau. Interestingly, in every mutant,
except for W11S, this “peak” is shifted to the left. Also, for the first half of the pull, the
W11S mutant maintains the lowest PMF. Two of the mutants, E5L and W2S, show signs
of a second “minimum” at ≈ 14 Å. Overall, it is clear that the mutations induced differ-
ent energetic behaviors of the peptides during mechanical stretching simulations. These
















16 Å 24 Å  28 Å
1.60 3.34  2.40 
1.45 3.16  2.23 
1.61 3.49  2.60 
1.39 2.49  2.88 
2.30 3.76  4.59 
1.51 1.27  1.87 
Figure 41: Illustrations of the unfolding pathways of each peptide. The peptides are
colored by their representative secondary structures motifs. The coloring scheme is the
following: Yellow represents β-hairpin structure, cyan corresponds to turn structure, and
white is random coil structure. The RMSD values obtained, in Å, are listed below each
structure. The RMSDs are calculated using the WT structure and a mutant structure at
the corresponding stretching distance (top).
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One useful metric to evaluate the trend in the free energies obtained for each of the
peptides, is to measure and compare the values from the PMF at several different distances
of ree as shown in Table 5. These trends are comparable to the experimental trends obtained
in Table 6, except that the experimental trends do not include E5L. At a ree of 4 Å the
order of ∆G values is W11S >W9S >W2S >E5L >WT >W4S >K8L. This trend shows
that in the beginning of the pull, the Trp to Ser mutants (with the exception of W4S)
are all stabilizing. At a ree of 12 Å the trend of the ∆G values inverses and the Trp to
Ser mutants are less stabilizing: WT >W9S >K8L >W2S >E5L >W4S >W11S. It should
also be noted that the WT peptide becomes the most stable peptide. At a ree of 20 Å the
WT remains the most stabilized peptide with K8L as a close second: WT >K8L >W2S
>W9S >E5L >W11S >W4S. At 28 Å there is a turn over between WT and K8L with
K8L becoming the most stabilized peptide, which is consistent for for the remainder of the
pull: K8L >WT >W2S >E5L >W11S >W9S >W4S. Overall, the last three sets of trends
remain very similar. The only differences between the trends at 28 Å and 36 Å is that the
E5L and W2S switch places and the W4S and W9S also switch places: K8L >WT >E5L
>W2S >W11S >W4S >W9S. At the end of the reaction coordinate, at 44 Å, the order
of the peptides is: K8L >WT >W2S >E5L >W9S >W4S >W11S. Again, K8L and WT
remain the most stable peptides while W9S, W4S and W11S are the least stable. The order
of the stability of the first four peptides in the same as the order at 28 Å. The only difference
between the two trends, at 28 Å and at 44 Å, is that the W9S and W11S are reversed.
Another useful metric for discussing the effect of the mutations on the overall structural
changes and pathways the peptides undergo during forced unfolding, is the calculation
of Root Mean Square Deviations (RMSDs). The RMSDs provide a comparative tool to
determine how different the secondary structure is between the WT and the mutant peptide.
Snapshots of each peptide were taken along the trajectory at specific values of ree (i.e. 12,
16, 24, 28 Å). These values of ree correspond to features observed in the PMFs in Fig. 40.
The snapshots of the structures and the corresponding RMSD obtained for that structure
versus the WT are shown in Fig 41. Overall, all of the peptides maintain the β-hairpin
structure for the first 8 Å of the pull. The ree with the narrowest distribution of RMSD
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values sampled occurs at 12 Å. At that ree, K8L has the smallest RMSD value, 0.73 Å, which
indicates that the mutant structure is most similar to the WT structure. This reinforces
findings that the K8L mutant is most similarly stabilized to the WT peptide. At 12 Å,
the mutants with the largest deviations (i.e. least similar to the WT) are W9S and E5L.
It can also be observed the the WT, W4S and W9S mutants begin to lose their β-hairpin
structure at 16 Å. The broadest range of RMSD values sampled occurs at the next ree
of 24 Å. Notably, the largest deviation from the WT structure at 24 Å occurs with the
W4S mutant, which has an RMSD value of 4.59 Å. It should also be noted that at 24 Å,
no peptide exhibits any residual β-hairpin structure. At a ree of 28 Å the RMSDs cover
also cover broad range from 1.27 (W2S) to 3.76 Å (W4S). At this distance, which is more
than halfway through the reaction coordinate, several of the mutations have turn character.

































Figure 42: The weighted average number of intrapeptide hydrogen bonds for trpzip1 WT
and the Trp to Ser mutants are shown. The weighted average number of hydrogen bonds
formed within the peptide are shown in panel (a) and the bonds between the peptides and
the explicit solvent is shown in panel (b). For each panel, the average is of 100 trajectories
per stage at pulling velocity of 1 Å/ns.
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Figure 43: The weighted average number of intrapeptide hydrogen bonds for trpzip1 WT
and the salt bridge mutants are shown. The weighted average number of hydrogen bonds
formed within the peptide are shown in panel (a) and the bonds between peptides and the
explicit solvent is shown in panel (b). For each panel, the average is of 100 trajectories per
stage at pulling velocity of 1 Å/ns.
Hydrogen bonds have been shown to play a significant role in the determination of pathway
and structure of peptides [189]. As shown in Fig. 42, the mutation of the tryptophans to
serine not substantially effect the hydrogen bonding patterns in explicit solvent. However,
the salt bridge mutations E5L and K8L do affect the both the hydrogen bonding patterns
within the peptide and between the peptide and explicit solvent as shown in Fig. 43. In
panel (a), the initial mutant structures have fewer bonds than the WT peptide. The WT
begins with 5 intrapeptide hydrogen bonds, while K8L begins with 3 and E5L begins with
2. At a ree of 28 Å, the mutants and the WT intrapeptide bonds taper off to 0 bonds. The
largest difference in the patterns is shown in panel (b). Though the peptides begin with
about 24 bonds to solvent, by the end of the unfolding pathway the E5L mutant (green)
forms 6 fewer bonds to solvent than the WT peptide (black). This indicates that the peptide
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along the pulling pathway is not being stabilized by solvent during the unfolding transition
and could be one of the factors contributing to the decrease in stability of the E5L mutant.
On the other hand, K8L forms only 3 fewer bonds to solvent than WT, leading to a much
more similar unfolding pathway and stabilization to the solvent that is experienced by the
WT.
The Trp-to-Ser mutants all begin with ≈26-31 hydrogen bonds to solvent and end with
≈36 contacts to water as shown in Fig. 42c. This range is, on average, more the the WT
and salt bridge mutants. At a ree of 20 Å, the K8L and E5L contacts to solvent begin to
differentiate. By the end of the pull, the WT peptide has 36 bonds to solvent, K8L has
33, and E5L has 30. Overall, the hydrogen bond patterns are not as sensitive to the serine
mutants, but they are sensitive to the mutations of the salt bridging residues.
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4.3.2.3 Residue pair interactions






























































Figure 44: Comparison of the 2-11 (a), 4-9 (b), and 5-7 (c) interactions of trpzip1 mutants.
The energies for each curve are obtained using a weighted average of 100 trajectories per
stage at a velocity of 1 Å/ns.
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Figure 45: Comparison the 5-8 (a), 5-12 (b), and 8-10 (c) interactions of trpzip1 mutants.
The energies for each curve are obtained using a weighted average of 100 trajectories per
stage at a velocity of 1 Å/ns.
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1.46 Å 
Figure 46: Unweighted average structure of K8L depicting the stabilizing interaction
between Glu5 (red) and Lys12 (blue). The distance between the residues is shown as a
dashed black line and was measured to be 1.46 Å. The overall ree is ≈ 8.6 Å
From the calculation of the persistence of specific residue pairs within each peptide, we
can give an estimation of the order in which the contacts become non-interacting. All
WT data presented in Figs. 44 and 45 have been reproduced from our previous work [31]
comparing the WT trpzip1 with chignolin. In each figure, the WT interaction energy curves
are shown in black. In the WT peptide, the most stabilizing interaction is the Glu5-Lys8
pair interaction seen in Fig. 45a. This finding was a result from our previous work [31]
and has been reproduced for the current investigation. However, from the residue pair
interaction energies of the salt bridge mutants, E5L and K8L, it can be shown that there
is a competing salt bridge within K8L. As shown in Fig. 45b (magenta curve), the most
stabilizing interaction within the mutant peptide K8L is Glu5-Lys12. The interaction is
the most stable at the beginning of the pull in comparison to the WT (black curve), which
lacks stabilization at that contact as shown in the illustration in Fig. 46. In this figure, K8L
is shown with the peptide backbone and only the Glu5 (red) and Lys12 (blue) highlighted.
The distance between the two residues, 1.46 Å, is shown as a dashed black line. The overall
end-to-end distance of the peptide is 8.6 Å. This interaction occurs within K8L because
the Glu5-Lys8 interaction is no longer available due to the mutation of Lys8 to Leu8. In
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this interaction, the terminal lysine residue can interact with the glutamic acid, helping to
stabilize the peptide during the stretch. This interaction is not possible in the E5L mutant
because the negatively charged Glu has been mutated to a neutral Leu. In the WT peptide,
the interaction is present but is not dominating because the Lys8 is positioned closer to
Glu5. Due to the stabilizing nature of the competing salt bridge within the K8L mutant,
the pathway of unfolding mimics that of the WT peptide. The Glu5-Lys12 is stabilized at
the beginning of the pull at ≈ -80 kcal/mol and tapers off to 0 kcal/mol at a ree of 24 Å. The
Glu5-Lys12 interaction is also an example of a nonnative contact formed during the course
of unfolding that adds work required to stretch the peptide. It has been previously shown
[207, 208] that the position of the charged residues within the peptide controls the stable
structure adopted by the peptide; they can be favorable (resulting in a salt bridge) or it
can be detrimental (diminishing hairpin formation). In a previous mutation study [218] of
a similar secondary structure, protein GB1, it was found that cross-strand stabilization by
side chain-side chain interactions were not the most dominant factor contributing to folded
structures.
The interaction between residues at the 2 and 11 positions is shown in Fig. 44a. In the
WT, the interaction is one of the two Trp-Trp interactions. Though the peptides range in
stability from -1 to -6 kcal/mol, which generally indicates slight stabilization, it is apparent
that the mutations lead to discernible trends in the stabilization. For example, the W11S
mutant (blue curve) shows the most dramatic change in 2-11 interaction energy as was
expected since the mutation of the tryptophan to serine at the 11 position directly effects
that pair. The mutation is effectively cancelled out due to the mutation of the Trp11 to
Ser. For each peptide, the interactions taper off at ≈ 20 Å.
This is also the case for the interaction energies between residues at the 4 and 9 positions,
shown in Fig. 44b. In the WT, this interaction is also one of the two Trp-Trp interactions.
The W4S (red curve) and W9S (yellow curve) mutants are more diminished for the 4-9
interaction as they are the peptides which were mutated to directly effect that residue pair
interaction. All of the other peptides exhibit stabilization at ≈ -6 kcal/mol. As expected
the interactions are maintained for a longer period of time than the Trp2-Trp11 interactions
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and taper off at ≈ 28 Å.
The interactions between residues at the 8 and 10 positions shown in Fig. 45c, do not
significantly contribute to the stability of the peptide. This is to be expected was to be
expected because in the WT, the interaction is unfavorable between the Lys8 and Thr10.
However, the WT peptide does so slight stability with the Lys8-Thr10 pair at ree between
6-10 Åand 28-32 Å. Interestingly, the K8L mutant also shows slight stabilization near the
end of the pull at ree between 34-44 Å between the Leu8-Thr10 residue pair. The other
profiles from the other mutant peptides does not show any stabilization.
Similarly, the interaction between residues 5 and 7 as shown in Fig. 44c only slightly
contributes to stability of the peptide for all mutants. There is a slight spike in the stability
of -35 kcal/mol for the Glu5-Asn7 in the W11S mutant at ree between 24-28 Å.
4.3.2.4 Experimental results and discussion
The far UV CD spectra of the peptides are shown in Fig. 47. The spectrum is characterized
by a positive CD peak at approximately 228 nm that decreases in magnitude as a function
of increasing temperature. Simultaneously, there is an increase in the magnitude of the
negative CD signal at 213 nm. The thermal folding-unfolding reaction is reversible (data
not shown) and cooperative, the spectrum is characterized by a high signal to noise ratio,
and the thermally induced transition can be effectively monitored exclusively at 228 nm
exiton-coupled band or by performing a global analysis using data between 200 nm and
250 nm. The near UV spectra of the peptides are shown in Fig. 48. Each spectrum
is characterized by two predominate negative peaks at 285 and 295 nm. Both of these
minima disappear with increasing temperature. The loss of signal at 295 nm and the global
region between 260 and 315 nm are used to derive the near UV monitored thermodynamic
parameters of thermal peptide unfolding.
The thermal behavior and far UV CD profile of the peptides is similar to data pre-
sented on other tryptophan zipper peptides by Cochran et al. [166] and to other trpzip
mutants [219]. Peptide unfolding transitions are independent of peptide concentration and
the forward and backward unfolding curves are superimposable (data not shown). Thermal
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unfolding of the peptides fits well to a simple two state model (N ↔ U) via analysis of the
228 nm CD signal as is shown in Fig. 49A. The exception to two state unfolding is the
peptide E5L, which is best fit to a thermal unfolding model with a single intermediate: N
↔ I ↔ D. The thermal transition temperatures for the two state peptides, as well as other
thermodynamic values, are shown in Table 6. For the far UV CD measurements, the order
of stability is WT >K8L >W4S >(W9S = W11S) >W2S. Tm values range from 58.6◦C
(WT) to 33.4◦C (W2S). This loss of stability is reflected in ∆(∆G) values that range from -
0.55 to -1.16 kcal/mol relative to the WT peptide. Unfolding for all peptides is enthalpically
favored at ambient temperatures (Table 6).
Near UV CD analysis monitors an earlier event in the unfolding of all trpzip-based
peptides. Thermal unfolding of the peptides (except E5L) fits well to a simple two state
model (N ↔ U) via analysis of the 295 nm CD signal as is shown in Fig. 49B. Transition
midpoint differences (relative to the Tm determined by analysis of the far UV CD data)
range from 6.7◦C for the WT peptide to 17.9◦C for the W4S mutant. The rest of the
mutants have a ∆Tm of approximately 13 to 14
◦C (Table 6). Thermal near UV CD is
commonly used to monitor the loss of tertiary and side chain packing interactions versus
the loss of secondary structure that is monitored by thermal far UV [220, 221, 222]. The
tertiary packing stability of the peptide core, as measured by the near UV CD ∆(∆G)
values in Table 6, gives a stability order: WT >K8L >(W9S = W11S) ≈ (W2S = W4S).
The E5L peptide is unusual in that there is a marked intermediate in the unfolding
curve in the range of 27 to 39◦C (Figs. 47,49A) and a smaller intermediate from 34 - 39◦C
(Figs. 48,49B). The nature of this intermediate is unknown, but it does not appear to be
an aggregate as changes to buffer conditions (e.g.- addition of salt) does not alter thermal
unfolding behavior (data not shown). Because of the unknown nature of the intermediate
only the Tm values are presented in Table 7.
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Figure 47: Far UV CD spectrum of the peptides at 5◦C (solid black curves) and 90◦C
(dashed black curves). The panels correspond to the following peptides: A) Wild type, B)
full far UV spectrum of the WT peptide as a function of temperature between 5 and 90◦C
plotted every 5◦C, C) W2S, D) W4S, E) W9S, F) W11S, G) K8L, H) E5L. The temperature
increase is marked by a loss of ellipticity at 228 nm and 212 nm. The global analysis to
determine the peptide multi-wavelength melting temperature was performed between the
200 nm inflection point and 242 nm. This data was contributed by Dr. Stephen Quirk.
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Figure 48: Near UV CD spectrum of the peptides at 5 ◦C (solid black curves) and 90 ◦C
(dashed black curves). The panels correspond to the following peptides: A) WT, B) full
near UV spectrum of the WT peptide as a function of temperature between 5 and 90 ◦C
plotted every 5 ◦C, C) W2S, D) W4S, E) W9S, F) W11S, G) K8L, H) E5L. The temperature
increase is marked by a loss of ellipticity at 285 nm and 295 nm. The global analysis to
determine the peptide multi-wavelength melting temperature was performed between the


































Figure 49: Fraction of unfolded peptide as a function of temperature calculated using
data from the CD signal at 228 nm (a) or 295 nm (b) and Eq. 10. Line colors for both
graphs: Wild type, black; W2S, cyan; W4S, red; W9S, yellow; W11S, blue; K8L, purple;
E5L, green. This data was contributed by Dr. Stephen Quirk.
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Table 6: Thermodynamic parameters for the thermal unfolding of peptides based on
global analysis of the CD data in the far and near UV regions. The melting temperature
is measured in ◦C, ∆Hm is in units of kcal mol
−1, ∆Sm is in units of cal mol
−1 deg, and
∆(∆G) is in units of kcal mol−1. This data was contributed by Dr. Stephen Quirk.
UV Region Peptide Tm ∆Hm ∆Sm ∆(∆G)
Far WT 58.6 +/- 0.4 15.2 +/- 1.8 45.8 +/- 0.7
W2S 33.4 +/- 0.2 14.7 +/- 0.9 48.1 +/- 0.8 -1.16 +/- 0.07
W4S 37.2 +/- 0.2 16.8 +/- 1.2 54.3 +/- 0.6 -0.99 +/- 0.06
W9S 35.7 +/- 0.1 13.2 +/- 1.1 42.8 +/- 0.9 -1.06 +/- 0.08
W11S 35.9 +/- 0.2 12.6 +/- 1.5 41.0 +/- 0.8 -1.05 +/- 0.08
K8L 46.7 +/- 0.4 15.1 +/- 0.8 47.4 +/- 0.6 -0.55 +/- 0.04
Near WT 51.9 +/- 0.3 13.7 +/- 1.2 42.4 +/- 0.5
W2S 19.3 +/- 0.1 11.2 +/- 1.0 38.4 +/- 0.6 -1.38 +/- 0.06
W4S 19.3 +/- 0.1 14.3 +/- 1.3 49.2 +/- 0.6 -1.38 +/- 0.05
W9S 22.6 +/- 0.2 11.4 +/- 1.0 38.7 +/- 0.7 -1.24 +/- 0.06
W11S 22.8 +/- 0.2 10.9 +/- 1.3 36.9 +/- 0.6 -1.23 +/- 0.08
K8L 32.8 +/- 0.3 12.2 +/- 1.4 40.1 +/- 0.7 -0.81 +/- 0.04
Table 7: Thermodynamic parameters for the thermal unfolding of the E5L peptide based
on global analysis of the CD data in the far and near UV regions. This data was contributed
by Dr. Stephen Quirk.
UV Region Transition Tm (
◦C)
Far N → I 20.1 +/- 0.3
I → D 57.5 +/- 0.4
Near N → I 17.8 +/- 0.4
I → D 53.8 +/- 0.2
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4.4 Comparing the performance of CHARMM36 and Amber16 using
the β-hairpin motif


















Figure 50: Energetic comparison of 1LE0 in both c36 and Amber16. The PMFs are
obtained using ASMD with 100 tps at a pulling velocity of 1 Å/ns in explicit water solvent.
A comparison of the PMFs of trpzip1 calculated using c36 and Amber16 is shown in Fig. 50.
There are several similarities and differences between the PMFs. The metric used to de-
termine whether or not a difference is “significant” is the range of thermal fluctuation,
generally 2-3 kT, covered by the PMFs at a given value of ree. First, the overall curvature
and magnitude of the PMFs is similar between the two potentials. Both PMFs reach the
same minimum structure at a ree of ≈ 5 Å and reach the same maximum at 35 kcal/mol by
the end of the mechanical unfolding. The PMFs are also strikingly quantitatively similar
in the regions of 4 to 20 Å and 36 to 40 Å. The first significant differences arises at the
beginning of the pull. The Amber 16 PMF has a much more stabilized initial structure, by
≈ 9 kcal/mol, than the c36 result. The c36 PMF has a pronounced plateau beginning at
20 Å of extension. In the Amber16 PMF the plateau is still present, but it is shifted from
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20 to ≈ 26 Å and it is not a well-defined as in the c36 PMF. It is also in this region that
the the Amber16 PMF exhibits more stabilization. The c36 PMF plateaus at 17 kcal/mol
for several angstroms of extension while the Amber16 PMF rises from ≈ 20 to 25 kcal/mol
in this region.




















Figure 51: Comparison of the salt bridge formation within trpzip1 in both c36 (black
curve) and Amber16 (red curve). The curves are obtained using weighted averages of
ASMD simulations at 1 Å/ns using 100 trajectories per stage in explicit water solvent.
The comparison of the salt bridge interaction within trpzip1, Glu5-Lys8, calculated
using the two different potentials is shown in Fig. 51. The interaction energies have been
calculated using the weighted averaging scheme described in Chapter 2. The calculations
are the average of 100 trajectories per stage using a pulling velocity of 1 Å/ns. There are
several differences and similarities between the FFs characterization of the interaction. The
Amber16 result (red curve), in general, shows a broader average than the c36 results (black
curve). The first major difference is the energy of the initial interaction at a ree of 4 Å. The
interaction in Amber16 is stabilized by ≈ 25 kcal/mol when compared to the c36 result.
In the next region of the pull, from 6 to 12 Å, the two potentials show good agreement in
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terms of similar values of stabilization. However, toward the middle region of the reaction
coordinate, from ≈ 12 to 30 Å, the two curves diverge. In Amber16, the interaction is
much more stabilized from a range of -40 to -80 kcal/mol. The interaction in c36 oscillates
between 0 and -20 kcal/mol within this region. This discrepancy between the interaction
energies could lead to one strong reason why the PMFs also deviate between the within
the region with the Amber16 PMF being more stabilized than the c36 PMF as shown in
Fig. 50. At the ree of 30 Å, the two curves become more similar. The end of the pull
mirrors the beginning of the pull in that the c36 result is less stabilized, at ≈ 0 kcal/mol,
than the Amber16, at ≈ 35 kcal/mol. Overall, this analysis indicates that there are several
differences in calculated interaction energies for at least one interaction within trpzip1.
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Figure 52: Comparison of the hydrogen bond formation and dissolution within trpzip1
in both Amber16 (red curve) and c36 (black curve). The intrapeptide hydrogen bonds are
shown in the top panel and the peptide-water hydrogen bonds are shown in the bottom
panel. The curves are obtained using weighted averages of ASMD simulations at 1 Å/ns
using 100 trajectories per stage in explicit water solvent.
A comparison of the hydrogen bond patterns of trpzip1 obtained using Amber16 and
c36 over the course of the forced unfolding reaction coordinate can be seen in Fig. 52.
Similar to the trends observed with the salt bridge interaction in Fig. 51, the hydrogen
bond patterns show several similarities and differences between the performances of the
potentials. In general, the overall trends observed, such as the decrease in the number of
intrapeptide hydrogen bonds from 5 to 0 and the increase is peptide water bonds from 26
to ≈ 35, remain the same. The largest difference is that the Amber16 results contain a
broader average of hydrogen bonds, particularly in the peptide-water patterns shown in
red in Fig. 52b. The range of the hydrogen bond patterns using c36 are much narrower.
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These hydrogen bond patterns aid in the explanation of the plateau region of the PMFs
shown in Fig. 50. The number of intrapeptide hydrogen bonds decreases from 2 to 0 near
an extension of 20 Å. This coincides with the ree at which the plateau region begins in the
PMFs.
4.5 Conclusions
4.5.1 Trpzip1 versus chignolin
In this work, we have captured and compared the relative energetics of two small, stable β-
hairpin structures using Adaptive Steered Molecular Dynamics (ASMD). Although the two
peptides under consideration, trpzip1 and chignolin, have very similar secondary structures
and hydrogen bonding profiles, their stability and melting temperatures are quite different.
The computed force profiles and observables shed light on the differences in stability over the
course of the forced stretching. The forced unfolding energetics of trpzip1 are more stable
than chignolin, requiring more work to stretch the peptide from an initially folded state to
an unstructured state. However, it is much more difficult to converge the PMF of trpzip1
in comparison to chignolin, even at low stretching velocity. Convergence of chignolin was
obtained with 10 trajectories per stage at 0.1 Å/ns, while trpzip1 required 100 trajectories
per stage for convergence at that velocity. This may be due to stabilizing interactions, such
as more hydrogen bonds to solvent or salt bridging effects within trpzip1 that are not found
in chignolin.
The solvent environment plays a role in the convergence and shapes of the energetics.
The vacuum trpzip1 PMF converges at much higher stretching velocity than it does in
explicit solvent. This trend was also observed in our previous work with α-helices [27, 55, 56],
and by others [94, 223]. In all of these cases, the forced unfolding of helical peptides in
vacuum was found to be less energetically favorable due to a lack of stabilizing contacts
that are normally provided by water. Our structural results complement the findings of
Schulz, Miettinen, and Netz [224] with respect to the dynamical response of the peptide.
Specifically, they suggest that the frictional unfolding of α-helices is larger than that of
β-hairpins because of varying degrees of the hydrogen bond strength. This is due to steric
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effects from the solvent and amino acid side chain environment which is consistent with the
structures that we found along our forced unfolding pathway.
In addition to energetics, we have obtained quantitative insight into the stability of our
target peptides through an analysis of the intrapeptide and peptide-solvent hydrogen bond
structure. At the end of the stretching of trpzip1 in vacuum, it contains approximately 4
hydrogen bonds but they are primarily not the originally hydrogen bonding pairs in the
β-sheet structure. These bonds add to the overall stability of the peptide in vacuum but at
the cost of steric entropy that can be relaxed in water where more favorable peptide-solvent
hydrogen bonds can be formed instead. This leads to a lowering of the free energy to stretch
the peptide in solvent. The same trend in hydrogen bonds is observed in chignolin as would
be expected because the secondary structures are very similar. Similar effects due to solvent
stabilization were also observed in earlier work on α-helices [55, 56]. In that work it was
speculated that all-atom representations (explicit) of the water solvent was necessary so as
to be able to accommodate the changes in the hydrogen bonding structure. However, we
recently found that implicit solvents can also accommodate the structure formation due to
the fact that they include local response to the exposed charges on the peptide [27].
The origins of the stability of the β peptides studied here can be understood through
the specific residue-pair interactions along the stretching pathway. In trpzip1, the most
energetically favorable residue interaction occurs between Glu5 and Lys8. In vacuum, this
interaction is stable, even when the peptide is fully stretched. In explicit solvent, it remains
the largest contributor to the stability of the fold, but the interaction is dampened due
to solvent effects. However, the interaction is essentially 0 kcal/mol near the end of the
unfolding path. In explicit solvent, the two tryptophan pairs, Trp2-Trp11 and Trp4-Trp9,
also add stability to the peptide’s hydrophobic core. Chignolin does not contain any salt
bridges, but there are several residue pairs such as Asp3-Thr6 which provides stability for
the first half of the stretch, and Glu5-Gly7 which add some stability toward the end of the
unfolding. Other interactions, such as the Asp3-Gly7 and Tyr2-Trp9 also contribute to the
overall unfolding pathway of chignolin. In contrast to previous work on helical peptides
[94], which found pronounced stabilization of an alanine-rich helix as Glu-Lys salt bridges
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were introduced to the i → i + 3 contacts positions, we found that the β-hairpin motif is
significantly stabilized by the addition of salt bridges.
In conclusion, the lowering of the PMF, from vacuum to explicit solvent, of the unfolding
of trpzip1 is related to solvent effects experienced by the Glu5-Lys8 electrostatic interaction
and on the loss of intrapeptide hydrogen bonding contacts to water. Due to the stabilization
of the Glu5-Lys8 interaction in vacuum, the PMF of trpzip1 is significantly higher than in
explicit solvent. This favorable salt bridge is also, in large part, why the PMF of trpzip1 is
considerably higher than that of chignolin. The turn region in trpzip1 is supported by the
Glu5-Lys8 salt bridge. This could provide some explanation of why chignolin and trpzip1,
although similar in structure, are not similar with regard to stability (as shown by melting
temperature). Undoubtedly, the four Trp residues within trpzip1 also play a role [171]
in creating a hydrophobic “core”; however, it remains debatable whether the stability of
trpzip1 is driven by hydrophobic collapse, turn stability, or some combination of these two
effects. This could be resolved through a mutation study involving the salt bridging residues
and several other residues within chignolin. Another remaining question is concerned with
how the length of the β-sheet strand affects the peptide stability [225].
4.5.2 Trpzip1 mutations
In this work, we have investigated six mutants of trpzip1 using experimental and computa-
tional methods to determine the stability of each peptide. We compare the computationally
determined mechanical unfolding pathways of each mutant with the WT peptide. We have
also calculated the side chain-side chain and hydrogen bonding effects within each mutant.
From this analysis, we have found that the stability of competing salt bridge between Glu5-
Lys8 and Glu5-Lys12 is within K8L is substantial and directly effects the energetics and
unfolding pathway of the peptide. The mutations E5L and K8L effect the hydrogen bonding
trends between intrapeptide and peptide-solvent bonds. There is evidence to suggest that
there is an interplay between hydrophobic collapse and side chain-side chain interactions.
The K8L mutant is the most stable because structurally and energetically it resembles the
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WT peptide. This is also confirmed from the experimental CD spectra and thermal un-
folding. Like the WT peptide, K8L is stabilized by a salt bridge. However, this contact is
between the Glu5 and Lys12 residues, which is a nonnative contact in the WT peptide. In
the case of E5L, this contact is not possible because the Glu at the 5 position was mutated
to a Leucine residue.
4.5.3 Comparing the performance of CHARMM36 and Amber16 using the
β-hairpin motif
The work highlighted in this study is complementary to the work in Chapter 3 focused
on helical peptides. Here, we have created a direct comparison of the performance of the
c36 and Amber16 FFs using the β-hairpin secondary structure motif. The results with
β-hairpins reinforce our conclusions from Chapter 3 in that the use of the different poten-
tials does not significantly effect the unfolding energetics and general secondary structure
obtained for the peptides. Again, the overall magnitude and curvature of the PMFs are
consistent between the two FFs; however, the depth of the initial minimum structure is
much more stabilized in the Amber16 FF. This is considered substantial as it exceeds the
normal thermal fluctuation range.
Numerous differences arise between the FFs in the evaluation of the interaction energy
calculated between Glu5 and Lys8. This represents a significant test of the FFs as this is
recognized as a stabilizing electrostatic interaction. The c36 result has a much narrower
average than the Amber16 result. Near the beginning and end of the unfolding reaction
coordinate, the salt bridge energy analysis is consistent between the FFs. However, in
the middle region of the unfolding, the energies diverge substantially. The hydrogen bond
patterns are another means of comparing the performance of the two FFs. The overall trends
in the hydrogen bond patterns are consistent; however, the c36 result is much narrower than
the Amber16.
This work has provided a direct comparison using β-hairpin peptides to assess the
performance of the two most popular MD FFs, Amber16 and c36. While the FFs can be used
reliably to capture the energetics of unfolding, caution should be used when investigating
the specific interactions within the system that may effect the overall pathway of unfolding.
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CHAPTER V
ENERGETICS OF UNFOLDING MULTI-MOTIF PEPTIDES
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Neuropeptide Y (NPY) mutations
NPY [226] is a multi-functional protein, consisting of 36 residues, found in abundance in
the brain and nervous system. It is known that the peptide can bind to at least six different
types of G-coupled protein receptors [227]. It has been implicated as a control switch for
several biological processes such as regulation of food intake, vasoconstriction, memory
retention and sleep regulation [228, 229]. As such, neuropeptides have been tagged as
potential drug targets for treating diseases such as epilepsy, obesity, neurodegenerative and
psychiatric disorders due to their bioavailability and ability to penetrate the blood-brain
barrier [230, 231]. However, much is left unknown about how to modulate the stability the
neuropeptides and how those changes in stability affect their function.
There have been several experimental and theoretical studies aimed at deconstructing
the roles that each residue or secondary structure motif plays in the stability and function
of the peptide. An early CD and NMR study by Nordmann et al. [232] determined that
the stable form of NPY as a monomer was a polyproline helix. In contrast, a CD and
FRET study by Bettio et al. [233] suggested that NPY as a monomer does not exist in
a stable polyproline helical fold. However, a NMR study in which it was determined that
the rigidity is not an intrinsic property of the peptide but instead it is due to the apt
positioning of proline residues capable of stabilizing the polyproline fold [234]. The authors
also comment on the role of Y20 and Y27 as stabilizing residues that help maintain the
hairpin-like structure of the polyproline fold. This source of rigidity is further investigated
by a molecular simulation using Langevin dynamics aimed at understanding the behavior
of NPY under constant external force determined that NPY relaxes to an equilibrium
structure at a fast timescale due to the rigidity of the polyproline helix motif[235]. One
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recent mass spectrometry study indicated that the second proline from the N-terminus
(found in a variety of neuropeptides) can undergo cis-trans isomerization, allowing the
peptide to achieve a high level conformational heterogeneity [236]. In our previous work on
the “unhinging” mechanism of NPY [54], which is integral for understanding the binding
pathway of the protein to various receptors, was investigated at low and high temperatures.
It was determined that the rate at which NPY unfolds at 310 K is too slow to occur
naturally; therefore, NPY exists in a stable, folded confirmation at body temperature.
Figure 53: Illustration of the double mutant of NPY, Y2027F. The secondary structure
of the peptide is depicted as a ribbon where the helix is in magenta, the polyproline turn
is cyan and the unstructured tail is white. Several residue side chains are highlighted:
phenylalanines (red) and proline (yellow).
In the present study, the stability of the WT NPY has been modulated using mutations
of the tyrosine residues to phenylalanine at the 20 and 27 positions. An illustration of
the double mutant peptide, Y2027F, is shown in Fig. 53 where the helix is in magenta,
the polyproline turn is cyan, and the unstructured tail is white. The residues of interest,
namely the phenylalanines 20 and 27, are highlighted in red while the prolines, which are
known to play a significant role in the peptide structure are in yellow. Using a combination
of molecular dynamics, thermal unfolding experiments, lipid and receptor binding kinetics
studies, and analytical ultracentrifugation experiments, we are able to span length scale
from the single molecule level to the quaternary structure in order to further understand
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the cause of the increase in stability. On the single molecule scale, the opening of the
hydrophobic pocket and hydrogen bonding contacts are also obtained and reinforce these
findings. These mutations increase the thermodynamic stability (Tm) of the peptide by
as much as 30◦C. The determination of the energetics and pathways along the pulling
coordinate will reveal the specific interactions stabilizing NPY peptides, particularly the
mutants.
5.1.2 Enterocin 7B mutations
Enterocin 7B (PDB ID: 2M60) [237] is a small bacteriocin antimicrobial peptide composed
of 43 amino acid residues. It was only in 2013 that the NMR solution structure of the pep-
tide became available. Bacteriocins are peptides that are produced by bacteria that have
antimicrobial properties [238]. A majority of bacteriocins are referred to as a “leader” pep-
tide because they are produced with an N-terminal extension. These leader sequences have
been implicated in a wide variety of processes involving transporting bacteriocins. Ente-
rocin 7B is a “leaderless” bacteriocin, meaning it does not contain an N-terminal extension.
However, leaderless bacteriocins have a broader range of activity than leader bacteriocins
and are therefore of significant interest. It has been observed the that Enterocin 7B adopts
a stable structure composed of three, short α-helices separated by turn regions [237]. Pri-
mary sequence analysis indicates that all three helices have varying degrees of amphipathic
character. Interest in using Enterocin 7B as a food preservative has grown as it is effec-
tive at killing a large range of gram-positive bacteria including several human food-borne
pathogens. Unlike most of the other enterocins, 7B is fully structured in solution. It is
unknown how this peptide transverses through membranes in order to disrupt the cellular
structure of bacteria; hence, resulting in cell death. We hypothesize that, similar to NPY,
the peptide is stabilized primarily through a well-packed hydrophobic core. One major
question that arises is how the stability of the hydrophobic core effects the overall dynamic
behavior and function of Enterocin 7B.
In this work, which is still in progress [34], we approach this question from the computa-
tional perspective. ASMD simulations are currently underway using WT Enterocin 7B and
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ten mutations. These simulations will probe the structural rigidity of Enterocin 7B. Details
of the mutations and subsequent simulations are discussed in Sec. 5.2.2. Preliminary results
of the energetics are presented in Sec. 5.3.2.
5.2 Peptide model details
The peptides investigated in this Chapter are WT NPY and three mutants along with WT
Enterocin 7B and ten mutations. In the following sections, a detailed description of the
design of the systems and simulation parameters used will be presented.
5.2.1 NPY mutations
5.2.1.1 Computational model
The solution NMR structure of the folded conformation of the WT NPY [226] was used as
the structure from which the mutants were computationally prepared. Three mutants were
built using the VMD plugin Mutator [63]. The specific mutations are denoted as Y20F,
Y27F and Y2027F. Y20F and Y27F are both single mutations of the tyrosine at the 20
and 27 positions to phenylalanine. The double mutant, Y2027F, consists of two mutations
of tyrosine to phenylalanine at the 20 and 27 positions. Phenylalanine was chosen as the
substituting residue due to a need to increase the hydrophobicity of the pocket. For clarity,





As observed with the VMD plugin Timeline, there were no significant structural changes
to the backbone of the peptides due to the mutations. All of the peptides present as stable,
polyproline helices. Timeline analysis of the secondary structure was performed after the
equilibration of each peptide as described below.
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Figure 54: Illustration of WT NPY (red) overlaid with the Y2027F mutant (blue). The
peptide backbones are represented as “ribbons”. The hydrophobic residues of the peptides
are represented as transparent surfaces.
Equilibration All of the ASMD simulations are performed using NAMD [139] as the
molecular dynamics integrator with the c36 FF [96, 113]. All equilibrations and simula-
tions therein described are performed in explicit water solvent using the TIP3P solvation
algorithm as implemented in the NAMD solvation package. First, the peptides are solvated
individually is a square cuboid box with approximately 19,000 water molecules. The solvent
box is built with two equal sides of length Lxy, and a longer side along the z-axis of length
Lz. The length of Lxy is 30 Å, and Lz=150 Å. After solvation, the overall charge of the pep-
tide and solvent system is neutral. No ions are required to gain neutrality. After obtaining
the solvated peptide, the system undergoes a three-step equilibration protocol. The first
step of the protocol is to equilibrate the solvent and side chains of the peptide while keeping
the backbone of the peptide restrained. This step allows the water to reach a density of
approximately 0.9998 g/cm3 while simultaneously allowing the side chains of the peptide
to find favorable conformations. Energy minimization was performed for 10,000 steps to
remove bad contacts using the conjugate gradient method. The system was equilibrated for
1 ns at 300K under NPT conditions. The Nose-Hoover Langevin piston method was used
with a damping coefficient of 5 ps−1, a decay period of 100 fs and a damping time constant
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of 50 fs. Temperature is maintained using the Langevin thermostat. Other important sim-
ulation parameters are set as follows: the smooth switching function begins at 8 Å, van der
Waals interaction cutoff distance was 12 Å, pair list distances are truncated at 13.5 Å, and
long-range electrostatic forces were calculated using the particle-mesh Ewald summation
method with a grid size of ¡ 1 Å. Those parameters are carried over to the second and
third steps of equilibration, as well. In the second step of the equilibration protocol, the
system undergoes a constant volume equilibration via the NVT ensemble. The backbone
is initially restrained with a harmonic potential of 10 kcal/mol Å2. The constraints on the
backbone are gradually released during a series of 100 ps intervals. The constraints are
gradually reduced to 5.0 and then 1.0 kcal/mol Å2 consecutively. The final constraint of 1.0
kcal/mol Å2 was then released and the entire system was allowed to equilibrate for another
500 ps. The gradual release of the constraints on the backbone of the peptide ensures that
the peptide atoms do not begin to shift too quickly in reference to the solvent molecules.
Due to the free motion of the peptide during the second step of the equilibration protocol,
the peptide can drift substantially from the z-axis (i.e. the axis along which the unfolding is
steered). Therefore, in the third and final step of the equilibration the equilibrated peptide
from the second step is removed from solvent and reoriented along the z-axis. This rotation
does not in any way change the equilibrated structure, which was obtained in the previous
step. Next, the rotated peptide is solvated using the same parameters as before. Following
the solvation, the Cα atoms of the 1st and 36th residues are restrained but all other motions
unconstrained. A 1 ns equilibration of the water and peptide system is then performed to
equilibrate the solvent and side chains. This result was verified using the NAMD plug-in
Timeline for analyzing secondary structure and determining root mean squared deviations.
Unfolding simulations In this work, the PMFs for the unfolding pathway of the four
NPY peptides are obtained computationally using the ASMD as described in Chapter 2.
This method was previously used to determine the mechanism by which WT NPY “un-
hinged” using a circular pulling pathway [54]. The efficiency of the algorithm has also been
benchmarked for various solvent conditions including vacuum [55], implicit solvent [27], and
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explicit solvent [56].
In all of the ASMD simulations, the peptides are stretched along the long z-axis to
mimic unfolding. All simulations are carried out at a temperature of 300 K. The stretching
coordinate is defined as the distance between the Cα of the 1st and 36th residues. At the
start of each simulation, the distance between the stationary and pulled atom is constrained
to 16 Å. This constraint is used to ensure that during the driven unfolding, the peptide
accesses the local minimum obtained from the equilibration protocol. During the pull, the
peptides are gradually stretched for 120 Å, resulting in a domain of the end-to-end distance
from 16 Åto 136 Å. The ASMD simulations use forty evenly partitioned stages along the
stretching coordinate. This results in each stage as a 3 Å pull. The PMF of the peptides
is evaluated at a stretching velocity of 10 Å/ns with a sampling size of 100 trajectories per
stage. Once the PMFs are obtained, they are shifted to reset the zero of energy to the
minimum. This shifting, which allows for a more direct comparison of the PMFs, can be
seen in Fig. 56.
The ASMD simulations require approximately 40 stages along the predefined reaction
coordinate, with a sampling target of 100 trajectories per stage using steering velocities of
10 Å/ns and 1 Å/ns. There are a total of four peptides (WT and three mutants).
5.2.2 Enterocin 7B mutations
Beginning at the N-terminus, the first helix (denoted as Helix 1) is composed of residues 4
through 10. This is shown in blue in Fig. 55. The central helix, Helix 2, is comprised of
residues 14-30 and is shown in red in the figure. However, Helix 2 deviates from regular
helical φ-ψ space with a pronounced “kink” caused by residue Lys18. Helix 3 is comprised
of residues 33 through 42 and is shown in yellow. Eleven different peptides are used for the
simulations: WT Enterocin 7B and 10 mutants. A series of mutations were suggested by Dr.
Stephen Quirk. Within Helix 1 three mutants were proposed as destabilizing mutants: I4R,
L7R and V8R while one mutant, A5L, was proposed as stabilizing. In Helix 2, three mutants
are proposed to be destabilizing, namely F15R, I23R and F26R while two mutations are
suggested to be stabilizing, M24L and F26L. Similarly, in Helix 3 the L40R mutant was
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proposed as destabilizing. For all of peptides, the initial ree is 20 Å after the three-step
equilibration protocol (previously described in Sec. 5.2.1.1). Each peptide is individually
solvated in a rectangular cuboid box using TIP3P explicitly represented water molecules
with the minimal dimensions of 40Å x 40Å x 250Å. This is ≈ 11,500 water molecules
for a total system size of ≈ 40,000 atoms. The ASMD simulations are performed using a
reaction coordinate of 60 Å. This does not result in a completely unstructured peptides as
the interest of the study is to investigate only the unstructuring of the hydrophobic core
of the peptides. For the ASMD simulations 20 stages will be used to evenly descritize the
reaction coordinate. This equates to 3 Å of unfolding within each stage. A sampling size
of 100 trajectories per stage will be used along with a pull velocity of 1 Å/ns.
Figure 55: Illustration of WT Enterocin 7B. The secondary structure of the peptide is
represented as a ribbons. The three different helices are highlighted in different colors.
Helix 1 (residues 1-13) is blue, Helix 2 (residues 14-30) is red and Helix 3 (residues 33 -42)
is yellow.
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 NPY mutations
Computational and experimental results of the energetics, structure, and stability of WT
NPY and three mutants will be described in this section. All of the thermal unfolding
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and receptor binding kinetics data presented in Sec. 5.3.1.4 and 5.3.1.5 was obtained by
Dr. Stephen Quirk. The analytical ultracentrifugation data discussed in Sec. 5.3.1.6 was
obtained by Dr. David Bain.
5.3.1.1 Energetics and convergence
The PMFs of the four peptides were obtained in order to compare and contrast the stability
of each of the peptides. It is useful to approach the PMFs using references to specific regions
of the reaction coordinate, ree, to compare the trends observed amongst the peptides. First,
the addition of the mutations to the peptides creates a more stabilized local minimum, which
can be seen in Fig. 56 at a ree of 20 Å. The Y20F (blue), Y27F (red), and Y2027F (green)
PMFs all have more pronounced minima in comparison to the WT (black curve). The
minimum of Y2027F is shifted to the right of the minima of Y20F and Y27F indicating
that the local stable structure of the double mutant is more stable than either of the single
mutants. In the region of the PMFs between 30 to 70 Å the clearest trend that emerges
is the similarity between the Y20F and Y27F curves versus the similarity between the WT
and Y2027F curves. Lastly, from 70 to 80 Å the PMFs begin to increase rapidly. This is
the point at which the hydrophobic pocket is opening. At approximately 70 Å, the WT
pocket begins opening first. The single mutant pockets open at 75 Å and finally the WT
pocket opens at 80 Å. This trend is confirmed by a more detailed analysis of the interaction
of the hydrophobic core interaction energy with the solvent detailed in Sec. 5.3.1.2.
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Figure 56: PMFs obtained for all for peptides using a sampling size of 100 trajectories
per stage at a pulling velocity of 10 Å/ns in explicit water solvent. Only the first 70 Å of
the pull are shown for clarity.
5.3.1.2 Opening of the hydrophobic core
The interaction energy between the hydrophobic residues within the peptides and the water
can be seen in Fig. 57. The hydrophobic pocket is highlighted as a surface in Fig. 54.
This result has been calculated using the weighted averaging scheme used for calculated the
residue pair interaction energies and hydrogen bonding patterns described for observables in
Chapter 2. The curves are the results of the weighted average of all the trajectories. Within
the plots, information about the opening of the hydrophobic pocket can be obtained. The
region between ree 60 and 80 Å is the range of end-to-end distances at which the hydrophobic
pocket opens. In each case, after the pocket opens, the interaction of the pocket with the
water increases substantially. The more stable the peptide, the more shifted this opening
of the pocket. As shown by the black curve, the WT pocket opens first at a ree of 60 Å.
The single mutants, Y20F (blue) and Y27F (green), have similar curves. They both have
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a peak at approximately 75 Å. As shown in red, the double mutant, Y2027F, exhibits the
most shifted opening of the pocket at a ree of 80 Å. All together these results create a clear
trend for the opening of the hydrophobic pocket, and hence peptide stability, as follows:
WT >Y20F/Y27F >Y2027F.




















Figure 57: Comparison of the opening of the hydrophobic core across all peptides. The
energies for each curve are obtained using a weighted average of 100 trajectories per stage
at a velocity of 10 Å/ns in explicit water solvent.
5.3.1.3 Hydrogen bonding profiles
The weighted average of the different types of hydrogen bond patterns for WT NPY and the
three mutants can be observed in Figs. 58, 59 and 60. Fig. 58 shows the average number of
intrapeptide hydrogen bonds formed and broken over the course of the mechanical unfolding
of the four peptides. Each of the peptides exhibits a similar trend in the number of hydrogen
bond contacts. The initial structures all begin with 5 to 10 bonds. Between the region of 20
to 60 Å, the number of intrapeptide bonds formed increases to a range of 20 to 25 bonds.
The WT, Y20F and Y27F peptides all have a maximum of ≈ 20 bonds at a ree of 70 Å.
Y2027F forms the most contacts at a ree of 80 Å, after which the number of bonds formed
begins to decrease rapidly until the end of the reaction coordinate. This coincides with
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the behavior and trends of the opening of the hydrophobic pocket presented in Sec. 5.3.1.2.
It should also be noted that the hydrogen bonding trend observed in Fig. 58 is consistent
with i→ i+4 (α-helical) bonding patterns observed for the helical peptides investigated in
Chapter 3.

















Figure 58: The weighted average intrapeptide hydrogen bonds of WT NPY (black), Y20F
(blue), Y27F (green), and Y2027F (red). The average is of 100 trajectories per stage at
pulling velocity of 10 Å/ns in explicit water solvent.
The hydrogen bonds formed between the peptide and the explicit water solvent are
shown in Fig. 59. The WT and Y2027F mutant both begin with a slightly elevated number
of hydrogen bond contacts with solvent at 85 contacts. The Y20F and Y27F mutants both
begin with 80 contacts. For each peptide, the number of bonds formed to solvent remains
constant over the first half of the unfolding. The number of bonds begins to increase at a
ree of 80 Å and peaks at 110 bonds at a ree of 110 Å. The number of bonds remains constant
at 110 for the remainder of the reaction coordinate.
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Figure 59: The weighted average hydrogen bonds formed between the peptide and explicit
water solvent for the WT NPY (black), Y20F (blue), Y27F (green), and Y2027F (red). The
average is of 100 trajectories per stage at pulling velocity of 10 Å/ns.
One interesting question to investigate is whether or not there is a significant number
of hydrogen bonds forming between the helix and unstructured tail region of the peptide.
This particular question is answered in Fig. 60. In general, each peptide forms no bonds
in this region. The WT peptide transiently forms 3 such bonds at a ree of 75 Å. Similarly,
the Y20F mutant forms 3 peptide-solvent bonds at ≈ a ree of 95 Å. Overall, there are very
few bonds formed between the helix and the tail during the mechanical unfolding of the
peptides. This suggests that all of the intrapeptide hydrogen bonds observed in Fig. 58 are
formed only within the helix.
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Figure 60: The weighted average hydrogen bonds formed between the helix region of the
peptide and the unstructured “tail” for the WT NPY (black), Y20F (blue), Y27F (green),
and Y2027F (red). The average is of 100 trajectories per stage at pulling velocity of 10
Å/ns.
5.3.1.4 Thermal unfolding
Complementary to the mechanical unfolding simulations of the individual peptides, far UV
CD spectra yields information on the type of secondary structure motifs occurring within
the peptide. The far UV spectra shown in Fig. 61 indicates that the peptides are all stable
α-helices. This is consistent with previous CD spectra [232, 233, 239]. The mutations at
the 20 and 27th positions do not have any effect of the overall secondary structure obtained
by the peptides. This is also consistent with the simulation results of the hydrogen bonding
profiles described in Sec. 5.3.1.3. The thermal unfolding of the peptides can also be extracted
from the CD measurements. Fig. 62 shows the thermal unfolding spectra of the WT and
three mutants. The melting temperature, Tm, is the temperature at which 50% of the
peptide become unfolded. WT NPY (black curve) has a Tm of ≈ 38
◦C The Tm of the
double mutant, Y2027F, is shifted by 30◦C in comparison to the WT unfolding. The Tm
of the single mutants, Y20F and Y27F, are the same at ≈ 60 ◦C. From the results, a trend
in the stability of the peptides begins to emerge: the double mutant is the most thermally
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stable, the WT is the least stable and the single mutants are the more stable than the WT
but less stable than the double mutant. Though the mutations do not effect the secondary
structure of the peptide, the increased packing of the hydrophobic region between the helix
and the unstructured tail of the peptide serves to increase its thermal stability.





























Figure 61: Far UV CD spectra of WT NPY (black), Y20F (blue), Y27F (red), and Y2027F
(green). This data was contributed by Dr. Stephen Quirk.
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Figure 62: Thermal denaturation of WT NPY and mutants as measured by CD spec-
troscopy at 222 nm. The color scheme is the same as Fig. 61. Mean molar ellipticity values
have been converted to the fraction unfolded peptide. This data was contributed by Dr.
Stephen Quirk.
5.3.1.5 Receptor binding
The next aspect of our investigation focuses on the effects the mutations have on the function
and behavior of the peptides. In order for NPY to reach a receptor, it must first transverse
a lipid membrane. The binding WT NPY and the three mutants to a lipid membrane
observed using Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) are shown in Fig. 63. SPR is a biophysical
technique used to capture protein-protein and protein-membrane interactions [240]. In
an SPR experiment, a ligand is attached to a gold surface while an analyte is pumped
across the surface. A polarized laser is directed at the gold surface. The gold surface will
generate surface plasmons when hit with the laser at a specific angle. The critical angle
depends on the refractive index and changes as analyte binds to the ligand. SPR is reported
in“Resonance Units” which correspond to a critical angle shift when a ligand binds with an
analyte. In this experiment, the ligand is a POPC/POPG lipid vesicle and the analyte is
NPY. The WT NPY (black) has the fastest and strongest binding to the lipid membrane.
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The single mutant, Y20F, has the next fastest binding rate followed by Y27F. Y2027F has
the most inhibited binding to the lipid membrane. These results suggest the the mutations
substantially effect the ability of the peptide to bind to a lipid membrane. This is significant
as part of the reason NPY has been studied heavily in the literature as a potential drug
target is because of its ability to easily transverse the blood-brain barrier.























Figure 63: Surface plasmon resonsance of WT NPY and mutants. The color scheme is
the same as Fig. 61. This data was contributed by Dr. Stephen Quirk.
In order to further assess the effects that the mutations have on the function of NPY,
a competitive binding assay was performed. A fluorescent tag, Pacific Blue, was attached
to the NPY peptides. Rat brain homogenate was used as the source of the receptors as
it contains a mixture of Y receptor subtypes to which NPY is known to bind [241]. The
half-maximal inhibitory concentration, IC50, was measured. This is yields information on
how effectively a substance inhibits a specific or biochemical function. The WT peptide has
an IC50 of 1.3±0.6 nM, Y20F has the next smallest IC50 at 1.4±0.4 nM, followed by Y27F
at 2.2±0.5 and Y2027F with 4.1±0.6. This trend matches the trend in stability observed
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in the SPR experiment in Fig. 63. Overall, the mutants had no effect on the ability of the
peptides to bind to the receptor.




























Figure 64: Release of receptor-bound Pacific Blue-labeled WT NPY and mutants upon
the addition of unlabeled competitor peptide. The color scheme is the same as Fig. 61
The percent fluorescence in the supernatant is plotted as a function of competitor peptide
concentration. This data was contributed by Dr. Stephen Quirk.
5.3.1.6 Analytical ultracentrifugation
As it was previously discovered that NPY can form dimers in solution [226, 242, 243], it
is useful to investigate whether or not the mutant NPY peptides in this study can form
stable higher order structures, as well. In order to examine this aspect of the structure,
analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) was used. AUC experiments rely on the mass of the
molecules of interest and the law of gravitation [244]. A molecular solution is spun at
a very high velocity. The sedimentation rate of the different species in the solution can
be differentiated to determine if any concentration dependent association occurred. The
sedimentation coefficient, s, is a ratio of the velocity to the centrifugal field applied to the
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solution. The results of an AUC experiment using WT NPY (a), Y20F (b), Y27F (c), and
Y2027F (d) are shown in Fig. 65. These experiments are performed in water at 20◦C to
mimic the biological environment and at four different concentrations per peptide. The
concentrations increase from top to bottom for each peptide.
The observed size distribution of WT varies as a function of concentration. At low
concentration (0.0281 mg/mL), a single predominant species with a molecular weight equal
to 4.92 kDa is observed. Since the molecular weight of monomeric WT peptide based on
amino acid sequence is 4.27 kDa, this peak most likely represents monomeric WT peptide.
Therefore, WT peptide appears to exist solely as monomer at 0.0281 mg/mL. Conversely,
the analysis at intermediate concentrations of 0.145 mg/mL and 0.305 mg/mL suggest two
sedimenting species. Namely, the smallest species has a molecular weight of 5.50 kDa and
4.65 kDa at 0.145 mg/mL and 0.305 mg/mL, respectively. These species correspond with
the single species observed at 0.0281 mg/mL and similarly are most likely monomeric WT
peptide. However, the larger species at 0.145 mg/mL has a molecular weight equal to 11.8
kDa. Likewise, the larger species at 0.305 mg/mL has a molecular weight equal to 11.1
kDa These species, as well as the intermediate species observed at 0.903 mg/mL with a
molecular weight equal to 16.9 kDa represent a common oligomer consisting of a di-, tri-, or
tetramer of WT peptides. These results, in conjunction with the absence of any oligomer at
the lowest concentration of WT peptide, suggest a concentration dependent reversible self-
association (RSA) of WT peptides. Moreover, analysis at 0.903 mg/mL produces a third
species with a molecular weight of 29.3 kDa in addition to monomer and the intermediate
oligomer species. Based on molecular weight analysis, it is most likely a hexa- or heptamer
of WT peptides. Only the highest concentration of WT peptide displays the third species,
which suggests that the formation of this species is concentration dependent as well and
that the formation of the intermediate oligomer may not represent the extent of NPY RSA.
The mutations to the WT peptide appear to shift the size distribution of species to the
right. That is, the mutations promote RSA and the formation of the intermediate and third
oligomeric species to various degrees. For the Y20F peptide, three distinct species sediment
at a concentration of 0.0286 mg/mL. The smallest species has a molecular weight of 3.88
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kDa, which is indicates a monomer, the intermediate species with a molecular weight of
13.8 kDa is most likely the intermediate oligomer as observed for the WT peptide at several
concentrations. The largest species has a molecular weight of 28.1 kDa and is likely similar
to the third species observed for the WT peptide at 0.903 mg/mL. However, the WT peptide
consists of only one species identified as monomer at a the low concentration. Furthermore,
the third species is not seen for the WT peptide until a the high concentration and yet is
not the dominate species present. In contrast, for the Y20F and Y27F peptides the third
species is the dominate species at more than a three-fold less concentration (0.266 mg/mL).
At those concentrations, the monomeric species is no longer the most prevalent species.
These results suggest that the Y20F and Y27F mutations alter the stability of the NPY
peptide in a manner that promotes RSA. This could be an indication of the importance of
Tyr20 and Tyr27 in the stability and formation of higher-order structure of NPY peptide.
Similarly, a slight peak that is most likely monomer is only seen at the lowest concen-
tration of 0.0370 mg/mL for Y2027F. At higher concentrations, only a single oligomeric
peptide is observed. It likely corresponds to the third species observed in Y20F and Y27F
as it has an average molecular weight of 25.5 kDa. This molecular weight suggests it is a
hexa- or hepta-mer. The absence of any intermediate species (di-,tri-, or tetramer) and the
dominance of the heavier species suggests that the mutations may be additive with respect
to the association of higher-order structures in NPY.
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Figure 65: Size distributions of a) WT, b) Y20F, c) Y27F, and d) Y2027F NPY pep-
tides at four concentrations per peptide. The sedimentation coefficients are expressed in
water at 20◦C. Concentrations are shown in the upper right hand corner of each respec-
tive distribution. Dotted lines represent boundaries for similar sedimenting species across
concentrations and types of NPY peptides. This data was contributed by Dr. David Bain.
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5.3.2 Enterocin 7B
5.3.2.1 Energetics and convergence
The preliminary results of the mechanical unfolding energetics of Enterocin 7B are presented
in Fig. 66. Results using seven of the ten mutations suggested in Sec. 5.2.2, namely I4R,
A5L, F15R, I23R, F26R, F36L, and L40R have substantial effects on the stability of WT
Enterocin 7B. The first point of comparison of the PMFs is the ree at which the peptides
reach a local minimum. The WT (red curve), A5L (blue curve), and F26L (black curve)
reach a well-defined local minimum at ≈ 21 Å. The I4R mutant (cyan curve) reaches a
more compact structure with a local minimum at ≈ 18 Å. F26R (magenta curve) has a
less compact structure and reaches a well-defined minimum at 24 Å. Mutants F15R (green
curve), L40R (gray curve), and I23R (yellow curve) have very broad minimum regions. I23R
does exhibit a slight minimum that is shifted to ≈ 28 Å, which indicates that the structure
has a more relaxed structure than the WT.
Another point of comparison is the overall behavior of the PMFs. The PMFs of the
L40R and F26R mutants are most similar to the WT. This indicates that this mutation
does not effect the overall unfolding pathway of Enterocin 7B. I23R has a very destabilized
PMF in comparison to the WT and any other mutant. The overall energy of unfolding
29 kcal/mol. A5L and F26L have regions of the unfolding coordinate where their stability
exceeds that of the WT. The PMF of A5L becomes higher than WT between 30 to 50 Å,
while the PMF of F26L surpasses the WT PMF from 22 to 65 Å. However, both A5L and
F26L have regions of the PMF where they are less stabilized than the WT. The F15R and
I4R mutants both result in PMFs that substantially stabilize the peptide, which was the
opposite of what was hypothesized. Their total unfolding energies are ≈ 50 kcal/mol while
that of the WT is ≈ 42 kcal/mol.
The ASMD simulations of the unfolding of L7R, V8R, and M24L are currently underway.
It is expected that the results of those simulations will align with and reinforce the findings
from the other seven mutations.
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Figure 66: PMFs obtained for all for peptides using a sampling size of 100 trajectories
per stage at a pulling velocity of 1 Å/ns using explicit water solvent.
5.4 Conclusions
5.4.1 NPY mutations
In this study, we have combined computational and experimental techniques to investigate
the effect three individual mutations have on the stability of the hydrophobic core of NPY.
We use a combination of techniques in order to span the scale of investigation from single-
molecule dynamics to formation of quaternary structure. In the WT NPY structure, a
hydrophobic pocket exists between the helical region and the unstructured tail. Hydropho-
bic residues, namely proline, are responsible for this core region. Tyrosine residues occupy
the 20th and 27th positions within the sequence (within the helical portion of the peptide)
and as tyrosine is a polar residue, it does not contribute to the packing of the hydrophobic
core. However, further “packing” of this hydrophobic core has led to interesting results that
effect the behavior of the peptide on several different levels.
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Computationally, we used ASMD to investigate peptides on the single-molecule scale.
In these simulations, the peptides are directed along a stretching pathway from which we
can extract the energetics of unfolding, energy of specific interactions and hydrogen bonding
patterns that play a role in the stability of the peptides. Our results suggest that there may
be two possible unfolding pathways that are slight different from one another. The single
mutants result in PMFs that fall within the range of thermal fluctuation of one another
and are different than the PMFs obtained for WT and Y2027F. Additionally, from our
analysis we gained insight into the stability of the hydrophobic core and helical region.
Through the calculation of the interaction energy between the hydrophobic residues within
the peptide and the water solvent, we can determine that mutations do effect the ree at
which the hydrophobic core opens. As expected, the WT hydrophobic core opens at a ree
of 60 Å, which indicates that it has the least stabilized core. This is followed by Y20F and
Y27F, which both open at 75 Å, and Y2027F opening at 80 Å. Based on our analysis of
the hydrogen bond patterns that emerge during the unfolding, only the helical region of the
peptide contains intrapeptide hydrogen bonds which further indicates that only hydrophobic
packing is contributing to the stability of the region between the helix and tail.
Several different types of experimental techniques have been used in this study to un-
cover more details about the stability and structure of the peptides. First, through CD
measurements it was determined that the mutations do not adversely affect the secondary
structure of the peptides. However, in the thermal unfolding experiments, the double mu-
tant has a shifted Tm of ≈ 30
◦C. From this, it is clear that while the secondary structure
is not affected, the packing of the hydrophobic core increases the thermal stability sub-
stantially. As the peptide must transverse a lipid membrane in order to reach its intended
receptor, it is imperative to study the effect the mutations might have on the interaction the
peptide with a membrane. As evidenced by SPR experiments, the mutations do effect the
interaction of the peptide with the membrane. The WT binds in the fastest while Y2027F
binds the slowest. This indicates that the increase in core stability may be hindering the
function of the peptide binding to the membrane. Through our receptor binding study it
was found that despite the decreased interaction the mutants have with the membrane, the
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rate of binding to the target receptors is not affected at all. In order to further investigate
the reasons behind the hindrance of the double mutant to bind to the membrane, AUC
experiments were performed to identify if any oligomerization was occurring. These find-
ings overwhelming suggest that Y2027F stability arises due to the formation of higher order
structures, specifically as hexa- or heptamers. As the peptide is known to interact with the
membrane as a monomer, it is conceivable that the dissociation of the hexa- or heptamer
impedes the ability of Y2027F to interact with the lipid membrane.
5.4.2 Enterocin 7B mutations
The goal of this study is to investigate the stability of the hydrophobic core of Enterocin
7B. From preliminary ASMD simulations, it is possible to confirm the overall effect each
mutation has on the unfolding pathway of Enterocin 7B. Of the mutants that were proposed
as destabilizing only I23R can be confirmed to destabilize the structure. Surprisingly, mu-
tants I4R and F15R, which were predicted to be destabilizing are actually stabilizing. A5L
and F26L, which were hypothesized to act as peptide stabilizers, do indeed add a measure
of stability to the structure in the mid-region of the unfolding pathways. L40R and F26R
which were proposed as a destabilizing mutations, do not effect the unfolding pathway of
Enterocin 7B.
However, as the theoretical study is still currently underway, there is much left to learn
about the factors that effect the stability of Enterocin 7B. Analysis of the hydrogen bond
patterns and residue pair interaction energies are expected to give greater insight into
the reasons behind some of the surprising preliminary results. Additionally, experimental
studies of how the mutations effect the antimicrobial properties of Enterocin 7B will also




6.1 Efficacy of ASMD as an enhanced-sampling method
ASMD has been used to efficiently calculate the PMFs for the mechanical unfolding of sev-
eral different peptides. The results of the converged PMFs are equivalent to those obtained
using SMD though are achieved using an order of magnitude less calculation time and orders
of magnitude faster pulling velocity. ASMD is able to overcome known sampling limita-
tions that accompany traditional SMD by implementing SMD in a segmented approach
using short non-equilibrium stretching stages that are alternated with contraction stages.
As such several variations of ASMD have been developed in order to test the accuracy and
robustness of the methodology.
In näıve ASMD, the contraction stage is the weighted Jarzynski Average is used as a
metric by which to select a trajectory to act as a seed for the next stage of the calculation.
This approach has been benchmarked using helical and β-hairpin peptides as presented in
Chapters 3 and 4. However, one potential pitfall of näıve ASMD is that the projections
are skewed towards a single dominant pathway. For small peptides, this may not be such
a problem as there may be only one dominant unfolding pathway by which the peptide
can unfold. However, in larger peptide systems this possibility is reduced as the the num-
ber of possible conformations is increased due to the increase in the number of degrees of
freedom. Three additional methods based on ASMD have been developed, namely, FR-
ASMD, PR-ASMD, and MB-ASMD, to avoid such biasing. The intermediate stages for
contraction used in FR-ASMD and PR-ASMD perform additional equilibrations and min-
imizations which help to avoid biasing as there is no selection criterion used to evaluate
the trajectories. This effectively allows for multiple pathways to be observed. However, the
addition of the equilibration stages adds back significant computational time which defeats
the efficiency advantage of using ASMD. FR-ASMD has been seen to provide converged
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PMFs of ALA10 in vacuum, implicit solvent, and explicit solvent and using a wide range
pulling velocities. Future work will use and benchmark PR-ASMD for the simulation of
larger peptide systems. MB-ASMD using a probabilistic approach for the contraction stage
to select an ensemble of trajectories with which to continue the simulations. Thus far, this
variation of ASMD has been seen to provide very accurate PMFs using ALA10 in vacuum
conditions as the benchmark system. Though there remains benchmarking that can be per-
formed with FR-ASMD, PR-ASMD, and MB-ASMD, the methods are robust and promise
the ability to converge PMFs of biomolecular processes on a much faster timescale. We
anticipate that these methods will allow for simulation of larger and more complex systems
while maintaining computational tractability
6.2 Creating a library of the mechanical unfolding energetics of small,
secondary structure motifs
A central achievement of this thesis work is the advancement of the understanding of the
dynamics and energetics of peptides in complex biological environments. In this work, we
have covered a broad range of secondary structure motifs including different types of helices,
β-hairpins, and mixed-motif peptides such as polyproline helices and helical bundles. By
creating a small library of the mechanical unfolding pathways of a wide variety of peptides,
we have the ability to unravel the links between their structure, dynamics, and function.
The addition of these unfolding pathways to the standard repertoire of data associated
with specific peptide sequences (i.e. secondary structure, CD spectra, melting temperature,
kinetics of binding, etc.) has the potential to transform the characterization of their dynamic
behavior.
The level of detail gained through our MD simulations allows us to capture information
about the unfolding pathway. For example, we calculate the hydrogen bonds that form
and break over the course of the unfolding as well as the interaction energies of specific
residue pairs that contribute to the stabilization or destabilization of the peptide. This
high-resolution information gives use much greater insight into the causes of a peptide’s
behavior. Several of our studies also include original mutations of the WT peptides which
allow us to probe the resiliency of the secondary structure stability. When considered
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together, this work offers an additional viewpoint from which to approach solving problems
in chemical biology.
6.3 Using experimental data as a correlative tool
As the challenges facing chemical biology become increasingly complex, it requires a multi-
disciplinary approach to solve such problems. MD is designed to capture the atomistic scale
of molecules undergoing dynamic transition whereas most experimental methods capture
macro-scale observations associated with molecular interactions. As such, experiment and
computation offer the perfect complement to one another. Biomolecular systems are, in
many ways, the ideal systems to use for joint experimental and computational studies since
numerous methods have been developed to characterize their behavior. The development
and availability of accurate FFs that describe proteins is a very active area of research
within MD and experimental methods to address problems in chemical biology are many
and varied.
This thesis has taken advantage of combining both areas of research. Two of our studies
found in Chapters 4 and 5 rely heavily of the use of experimental methods to clarify and add
depth to the studies. In the first study, we successfully correlate the mechanical unfolding
of several mutations of trpzip1 with experimental thermal unfolding. From this, we can
extract information about which mutations result in stabilizing trpzip1 and which mutations
destabilize the peptide. We also combined theoretical and experimental methods to study
the effects of mutations on NPY. We were able to span the scale of investigation from the
dynamics of a single molecule to the formation of higher-order structures. From this, we
concluded that a double mutation that serves to more tightly pack the hydrophobic core of
NPY also causes changes to the ability of the peptide to traverse the lipid membrane.
MD can be used as a predictive tool to direct design of biomolecules in cases where
the experiments are too costly or the system does not easily lend itself to experimentation.
The synergy of combining computational and experimental methods to approach problems
in chemical biology is just beginning to take hold. The use of ASMD in combination with
experimental studies has led to the discovery of novel peptide sequences whose dynamics,
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structure, and function have been well-characterized.
6.4 Toward using ASMD to simulate more complex systems
In principle, the ASMD methodology could be applied to any system which undergoes a
transition between non-equilibrium states. Therefore, it could potentially be a useful tool to
study biophysical problems beyond peptide unfolding. In the same way that SMD was used
to study a variety of problems such as ion channel transport and dissociation of a salt as
presented in Chapter 2, ASMD and the variations of ASMD could be used to tackle similar
problems. One avenue of investigation ASMD could be used to explore is the simulation
of protein-surface interactions. For example, this could include protein-protein, protein-
membrane surface, or protein-nanoparticle interactions. It could also be used to simulate
the dynamic motions of a protein translocating through a lipid membrane.
The simulation of ligand binding events would also be one potentially very useful applica-
tion of ASMD. However, the inherent linearity associated with steered unfolding simulations
would need to be overcome in order to simulate such systems as their reaction coordinates
would most likely be non-linear. For example, incorporation of non-linear reaction coor-
dinates for generating 2D PMFs would be required if the goal of the simulations were to
provide clarity on the native behavior of such processes.
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